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Senator PARTORE. Now another question; would you like to comment
on this matter of the electromagnetic capability facility or would you
prefer to put a memorandum in the record?
Dr. WHITEHEAD. I think it might be preferable to put a memorandum

in the record.
(The following was subsequently received for the record:)

THE WHITE HOWIE,
Washington, July 16, 1970.

Hon. JOHN 0. PAtyromz,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Communications,
Committee on Appropriations,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN : In response to your request during this morning's hear-

ing. I am submitting my views on the $908,000 for improved electromagnetic
compatibility analysis capabilities included in the President's fiscal year 1971
budget recotnmendations. Now that Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1970 has gone
into effect and I have been nominated to be Director of the new Office of Tele-
communications Policy, I have been reviewing the administration's budget recom-
mendations in this area and the recent actions by the House and Senate. As this
matter goes to conference, I am pleased to have this opportunity to submit my
views for the record.
Your opening statement at this morning's hearings stated very clearly and

accurately the importance of better spectrum management. We may not have
an immediate spectrum crisis, but the rapid and dynamic growth of telecom-
munications in this country is placing accelerating demands on spectrum re-
sources. Although not all of our available spectrum resources are being fully
utilized, existing allocations have resulted in artificial shortages that impose
economic penalties and make impossible the introduction of some new services.
Our existing frequency management machinery is increasingly hard pressed to
deal with the expansion of spectrum demands. I regard the improved coordina-
tion of spectrum allocation as one of the most important areas of telecommuni-
cations policy. We must begin now to improve theme techniques or there actually
will be a spectrum crisis in the not too distant future.
I recognize, as does the Congress, that the development of a comprehensive

data base and analytic capability will require the expenditure of Federal funds,
and that those expenditures must be justified in terms of the tangible benefits
this activity will produce. A very direct benefit will be more flexible and respon-
sive use of our existing spectrum resources. Improved management of spectrum
use and allocations also will encourage better planning by system designers both
in Government and in industry. Roth of these steps are essential to a more
efficient use of the spectrum, making spectrum resources available to accommo-
date both existing needs and the demand for new services that are developing for
the future.
With respect to this electromagnetic compatibility analysis effort, it is not our

intention to establish any new facility or organization which would require
legislative authorization. Rather, we intend to develop the necessary analytic
techniques, data base, and processing capabilities to provide the information
necessary for the Office of Telecommunications Policy to achieve more efficient
use of the spectrum.
I wish to emphasize that we still consider the full funding of $3.3 million is

vitally important to the development of an effective telecommunications policy
program during the forthcoming year. The electromagnetic compatibility func-
tions referred to above would, in large measure, be carried out through the
Department of Commerce under OTP guidance. The $906,000 appropriation re-
quest is the essential first step to get started in this area.

Sincerely,
CLAY T. WHITEHEAD,

Special Assistant to the President.

Senator PASTORE. Are there any further questions?
We have a biographical sketch. We will put that in the record.
(The biographical sketch follows:)
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CLAY THOMAS WHITEHEAD

Clay T. Whitehead was born on November 13, 1938, in Neodesha, Kans., and
graduated from Cherokee County Community High School in Columbus, Kans.
He received his B.S. and M.S. degrees in electrical engineering from the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology, majoring in communications theory and systems
engineering. He later received his Ph. 1). in management, also from M.1.T., with
concentration on policy Analysls, economics, and research and development
management. While at M.I.T., he taught courses in electronics and political
science. He was elected to the engineering and science honorary societies—Tan
Beta Pi, Sigma Xi, and Eta Kappa Nu.
Mr. Whitehead served in the U.S. Army for 2 years, attaining the rank of

captain, where he worked on Army chemical defenses and the threat to the
United States from biological warfare.
Mr. Whitehead was at the Bell Telephone Laboratories for about a year during

his undergraduate studies as a part of the M.I.T.-Bell Laboratories cooperative
program. Prior to obtaining his doctorate, he was a consultant at the Rand
Corp., where he worked on arms control, air defense, and spacecraft engineering
studies. After completing his Ph. D., he joined the Rand staff to plan and
organize a policy research program on health services and other domestic policy
areas. He has also served as a consultant to the Bureau of the Budget.

Following the election in 1968, Mr. Whitehead served on the President-elect's
Task Force on Budget Policies and assisted on transition matters. He joined
the White House staff in January 1969, where his responsibilities have included
the space, atomic energy, and other technically related programs ; maritime
affairs, liaison with regulatory agencies; and several economic and organizational
matters. Mr. Whitehead is a Special Assistant to the President.

Senator PAsToim. Is there anyone. in this room who desires to speak
for or against this nomination ?
There being none, we will adjourn.
(Whereupon, at. 10 :35 a.m., the committee adjourned.)





NOMINATION OF ROBERT MeLELLAN, TO BE ASSISTANT
SECRETARY OF COMMERCE FOR DOMESTIC AND IN-
TERNATIONAL BUSINESS

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 19, 1970

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE,

Wa8hin9ton, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, in room 5110, New Senate

Office Building, at 9:45 a.m., Hon. Vance Hartke, presiding.
Present: Senators Hartke, Hart, Long, Cotton, Prouty, Pearson,

and Baker.
Senator HARTKE. Good morning.
This morning we have before us the nomination of Robert McLellan

to be Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Domestic and International
Business. Mr. McLellan has had extensive experience in international
business before coming with the Government last year as Deputy
Assistant Secretary for Business Development. At the present time
he is serving as Acting Assistant Secretary in the post for which he
has been nominated.
We are pleased to have you with us. We will put your biographical

statement in the hearing record. Your financial statement will not
appear in the record, but in accordance with committee practice it will
be kept in the files, available for inspection.
(The biography follows:)

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCII OF ROBERT MCLELLAN
Robert McLellan was appointed Deputy Assistant Secretary of Commerce for

Business Development on May 1, 1969, and administered the oath of office by
Secretary of Commerce Maurice H. Stuns on June 9. He is now the Acting
Assistant Secretary for Domestic and International Business.
Mr. McLellan was born in Nebraska in 1923 and attended grammar and high

schools there. In 1941 he moved to California. After a tour of duty with the
Army Air Corps during World War II, he attended San Jose StatP College,
graduating with a Bachelor of Science Degree in Engineering (with honors).
Subsequently, he attended graduate school at Santa Clara University and the
Graduate School of Business at Stanford University.
In 1940, Mr. McLellan joined the Export Department of FMC Corporation as

a Sales Engineer subsequently holding positions of Sales Manager and General
Manager of the Machinery Expert Department of FMO International before being
appointed a Vice President in 1960.
Mr. McLellan has traveled extensively in his foreign business activities. He

has visited most of the areas of the world, including several trips to the U.S.S.R.
He is active in international trade activities and is a former member of several
San Francisco Bay Area world trade organizations. He is a past Trustee of the
World Affairs Council of San Francisco and a former member of the Regional
Export Expansion Council, the Western International Trade Group, the World
Trade Club of San Francisco and the University Club of San Jose. He is a mem-
ber of the Executive Committee of the Agri-business Council.

(35)
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Late In 1969, Mr. MgAlan served as Chairman of the regional conferences of
U.S. Economic/Commercial Officers in Tehran and Rome, and in January led
a delegation of businem and government executives to examine U.S. commercial
opportunities in selected countries of Africa. In April and May, he accompanied
Secretary Stang on a six nation tour of Latin America as part of President
Nixon's program to strengthen relationships between Latin America ami the
United States.
Mr. McLellan, his wife Helen and their four children formerly lived in

Saratoga, California but now reside in Washington, D.C.

Senator HARTKE. Senator Murphy apologizes that he cannot be here,
but he supports the nomination. Senator Cranston has registered no
objection to the nomination.
Good morning, sir.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT McLELLAN

Mr. MCLELLAN. Good morning, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HARTKE. You may proceed. Do you have a statement?
Mr. McLELLArr. I really have nothing further to say, Mr. Chairman,

beyond the biographical sketch which you have and the financial state-
ment which I have submitted.
I would add that I am pleased to have the chance to be here and to

meet you gentlemen, and to say that I look forward to the opportunity
of serving as Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Domestic and In-
ternational Business.
If there are any questions, I certainly would be pleased to try to

answer them.
Senator HARTKE, Since this is an administration recommendation,

Senator Cotton, I will defer to you, sir.
Senator Carrox. That is very kind of you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. McLellan. I note here tiiat you have of course filed with the

committee, not for the record, but to be on file for whoever desires to
look at it, your financial statement. And I note that as far as your
security holdings are concerned, yours and Mrs. McLellan's consist of
a substantial number of shares of FMC Corp. common stock. What is
FMC?
Mr. McLEIA,AN. FMC used to stand for Food Machinery and Chemi-

cal Corp. I was an employee for FMC Corp. for some 25 years before
I left to join Government in June of 1969.

Senator COTTON. I noted that, but I did not know what FMC meant,
if anything.
Mr. MCLELLAN. It does not stand for anything now, -just PMC.
Senator COTTON. You mean it has become a horrible conglomerate

or something?
Mr. McLELLATi. I would not characterize it, us a horrible conglom-

erate, but it is a large, diversified corporation.
Senator Corrow. I understand.
Now, just as a matter of form I have to ask you—there is absolutely

no implication in the question—if you are aware of any possibility
that your holdings in FMC Corp. could in any way be construed as
being in conflict of interest in the discharge of your duties in the
Department?
Mr. MCLELLAN. Senator Cotton, I do not see bow in any way my

holdings of FMC Corp. common stock could represent a conflict, of
interest in the discharge of my duties.
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SOMAOr COTTON. Then, this corporation is not one that is likely to
have contractual relations with the Government?
Mr. MCLELLAN. It may have contractual arrangements; they have

some defense contracts, for example. I was never in that part of the,
business and I um not now concerned with that part of the Govern-
ment. The only place where there is a conceivable possibility that I
can think of would be in the export control area where I am responsible
for the administration of the Export Control Act of 1969 and it is
conceivable FMC Corp. could be applying for licenses.
What I did when I entered Government a year ago was to issue a

statement, through the office of our General Counsel to our operating
units advising them that I did want not to be involved in any cases
coming before the Department, that related to FMC Corp. That, in-
struction still stands. I would disqualify myself from involvement in
any matter relating to FMC Corp.
I might add that to the best of my knowledge there, has been no

case, in the past year, not that I would know of it necessarily, but I
have, not even heard of it.
Senator COTTON. You realize that I want to protect you as well as

the committee.
Mr. Molamt,Alsr. I understand that, sir.
Senator CorroN. That is the sole purpose of my questioning.
I suppose it is conceivable that the general attitude of the Com-

merce Department with regard to our export-import, trade could, in
some measure, influence the value and the income of your investment
with the corporation.
Mr. MCLELLAN. It is not conceivable that I could do anything that

would be particularly beneficial to FMC Corp.
Senator COTTON. You have 2,060 shares. How many outstanding

shares are there? Do you know?
Mr. McIALT,Arr. I think it is about 28 million, but I could be low

on that. I might add at the present market, value, that does not repre-
sent very much.

Senator CoTroN. In other words, any possible financial benefit that
might increase the, value, of your shares because of some policies of the
Government would be infinitesimal compared with the outstanding
shares?
Mr. MCLELLAN. Indeed it would, sir.
Senator COTTON. And should any such situation arise where some

decision of the Commerce Department might be made that would
effect the value of your investment, would you be, willing immediately
to place such investment in some kind of a trust or under some ar-
rangement, so that you would have no control over it whatsoever?
Mr. MCLELLAN. "Yes; I would be willing to do so if it ever became

that significant.
Senator COTTON. I note that your only other investment is 10 shares

of National Biscuit Corp. common stock.
Mr. MCLELLAN. I might mention the reason we, have that is because

my son was eating so many of their cookies, we thought we ought to
get a return on the investment.
Senator CorroN. In summary then, you are aware of no interests

that either you or members of your family have that are at all likely
to constitute any conflict, of interest in the performance of your duties?
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Mr. McIALLArr. No, sir. I can state unequivocally and totally that
we have no circumstances that would create a conflict of interest in the
discharge of my responsibilities.
Senator Co'mow. And, you state your counsel has advised you that

these investments would not violate any rule, and would not in any
way constitute conflict of interest?
Mr. MCLELLAN. Yes, he has advised me on those investments.
Senator CorroN. Your counsel is undoubtedly familiar with the

practice of all other officials that this or any other committee of Con-
gress has recommended for confirmation., concerning the matter of
blind trusts or disposing of investments that could conceivably cause
conflict of interest?
Mr. MCLELLAN. Yes, sir; he is aware and I have discussed this with

him, and he has made the statement as represented in my letter to the
committee.
Senator CorroN. Just one other subject now. I guess I could be

perhaps be charged with being a fanatic about this subject. I offered
an amendment to the tax bill some months ago that was adopted by
the Senate but which was opposed at that time very vigorously by
Secretary Stans and the Commerce Department. That amendment rep-
resents my awn very deep-seated attitude about our foreign trade.
I have believed for a long time in free trade. I want to see an un-
restricted two-way street of free trade between this country and other
countries.
If American enterprise and ingenuity and resourcefulness cannot

on even terms meet competition in the open marketplace of the world,
then that is just our fault and it is too bad. But of course every single
country—and I am not making this as a statement since it already
has been made by Secretary Stans—with whom we do business in
some form or other has restrictions on American exports.
In the old days when I participated with others in asking for some

kind of restraint on textiles and shoes importations, they used to tell
us that you cannot do that, look at our balance of trade with Japan,
and look at all of the automobiles we send to Japan.
Now, Japan will not let us send an automobile and every time

I go down the street I RM infuriated when I see a Toyota. You
cannot send a camera to Japan. I was in Spain a few years ago and
the commercial attache of the American Embassy told me at that time
that the Spanish people wanted to buy American electrical and house-
hold appliances. However, they could not to any great extent because
the government would grant import licenses only to a very few im-
porters and then only in very nominal quantities. So the market was
practically shut to us.
Now, the amendment I offered simply authorized the President—it

did not direct him, but simply authorized him—in cases where Amer-
ican exports to other countries are restricted or barred, and he found
the flow of imports from that country was endangering our industry
and destroying American jobs, to impose such restrictions he saw fit.
It .further provided that he shall, not may, upon the removal of re-
stritions against our exports, immediately remove our restrictions
against their imports.
Do you consider that an unreasonable attitude? What is your

opinion?
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This isn't true I realize in the South and some other sections. Now
shoes are going the same way that textiles went. Electronics and
electrical components are going the same way. And we have been
sitting by while the Department of Commerce and the administra-
tion—I don't just blame the Department of Commerce—works on
one commodity at a time.
There is a bill pending now in the House which I understand the

administration wants to restrict to textiles, or at the most to textiles
and shoes. Certainly, it is a step in the right direction. However, I
frankly would prefer to see a policy not leveled at this commodity or
that commodity or this country or that country, but rather a policy
of recognizing restrictions on our exports and imposing temporary
counterrestrictions when it becomes necessary on imports from that
country until their restrictions and barriers are removed.
You can't have your cake and eat it too. We are either in favor of

trade barriers or we are against them. I like the positive approach that
we are against them, except when others raise them against us.
Now, I realize that you have to be guarded in your declarations

before this committee, because you owe loyalty to the head of the
Department, and your chief in the White House.
But am I justified in gathering from your replies that you are not

one of what I call the "softies" in this matter of dealing with foreign
trade? I am putting it very frankly. That would stand a yes or no
answer, wouldn't it?
Mr. MCLELLAN. I am not exactly sure of the connotation you give

the word "softy." I have never thought of myself as one, I don't, believe
I am in this area.
Senator CorroN. I didn't say a general softy. I just said in interna-

tional trade.
Mr. MCLELLAN. I submit, Senator, that I have been in this trade

business long enough, I think, to know what the facts are. I claim to
have been almost every place in the world outside of Red China and
most places many times. I think my experience is probably much
deeper in this area than anybody that has been in this :lob before.
And I would submit that I am a realist in these things, and I have

the interests of the people of the United States of America as my
prime point of service. I do not think I would characterize myself as a
softy on trade matters.

Senator COTTON. Whose place are you taking?
Mr. McIALLAisr. Kenneth N. Davis, Jr., was my predecessor.
Senator COTTON. My impression was that his philosophy in this area

was similar to mine, but that he wasn't very tactful in expressing it.
Does your philosophy on this matter resemble his?
Mr. McLELLAN. My philosophy wouldn't be very far from Ken's.

Ken as you know is an extremely brilliant, dedicated, and dynamic
person. I don't think my philosophy would be too far from his. I would
want to emphasize that my method of dealing with trade matters
would be quite different, I suspect, an his.
Senator CoTrow. I understand. This is not reflection on him. I ad-

mired his ability and certainly agreed with his philosophy.
Mr. MCLELLAN. I might add that Mr. Davis did have a very in-

cisive mind.
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Senator Corrox. Yes, indeed, he did and does. He isn't dead, he has
gone on to other fields.
Is your family here this morning?
Mr. MCLELLAN. Yes, sir.
Senator CorroN. Would you introduce them to us?
Mr. MCLELLAN. This is Mrs. McLellan; my daughter, Margaret;

my daughter, Katherine, and my son, Bill.
Senator COTTON. Nice to have you here. We appreciate your interest

and welcome you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HARTKE. Senator Hart, do you have any questions?
Senator HART. I came to state simply that all I have heard about

you, Mr. McLellan, is great, and I hope you have a very pleasant and
satisfying experience.
Mr. McLELLAN. Thank you Senator Hart. I appreciate that.
Senator HARTKE. Senator Pearson.
Senator PEARSON. Mr. McLellan, because you have been Deputy

Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Business Development, because
you were born in Nebraska, because you have some interest in agribusi-
ness, let me ask you this: I have been interested for a long time and have
introduced legislation which I think other Senators here this morning
cosponsored, to do something about the migration from the country-

side, 
rural areas, and small towns, into the great cities.

It was ironic, I think, that the great distress in the hardcore and
inner cities, the ghetto riots, first attracted our attention to the inter-
relationship between rural problems, big city problems, and migration
from rural areas into the cities—migration first of the unskilled who
come in, as a means of taking the first step up the ladder of economic
opportunity, only to slide back into the ghettos and onto the welfare
rolls.
The other part of that migration is that the bright young talented

educated kids from rural areas go into the cities because there aren't,
any social or economic opportunities in the countryside. So I intro-
duced rural job development legislation, and the Rural Community
Bank Credit Corporation, Rural Highways Acts.
Now, the Department of Agriculture has a department concerned

with this subject, but it is in my humble opinion a rather weak de-
partment. At the hearings on one of the bills I mentioned, the De-
partment of Agriculture, simply didn't have any position on this par-
ticular problem.
The President of the United States mentioned it in his last. State

of the Union address, referring to population balance. He appointed
an outstanding committee, that wrote a good report, but I don't know
what is going to happen to the report. 1So without really sarcasm or
cynicism, 1 still think this is a pretty serious problem and I think we
can help the cities and the, countryside if we can get something done
in providing economic opportunities so that the, young people, if they
so choose, can stay in the country.
But I have a sense of frustration the President, seems to want, to

move in this area, but the Department of Agriculture does not. Over
in your Agency and Department, are you at all concerned with this,
not as an individual, I am sure you are, concerned as an individual but
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are you concerned with it as a matter coming within the jurisdiction
of the job you are supposed to do?
Mr. MCLELLAN. Not directly in. However, I would like to make a

couple of comments if I may. We are terribly concerned about the
pollution problem and the Department of Commerce is quite involved
in the pollution problem, and its relationship to industry.
As we look at the urban crisis, we must look to the crunch of people

in the urban areas, and that relationship not just to pollution but all
the other urban problems. When you look forward to the next 30
years, the Census Bureau, which is also in Commerce,, tells us that
we will have something close to another 80 to 100 million people in
this country. The equivalent of 400 cities, of 250,000 population each
will have to be absorbed in this country in the next 30 or 40 years.
Senator PEARSON. Where will they live?
Mr. McLEILAN-. The point is they will have to be in rural America;

there cannot be more in the urban areas. We have to obtain a greater
distribution of population throughout the country. The social problem
as we see it is going to have to be relieved through economic develop-
ment processes that are going to create the means of economic activity
in the rural areas that will be necessary to keep that population
dispersed.
So we have some serious problems here. We are concerned about it.

Secretary 'Stalls, as you know, has been personally involved in this.
Senator PEARSON. As a matter of fact, I forgot to say so but Secre-

tary Stans is one of the few people in the administration who has
endorsed the idea of a tax credit concept to deal with this problem.
Mr. McIALLAN. Right. To be a little more specific, in my areas of

the Department, the domestic and international business areas, our
relationship to this tends to be an indirect one.
But I would mention in another area of the Department, the Eco-

nomic Development Administration, under the direction of Assistant
Secretary Podesta, commerce has a direct relationship. There it does
administer funds for economic development purposes.
Senator PEARSON. Let me ask you one more question in the foreign

trade field. As you know, we build a great number of airplanes in
Wichita, Kans., probably 70 percent of the private airplanes: Lear
jets, Cessna, Beechcraft. I mention that because on a number of oc-
casions those American airplane companies have had opportunities
and orders to sell aircraft, not military aircraft, but to sell aircraft to
South Africa and some other countries.
The Secretary of Commerce seems amenable to this, but the Secre-

tary of State says he can't approve such sales, because of certain
protocols and agreements made in the U.N. I can understand that,
except as a result all of those sales have been going to the United
Kingdom of Great Britain, France, and Italy.
We are having a very difficult time trying to explain to constituents—

this is related to the thrust of Senator Scott's questions—why it is
that the Secretary of Commerce, the Commerce Department, can ap-
prove an international transaction, and have it vetoed by the Depart-
ment of State and then have member nations of the IJ.., signatories
to the same protocols, make the sales to South Africa.
Now, I really didn't ask you a question, I made a complaint.
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Mr. MCLELLAN. I might just respond by saying I am aware of the
situation; I am aware of the problem.
Senator PEARSON. The sales have been made now, the Italian,

French, and British aircraft have already been purchased by these
countries.
Mr. McLELLAN. I might just comment that we feel—Secretary.

Stans feels—that it is our responsibility to represent U.S. industry
and I assure you we will do our best to do that.
We don't always get our way in these things, by any means, because

there are other responsibilities other departments have to live with.
And., of course, our task is to be sure the industry viewpoint is under-
stood and is presented in the administrative process.
Senator PEARSON. I understand.
It is a continuing problem for us, and a very difficult matter to

explain.
I thank the chairman.

' Senator CorroN. I just want to observe, Mr. Chairman, if you will
permit me, that the critical questions have all come from this side of
the committee.
With their usual courtesy, the chairman and the Senator from Mich-

igan have left it for us. I should like to add that my questions about
your stockholdings, and about our foreign trade policy, have been to
e,stablish a record. I think it, is our duty to do so by examining these
several areas. •
But, I join the Senator from Michigan in saying that I will vote,

for your confirmation and join him in wishing for you a very success-
ful tomre of office.
Mr. MeLELLAN. Thank you very much, sir.
Senator II,‘IrricE. Senator Hart?
Senator IIAirr. Mr. Chairman, this is not intended to give the bal-

ance that you suggested didn't apply here, but I note and am reminded
from your biography that you served for a period as general malinger
of the machinery export department of FMC. Nowo matter that Sen-
ator Cotton has concerned himself with and also Senator Magnuson,
is the apparent lack on the part of the United States of aggressive ex-
port trade promotion.
We understand that, the State Department, has its trade counsels

or commercial officers in the field. What is the correct term ?
Mr. McLEid.„IN. I believe commercial attaches.
Senator HART. Yes. But we see other nations with their Ministry of

Trade zeroing in with aggressive promotions. Based on your own ex-
perience-, do you have any suggestions to make as to how this country,
not just because of the balance-of-payments problem, but for our gen-
eral economic health, could more aggressively pursue export business?
Mr. McLELLAN. Yes, 1 do, Senator Hart. And again based upon my

observation of our operations here in the last 20 years, I have developed
a number of opinions. To put this in another perspective, the Depart-
ment of Commerce had its own trade attach6,s until 1939, back in the
thirties when we had to work pretty hard to get, foreign business. Then
with World War 11 and the period that followed, those attaclik along
with the liI,Ticultural attaches were both iiworporated into the ioreign
Service. 1 he agricultural attach6s returned to the Department of
Agriculture I think in 1948 or 1949. The conunercial attaches, how-
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ever, remained within the Foreign Service. So as to organizational
arrangements today they are in the Foreign Service of the State De-
partment. Today we have economic-commercial officers around. the
world in the embassies who handle this commercial work for American
business firms in support, of American business firms' efforts abroad.
In the Department of Commerce we have the Bureau of Interna-

tional Commerce, under my jurisdiction, and in that, area we do have
promotional offices. The Office of International Trade Promotion is
responsible for the operation of some seven trade cente,rs we now have
around the world. That office operates some (10 trade shows a year. It
sends missions abroad and otherwise generally supports export,
promotion.
As you know we are exporting just about, 4 percent of our GNP. If

we could just get, a half percent, more of our GNP into exports we
wouldn't have a balance-of-payments problem.
Senator Timm Would you say that again ?
Mr. McLELLATc. We are exporting approximately 4 percent of our

gross national product now, in rough numbers, ft trillion dollars GrNP.
We export, $40 billion of U.S. merchandise. If we could get that lap,
sav a half percentage point or another $5 billion roughly, around 45
billion in total exports, we would lif1VP 21 very substant ial trade surplus.
As a function of GNP, that percentage is not that much. But be-

lieve me, it is awfully hard to take that step. The situation is that, so
many American firms have not been involved in export business;
many of them are small companies and they have not been able to
afford it.
So we have quite an effort, underway now within our Department,

working with the Small Business Administration, and with 42 regional
export expansion councils we have organized around the country, to
try to get more firms involved in the export business.
There is n great deal of effort already underway. Tint T just call

your attention to the fact that Japan alone, for example, is spending
about $25 million a year on trade promotion 71/2 times the GNP ratio
of IT.S. trade promotion expenditures.
So it gives you an idea of the order of magnitude of our involve-

ments against the Japanese, for example.
As to what we do, how we go forward on this, this has been a subject

of considerable discussion with Secretary Stans. I should add Se,cre-
tary Rogers is also very much interested in this; both he and Secre-
tary Stans have had discussions on some, steps that could be taken to
improve our Government, efforts abroad to support the American
business firms to do a better job in international trade.
We thank there are some progressive steps that, can be, taken. To

comment, further at this point would be speculative. But I would like
to say we are aware of the problem, concerned about it, and are mak-
ing our best effort to do what we can to improve our posture.
Senator HART. Thank ,yon. T would then ask the ultimate question

whether you think it would be desirable to return to the pattern prior
to 1939.
Mr. MC:TAMAN. It W0111d be speculative on my part to comment on

that. There, are arguments on both sides of t,he coin, as you can appre-
ciate. The business community, incidentally, has been very much
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interested in this problem. I have followed it as a businessman since
1957. We have had various discussions.
As you know this distinguished committee on occasion has become

involved in the matter. There are arguments for organizational
changes, there are certainly arguments against it. And our position
today is one of Secretary Stans and Secretary Rogers' addressing
themselves to the question in the hope of finding the best answer on
how this can be handled.
Senator HART. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HARTKE. Senator Prouty, do you have any questions ?
Senator PaourY. I have no questions.
Senator HART. Senator Long?
Senator LoNG. Mr. McLellan, you are going over there as a new man

and I hope you can install a few new ideas. That is one of the things
we hope for when a new man goes into a Department, that he will
take some new ideas with him. And we hope that the new broom will
sweep clean.
One thing that has disturbed me very much and I think it is a very

ba,d thing in connection with our trade policies, is that the Department
of States and perhaps your Department, I tun not sure whether they
are making Commerce do it or whether Commerce is doing it on its
own motion, gives us some very, very misleading—I think it would be
even fair to call them fraudulent—figures on balance of trade. We
have protested about them but we still keep running into the same
thing.
For example, do you think that we improve our trade position when

we give away $700 million worth of grain to India ? Has that done
anything to help our trade, our balance of trade ?
Mr. McLELLAN. Probably not, unless you are going to get paid for it.
Senator LoNG. Now we keep having people tell us that we must do

more of what we are doing because we have a favorable balance of
trade t,o protect. And they say well, in other areas we have an un-
favorable balance of payments, but that we have perhaps a billion
dollars favorable balance of trade.
Now when you look at that so-called favorable balance, you look

at the pluses that they are adding up, and there is $700 million of wheat
we gave away to India.
Now as far as we are concerned, if that is the export market we are

trying to protect, this Nation would be—in terms of dollars, in terms of
trade—just as well off if we just took the ship load of wheat just
outside of the 3-mile limit, or better yet, to where is is good and deep
Its they did with the nerve gas, and sink it,.
Because if nothing comes to this country in payment, that $700

million ought to be listed and all of the other agricultural giveaways
ought to be listed as an agricultural disposal program where we are
giving it away and hoping it, benefits some hungry people around the
world.

liut anybody that puts that down as a plus item overlooks the fact
that there are a thousand other places we could give it away. As far
as our balance of trade is concerned, it would be just as well if we
burned the stuff or fed it to the fish.

Isn't that correct, ?
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Mr. McLviLLAN. Yes, sir. The trade figures, the merchandise figures,
do include these Public Law 480 shipments you are talking about and
these do not in reality have a direct impact on the balance-of-pay-
ments situation.
Senator Loma. Now let me get to another point. If you are talking

about our balance of trade, what we made or lost, everybody else
around the world so far as I can determine keeps their trade figures
in terms which include the cost of getting it here,. It is the same as if
I buy an automobile, they might have a price for Detroit, but that is
not the price I am paying, I am paying the price it costs to deliver
the automobile here or to Baton Rouge. I am not paying the f.o.b.
Detroit price.
Now, the only argument that can be produced for not including the

ocean freight is that is not how we keep our tariff collection figures.
But that is totally irrelevant to the balance of trade: whether we collect
a tariff or do not collect it does not, prove that we did or did not have a
favorable balance of trade. And so it would seem to me that we ought
to present figures that have the ocean freight cranked into them. Does
that seem fair to you?
Mr. MCLELLAN. It does.
I just want to acknowledge your general proposition here that our

trade and balance-of-payments figures are often difficult to understand.
And the quality is not always what it ought to be. I subscribe to your
proposition, Senator Long.
I might mention that having learned of your interest and other

peoples' interests in this question, I discussed this with Assistant Secre-
tary Passer who is my associate, Assistant Secretary for Economic
Affairs, and he is responsible for the Office of Business Economics—
the Bureau of the Census, that do the statistical tabulating reporting.
We are going to see if we cannot come up with a clearer method,

a little more accurate method, if you please, of presenting these
balance of payment and balance-of-trade figures.
As it business man, I have to say oftentimes I have had to read

halfway through the newspaper article before I was sure whether
I was looking at payments or trade figures. I was always confused. I
could not quite get that story straight. It is complex, as you know, and
therefore, a little difficult to present. But we think we can do a better
job than we have done.

Senator Lorro. Let me get to the third point. The balance of trade
ought to reflect tourist trade, tourist, dollars are every bit as much
of a dollar as what we use to pay for a shirt. Isn't that correct?
Mr. MCLF.LLAN. Tn terms of balance of payments, it certainly is.
Senator LONG. In terms of balance of trade it is. That is trade.
Mr. INIcIALI„‘N. It is a service in lieu of products.
Senator Lorio. Someone tried to contend that the State Department.

thinks we have a favorable balance of trade because we are shipping
them tourists and they are shipping us textiles. But we are losing on
both ends. Our dollars go out in either event. Here is why it is mo im-
portant as I see it: A number of the Japanese Parliament comes to
pity a goodwill visit; he is trying to help his country on the trade
problem.
One reason I mention this is that this man WIlS a former Ambassador

to the Soviet Union, a very learned, well educated man, who knows
what is going on.
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He has the impression from reading the New York Times that in
trying to save some American industry over here we are being entirely
provincial, are trying to start a trade war, and are being unfair in
trading with Japan, because he is reading publications put out by our
State Department and our Commerce Department. And he showed me
an editorial in the New York Times—and as far as foreign govern-
ments are concerned, that is the only newspaper in America, that is
the only one they ever see—that says that we had a favorable balance
of trade. And he, for the life of him, cannot understand why we are
putting quotas on things. I had to explain to that man that those
figures are totally wrong.
how can one of our negotiators sit down with a man of that caliber

and convince him that they have to make trading concessions to us
because we are going broke when our own publications put out by the
President's own appointees, by the Government of the United States,
our own official figures say we have a favorable balance of trade. They
simply say, "What are you complaining about? You have a favorable
balance."
I do not see how you as a negotiator can get those people to concede

much to you when you are presenting them figures that say that. you
are a billion dollars in the black, and the truth is you are $5 billion
in the red.
Mr. McLELLAN. True.
Senator LONG. Doesn't it seem to you we would be a lot better off if

we presented figures that show what our disastrous situation is rather
than figures that show a rosy picture winch does not. exist?
Mr. MCLELLAN. Yes; sir, your point is understood and it is well

taken.
Senator LONG. I would think that when a Secretary of Commerce

or Secretary of Treasury or Secretary of State comes up and testifies
before this committee or the Finance Committee that everything is
great, we have a favorable balance of trade, that those foreign govern-
ments would pick that up and confront that same American Cabinet
officer or his representative in negotiations by saying you cannot make
me think that you have a desperate situation over there, here is your
own Secretary of Commerce's statement or your own Secretary of
State's statement that everything is wonderful, you have a $5 billion
surplus or a billion dollar surplus. The truth is that what we have is
really a big deficit.
Can you tell me in terms of short-term credit, how much these for-

eign governments hold and how much gold we have we can call our own
right now?
Mr. McLELLAN. I cannot. I could not give all of the excruciating

details of the balance, of payments. Our gold bullion reserves are
around $11 billion, but I would not want to give you a figure here of
what the foreign call on that would be. In the second quarter, on an
official settlement basis announced yesterday there is another $1.7 bil-
lion deficit on the balance of payments. I think that would bring us,
if I am right, to a deficit of something in excess of $2 billion in the
first half of the year.
I do not want to represent., Senator Long, in any way, shape or form

that we think we have a good trade situation. I ao not believe that. I
certainly do not want to represent that our balance-of-payments situa-
tion is in good shape, because I think it is in very, very poor shape.
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Senator LONG. My understanding is the calls on our gold, the short
term calls on our gold, exceed by 4 to 1 the amount of gold we have.
Now, I would appreciate it if you would get the figures and see if

that is correct.
(The following information was subsequently received for the

record:)
Relationship of U.S. reserve" and foreign rlaitns

In billions of dollars]
U.S. Reserves:

Gold stocks 
SDR 
Convertible currency 
IMF gold tranebes 

  11.889
957

1. 132
2. 350

Total reserves 16.328

Foreign claims: Liquid liabilities to:
Official institutions 15.279
IMF 1.910
Other foreigners 27.421

Total    43.710

Excess of claims over reserves 27.382

Ratio of claims to reserves, 2.7: 1.

Mr. .MCLELLAN. You are concerned, sir, with the foreign call,
potential call on our present, reserves?
Senator LONG. Yes. That I should live so long, but when I came to the

Senate my recollection is we had a lot more in gold than they had a
call on. In other words, we probably had 4 to 1 in gold what the
other fellow could call for in payment. Now I think it is about 4 to 1
the other way around. Plus I see in the newspaper that the balance-of-
payments picture has improved, but you read on down to the second
column and you find that one reason it seems to have improved is that
somebody persuaded Canada to buy some U.S. Government bonds.
Well, they can sell them as easily as they can buy them, can't they ?
Mr. MCLELLAN. They certainly can.
Senator Lorca. So it seems to me if you read the whole picture, you

find .that is just one more misleading fact. To make our own figures
deceive our own people, someone persuaded Canada to buy U.S. bonds.

Also, another iteni was that we had persuaded the World Bank to
let us have sonic special drawing rights. Now, that is just another way
of saying we borrowed from somebody ; isn't that about the size of it?
Mr. M(.141a,1,.‘Nr. Yes, it is general borrowing available to all mem-

bers of the International Monetary Fund, so it becomes a reserve
currency. The I ;niter] States is borrowing this from the International
Monetary Fund,
Senator LONG. What if I went out and reported that I had a good

year, and the reason I had a good year was I went in debt by
$100,000, and I managed to borrow $100,000 and then told people I
broke even. I would not think that would be correct for me to say I
had a good year, I made a profit, when the profit was money I bor-
rowed. That would be just about like the Penn Central balance sheet
that led up to bankruptcy after about 3 years of that kind of
bookkeeping.
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Mr. McLELLAN. There is one difference, and that is the economists--
I am not an economist, therefore. I can discuss it—the, economists
argue the necessity for the. IMF special drawing rights is to close
the, gap betwen the fact that, $11 million of gold reserve does not
really represent the reserve assets of the United States in terms of
this great country of ours, our natural resources, all of the general
reserves. But since the world is on a gold standard, as it were, on
international exchange, and because the supplies of gold are fairly
limited in central banks, one way of extending the reserve capacity
Wil limit actually having the actual gold is to do it through the IMF
special drawing rights.
So I think there is an argument for it. That does not change what

you said about the fact that you are borrowing it, and it is a secondary
kind of answer to the real problem on the balance of payments. It is
in lieu of, instead of what we ought to be, doing on our trade and
tourism and so on.
Senator LONG. It just seems to me this charge that the Nixon ad-

ministration has schizophrenia on the subject of trade would not be
nearly as well founded, in fact it wouldn't be founded at all, I would
think, if your balance-of-trade figures were showing what other na-
tion's balance-of-trade figures would show on the same transactions,
and that is that you have an unfavorable balance.
If you have an unfavorable balance, you have to do something

about it. Nations are not going to negotiate away their surpluses and
their profits. They might negotiate a little of it. away, but not the
kind of deficit we have, when we are $5 billion in the red. That is
their profit.
The only way they are going to give that away voluntarily is when

we are bankrupt, or we are in such sad shape that nobody will trust
the dollar anymore. At that point they won't accept our currency.
And by that point we would be out of gold that we could call our own
anyway.
So they would then refuse to sell to us, which would achieve about

the same purpose that we should be, doing by a better route, and that
is to either have more exports or less imports: We can't make the other
fellow buy our exports, but we can control his imports.
So we would take those steps necessary in time rather than to take

steps out of desperation later on. T will be talking to you on your
superior, both on this committee and perhaps more so on the Finance
Committee, as well as Senator Hartke and some of the others, because
we don't think that anybody is serving this Nation's interests who
paint, a rosy picture where the situation is had and needs correcting.
Mr. MoTAELT,A.N. I agree with you completely on this point.
Senator LONG. Thank you very much.
Senator HARTKE. Senator Baker?
Senator BAKER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have no questions.
Senator HARTKE. In regard to the balance of payments, you are

working on a new plan. You intend to submit that, modernization of
reporting, and you are going to take into account the fact that there
are certain items which really are cash transactions, certain items
which are bookkeeping transactions and certain ones which fall into
neither category, that are sort of a hybrid operation. Is that correct?
Mr. MCLELLAN. Yes, Mr. Chairman. That is true. I just want to
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qualify your statement by saying in my office, I will be working with
Assistant Secretary Passer, who is in charge of economic affairs, to
see if we can't devise a better method of reporting than we have now.
I have confidence we can do that.
Senator HARTKE. It is very difficult in my opinion to have any type of

comprehensive long-range planning or even noncomprehensive short-
range planning unless you have some factual material which is worth
looking at.
Mt. MCLELLAN. Yes, sir.
Senator HARTKE. Isn't it true that we have had a steadily deterio-

rating actual balance of trade in the United States in relation to for-
eign countries?
Mr. McLELLAN. I am not sure I understand your question.
Senator ITArrxE. In other words, in 1964, we had a positive balance

of trade in the neighborhood of $7 billion.
Mr. McLELLAN.. Yes; that is on the merchandise account.
Senator HARTKE. That is right. I am referring to what is ordinarily

considered trade. Some of this is in the commercial field and in finance
operations. I am talking about the actual balance of trade on the mer-
chandise account and there has been a steady deterioration of that
account.
Mr. McLELLAN. Yes, sir; there was until 1968. We had the low

point, the total surplus of exports over imports account did drop from
$7 billion in 1964 to $1,410 million surplus in 1968. The sum of exports
over imports did come up to $1,940 million in 1969. I want to emphasize
that does include these Public Law 480 Senator Long talked about.

Senator HARTKE. If you take those out 
Mr. MCLEILAN. We would just about break even in 1968.
Senator 1-InwritE. Not quite.
Mr. McLELLAN. Probably it would be slightly plus, I think, Mr.

Chairman.
Senator HARTKE. I would be glad for you to submit that. In relation

to Japan, the very sharp change of balance has occurred in Japan,
isn't that true?
(The following information was subsequently received for the

record:)
1968 Trade Position

[Millions of dollars]
Official exports  $34, 630

Less military grants-in-aid  ( — )573
Less total Public Law 480  ( — )1, 178
Add Public Law 480 cash sales in foreign currencies  (+)539

Total exports  33, 424

Imports   33, 226

COM MENTS

(1) There is a deficit of ($341) if all Public Law 480 shipments are excluded;
however, we did receive foreign currency cash for approximately half of our
shipments ($539) resulting in a favorable balance of $198.
(2) Imports are reported f.o.b. and if they were reported c.i.f. we would in all

probability have suffered a small unfavorable balance.

Mr. McLETA.AN. We have a serious deficit of trade with Japan.
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Mr. MoLELLAN. That is correct.
Senator HARTKE. What this means really is 
Senator Loisio. Could I interrupt, there for one point.
Senator HARTKE. Yes.
Senator Loria. If you are talking about balance of payments fig-

ures 
Senator HARTKE. We are talking .about, trade.
Senator LONG. Are you including the ocean freight, in those figures

you are, quoting?
Mr. MCLELLAN. Senator Long, .for historical reference here, I am

referring to the published .figures on balance of trade and that would
be .on our basis the f.o.b., so there is distortion in that.
Senator Lorio. Then they are wrong by definition as I see it, be-

cause they fail to include the freight, they put the giveaways on the
plus side, as though you received billions of dollars for them, and they
fail to include the tourist trade.
Mr. MOLELLAN. But even on that basis, the chairman's point that

we have swung .from a plus to minus situation with Japan is certainly
valid.
Senator LONG. I just wanted to be sure what figures we are talking

about. Those are the figures that are not correct. Yes, I understand.
Senator .HARTKE. Can you give, us any timetable as to when you

think you might come up with a reporting system which at least has
some basis in fact?
Mr. McIALLAN. Mr. Chairman, all of the figures are true, but you

have to understand them. Senator Long obviously does. We think we
can improve the method. I wouldn't want to speculate or guarantee.

Senator HARTKE. Do you have a timetable for when you think
you could submit it?
Mr. MOLELLAN. No, sir, we do not.
Senator HARTKE. Could you provide for the record a timetable

within this century?
Mr. MoLFILLAw. I would hope we will get, a better reporting method

by the end of this year. I would hope .for that.
Senator Lorro. If I might interject one. more point, Senator Hartke,

if they don't, put them together that way, we will do it for them. I am
talking about the, Finance Committee will do it. for them, because
you agree that is how the figures should have been kept.
Senator HAirricE. Not only do I agree, but I believe, there is a bigger

problem here. The fact that the whole balance-of-payments concept
is antiquated and is nothing more than simply shifting recession from
one country to another.

Isn't that. true?
Mr. McLELLAN. I wouldn't say that it is true, but I am sure there

is a lot, of truth in what you have said.
I think the economists can argue that theory and a lot of them

would make the point that exchange rate, reevaluations make the dif-
ferences and that these are not necessarily recession caused.
Senator 11.AnTKE. So this really ties back not to the simple problem

of definition and reporting and then trying to act upon that, but really
calls for a complete reevaluation of our international system of
exchange.
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Mr. MCLELLAN. Well, I think, Mr. Chairman, that our first step,
and the one that Senator Long is expressing himself completely on, is
that as a beginner we have to be sure we are all working with the same
numbers and understand what they mean.
Senator HARTKE. Let's short circuit that. The fact remains that the

United States is inextricably related to every other country; if we have
a surplus, and they have a deficit, they are in trouble.
Mr. McIALL‘N. You are on payments now?
Senator HARTKE. Yes, on the balance of payments. And whenever

we correct, our situation to make it easier for them to get out of their
problems, or to avoid devaluing their currency, the net result is all
we do is shift the recession and difficulty from one nation to another.
That is what led to this austerity diet we are trying to fumble

through at the present time, and the difficulty is it produces 41/2 million
unemployed people here in the United States.
Mr. McLELLA N. When I was a small boy in Nebraska, Mr. Chairman,

we recognized in marble games if one kid had all of the marbles there
wasn't any more game.
Senator Ittirrim That is right. But, the net result of this is that it is

saying to the United States we are going to continue to have an affluent
society at the expense of putt i lig about 5 percent of our people out
of work continually. That is what it amounts to.
I am not asking you to agree, but it seems the Government is saying

that those who are in society are going to live better, because we are
going to make some live worse. I don't ask you to comment on that.
just hope you can straighten up this reporting system, that, at least,

would be some help.
What do you think can be done in regard to exports, as far as the

business community is concerned? Do you believe more can be done
in this field?
Mr. MCLELLAN. Yes, sir, I do, Mr. Chairman. I mentioned before

we are spending relatively small amounts on, from the Government's
point of view, export expansion. We think more can be done. We
think more can be done to get more U.S. companies involved in export
activities and we intend to continue that effort.
Senator HARTKE. Do you think we ought to have more foreign

commercial officers?
Mr. MCLELLAN. I think there is a good argument for more of them.
Senator HARTKE. You think that would be helpful?
Mr, MCLELLAN. Yes, sir.
Senator HARTKE. Do you believe that promotion policies with re-

spect to these foreign commercial service officers should be changed?
Mr. MCLELLAN. Are you talking about sales promotion here?
Senator HARTKE. Yes.
Mr. McLELLAN. Or career promotions?
Senator HARTKE. I am talking about career promotions as a means

of improving our sales promotion efforts.
Mr. MCLELLAN. I see. Gentlemen, I do. And this again I think helps

to put it into perspective for a moment. Coming out of World War
II, when there was no pressure on us to go out and do our best job
in selling American products, in fact it was the contrary, we had gold
reserves, we had economic strength, and the governmental commercial
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economic people really had no pressure on their services to go out and
do much about it.
That has changed. We have come to this competitive point we talked

out earlier in the hearing and there is a great need today for govern-
mental support abroad of the American businessman trying to do more
business overseas.
Senator HARTKE. Can you relate that to what other countries are

doing in relation to their promotions with their officers?
Mr. MCLELLAN. Yes; I can. Britain recently published the so-called

Duncan Report, a three-man commission headed by a gentleman
named Duncan, to improve the character of the British Foreign Serv-
ice in terms of commercial developments.
In that report they are making the point that that has to be the No. 1

call on the British Foreign Service.
Senator HARTKE. Can you supply a copy of that Duncan Report

for the committee?
Mr. McLELLAN. What I can do, Mr. Chairman, if not a copy, I can

give you a summary of the report that I think would give you what
you want.1
Senator HARTKE. We have a new government over there. Maybe

they would be glad to share it with us.
Mr. MCLELLAN. 1 think they would.
Senator IIARTKE. What about import quotas generally? Are you

in a position where you can express an opinion on this? Are you gen-
erally in favor or opposed to them?
Mr. MCLELLAN. Mr. Chairman, I don't think you can be for or

against quotas. I think you have to be for that which is in the best
interest of the United States.
Senator IIARTKE. That is a safe answer.
Mr. McLELLAN. Thank you very much.
Senator HART. Senator Hartke and I will try that out in the next

couple of weeks.
Senator HARTKE. You are familiar with the 1962 Trade Act ?
Mr. MCLELLAN. Yes; sir, I am.
Senator HARTKE. Trade Expansion Act.
Mr. McLELLAN. Trade Expansion Act of 1962 is the present statute.
Senator HARTKF.. It offered great hope and produced nothing except

propaganda victories. But it has an adjustment assistance section of
which I have been very critical, and it was, generally speaking, unused.
Mr. MCLELLAN. That is right.
Senator HARTKE. Are we doing anything to change that?
Mr. McLELLAN. Yes; as a matter of fact we are, we think we are.

Your reference to the historical fact is certainly correct.
You appreciate I am sure that the adjustment assistance portion of

the bill provides for adjustment assistance on the one hand to labor
that has been found injured by imports, and on the other hand it applies
to adjustment assistance to companies that have been injured.

Until recently there had been no cases—maybe there was one case
sometime back. But until recently there had been no cases, no findings
of injury for adjustment assistance. In the past year there have been
I think two cases of injury finding for labor—this would have been

The summary appears on p. 56.
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in 1969—and recently there have been I think three industry findings
of injury, the barber chair industry, the glass industry I think and the
piano industry, as I recall.
Once the Tariff Commission finds the industry has been injured,

then the companies may apply for certification of injury. 14 is my
responsibility to certify them as having been injured : That is after
the industry finding by the Tariff Commission.
We, then, through an operating unit within my area of responsibility

investigate the adjustment that this company can make reasonably
to adjust away from the injury that they have experienced—a new
area of the business; or new methods, more efficient ways of operating,
what have you. We work with them to develop that.
And then we help them find funds to help them in their efforts. They

can get funds for technical assistance; they can get funds from .the
Economic Development Administration., if it is part of the original
problem. More often they will get funds from SBA, small business
loans, to help them in their adjustment process.
We have the first company case just coming through now, that has

gone the full route.
Senator HARTHE. Indiana is one of the biggest steel producing

States in the Union. We are getting bigger every day. But there is this
question of imports of steel which have been verp sharp and rapid in
proportion to domestic consumption.
The voluntary restrictions have been in effect now for a little over

2 years. What is your judgment as to what will occur with the exten-
sion of the voluntary agreement? Will it be extended? Should it be?
Mr. McIALLAN. My own view is that it has been a very effective de-

vice, and I am sure that the industry by and large does want to extend
it. I think there may be a need for some corrections in that.
As you know, while it served the overall purpose of bringing down

the total tonnages there have been some problems in it where it hasn't
served the purpose on high-value low-weight products—

Senator HARTKE. The so-called mix.
Mr. MCLELLAN. That is right, the mix is off somewhat. But with

that qualification I think the agreement has been a good one. It would
seem to me a continuation of it would be in the interest of the industry
and the country.
Senator HAwrKE. Sometime ago there was discussion concerning the

imposing of controls on exports of scrap steel. Has anything been done
on that lately?
Mr. MCLELLAN. I am the person responsible for this action, so I can

respond to that very readily. The steel scrap situation has become
critical, going back over the last 2 years; we are exporting now at the
rate of about 11 million tons of scrap a year, as against a 5-year average
of 6.7 millions tons I think it is.
What happened really was that the price, the composite price on

bundled scrap, had risen to a high of $46 and some cents per ton in
March of this year, but has fallen off appreciably now. We are down to
about $38 a ton.
So we have gotten a drop in the price which is roughly what you

would have tried to get by applying controls in the first case. So as I
see it at this point in time, the case for putting on controls doesn't
really exist.
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I think the key point here, Mr. Chairman, is that it is a very delicate
price-demand situation. We must monitor it very carefully, because it
is conceivable as steel consumption picks up in the third quarter,
perhaps we might have a problem on our hands that could justify
control action.
Senator HARTKE. What about coal?
Mr. MCLELLAN. Coal is a very serious problem. This is presently

being handled for the most part in the Energy Subcommittee of the
New Domestic Council under the chairmanship of—that is the sub-
committee is under the chairmanship of Dr. McCracken of the Coun-
cil of Economic Advisers; the subcommittee is looking at the total
energy situation, including coal.
From where I sit, coal is a problem, because we have something like

200 mines shut down on wildcat strikes. Our coal production is being
severely curtailed and our coal stocks are very low, particularly of
the high-grade metallurgical coal for the steel industry.
There is a big foreign market on this type of coal, and has been.

Coal, both as a general fuel and more specifically as a metallurgical
process resource, is a serious problem.
Senator HAWK.. Isn't there a possibility that our domestic steel

mills may be closed because of unavailability of coal?
Mr. MCLELLAN. I couldn't honestly answer that. I don't know.
Senator HARTKE. I wish you would check. I understand some of them

are down to less than 3 weeks supply of coal.
Mr. MCLELLAN. The reserves are very low. I am aware of that.
Senator HARTKE. And the exports continue to be very high.
Mr. MCLELLAN. In fact we are not meeting the export market.

There could be more shipped than there is now. So it is a production
problem. Our interest is in doing what they can to protect the mines
and to increase the production.
Senator HARTKE. What about walnut log export?
Mr. MCLELLAN. You are aware of the short supply control problem.

These are the hardest decisions we have to make.
Senator HARTKE. That is what you are there for.
Mr. MCLELLAN. And the arguments on the walnut log question have

been in abundance, very profound, somewhat confusing, on both sides.
The problem is really that you have got two walnut log situations in
the United States as you know.
In the Appalachian region by and large we have the wild walnut

log growing. These logs, they tell me, by and large, go into the sawed
walnut lumber business. This is in contrast to the walnut logs in the
Midwest to go to the veneer market.
The problem is in the higher quality midwestern log and the veneer

market. Export controls to prohibit or control export of the logs—
I might add there is a control on logs now, as you know, with no quotas ;
it is a surveillence device to monitor and get statistics on the total
shipments. If you put a quota on logs, then you are denying the Ap-
palachian farmer who relies on the export market for the shipment
of his logs in lumber, and if you don't put a, control on you face the
problem that we are consuming 50 percent more than we can bring
into production every year, which ultimately has an impact, on the
high quality veneer furniture economic chain. We have not, made a
decision on this yet.
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Senator HAwritE. You will keep us advised.
Mr. McLELLAN. Yes, sir, we will.
'Senator HARTKE. 'Senator Long?
Senator Lorro. I would just like to say I think you have made a

good witness, Mr. McLellan. I think you have responded very well to
what we have asked you here today and I will enthusiastically vote
for your confirmation.
Mr. MCLELLAN. Thank you, Senator.
Senator Mimic& Let me say to you I want to add my congratula-

tions on your selection and say to you it looks very good. Thank you
for your time this morning. You have some hard decisions to work on.
That is why we have very competent men in these tough spots, to make
the hard decisions.
Mr. McLELLAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate that.
Senator HARTKE. We are glad you are there to help make them. Are

there any other witnesses? If not we will adjourn.
(Whereupon, at 10 :55 a.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.)
(A summary of the Duncan Report referred to by Senator Hartke

follows:)

CHAPTER 1.—THE ROLE OF OVERSEAS REPRESENTATION IN THE CONDUCT OF
BRITISH FOREIGN POLICY

COSTS

Overseas representation absorbs a tiny proportion of British Government
expenditure, almost. exactly 1 per cent of the total—but it is a significant
user of foreign exchange. The identifiable costs of overseas representation, as
the Committee has understood the term (i.e., including not only the operations
of our representatives abroad but also those of the offices directly concerned
with their work at home), amount to £105.8 million. The detailed 'compo-
sition of this figure is set out in Annex C. The broad item of "Support
of External Policies" is shown in the Estimates 1908-69 (Comnd. 3583/1968) as
costing £2,704 million; but the great 'bulk of this is spent on Defence and the
next largest element in the total is Aid. Overseas representation comes third.
However, the last does account for some 10 per cent (£50 million) of Government
foreign exchange expenditure. Foreign Governments and intemational organisa-
tions are estimated to spend a roughly equivalent sum in foreign exchange to
maintain their official representation in Britain.1
2. The conventional definition of expenditure on "Overseas Representation"

covers the Diplomatic Service Vote (£47 million) plus the supporting costs borne
on the votes of the Foreign and Commonwealth Office and other Government
Departments. We came to the conclusion that this was too restrictive a definition;
it would, for instance, exlude the Board of Trade's export promotion activity
overseas. Our own view is that all activities financed out of public funds which
are concerned with the conduct of British external relations, other than by the
deployment of form (military means) or by means of financial subsidies to for-
eign Governments (aid), belong within the scope of the Committee's enquiry.
The two exceptions noted in the last sentence cover most of the work done by the
Ministry of Defence and the Ministry of Overseas Development, though not all
of it. There is a representational function performed by the Defence Attaches and
by officials in diplomatic Posts overseas whose business is the administration of
British aid policies. The latter is a comparatively new task which involves
over 50 officials in a whole-time capacity (and others part-time) and is to be
distinguished from the work done by the much larger number of British tech-
nicians and advisers who are engaged on particular aid projects and technical
assistance overseas. We think of external relations in this broad sense as in-
cluding the communication of British views and ideas and the exertion of British

1 All cost figures In this Report, unless otherwise stated, are from 1068-69 estimates.
Future cost figures are at constant (1968) prices.
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influence in overseas countries, where these activities are financed from public

funds, as well as the acquisition of information abroad which will serve British

interests. Thus our examination covers not only the staff of diplomatic missions,

but also the British Council and the BBC external services, which are paid for

separately by the Government rather than by the broadcast licence fee.

PRIORITIES OF POLICY

3. The focus of our concern has been on external policy issues and on the

effectiveness of our overseas services as an instrument of British interests abroad.

This marks the main difference between our investigation and that of the Plow-

den Committee which reported in 1904; the latter was chiefly concerned with
problems of structure, especially with the major task of the merger of the
Commonwealth and Foreign Services, and made a number of important recom-

mendations which have led to improvements in efficiency. We were appointed

at a moment when there had been a major shift in British foreign policy—

the decision announced at the beginning of 1968 to withdraw our military forces
from the area East of Suez. There had been other important, though less sudden
changes of policy in the middle and late 1960s, notably the priority given to the

renewed British bid for membership of the European Common Market and the
greatly increased emphasis on the support of our commercial effort overseas
prompted by the long-drawn-out series of balance of payments crises.

4. These events, as our terms of reference indicate, provided the occasion for
our enquiry. We had to start by looking again at the traditional order of priorities
and considering how far they were affected by the change of circumstances.
Nothing that has happened could of course affect the first priority of external
policy which is to maintain the security of this country, and our representation
overseas will continue to have an important part to play in this. However, the
balance of their work load should now reflect the clear precedence that belongs
to the commercial objective in the day-to-day conduct of Britain's relations with
other countries. There are other aims of policy, some of them of high impor-
tance, but they cannot be effectively pursued if the balance of payments is not
put right. The Committee has therefore given special attention to the organisation
of our commercial services and has considered how these might be reinforced to
add vigour and direction to the export effort. The implication of this re-ordering
of priorities is not that other major policy aims must invariably be sacrfleed
whenever they conflict with our commercial interests. It would be foolish, for
instance, to suggest that in the midst of a crisis in Berlin which happened to coin-
cide with a British Week in Germany the latter ought to be the chief preoccupa-
tion of the Ambassador and his staff. The question is 'rather how in ordinary
circumstances the total diplomatic resource ought to be divided between the
competing demands on it,. We consider that to achieve a substantial and con-
tinuing surplus the design of British representation overseas and the distribu-
tion of its effort among its various tasks must reflect the towering importance
of this aspect of policy.

5. Our concern with the balance of payments was also reflected in our
Immediate search for any economies that could reasonably be made in overseas
representation, in the light of the changes in British external policy, without
reducing its efficiency. Here our terms of reference presented certain problems
of interpretation. On the one hand there was the urgent need for savings,
particularly savings of foreign exchange; but on the other hand the most
important policy changes that seemed to offer some promise of economies—
the withdrawal of forces from east, of Suez—would be completed only after
another three years from the time when we were appointed. In the meanwhile
there might be special circumstances connected with the act of withdrawing
which could arguably increase rather than diminish the demands that would be
made on our overseas representation in and around the area of the Indian
Ocean. We do not say that this will necessarily prove to be the case; but the
argument was put to us by several witnesses and we concluded that it. was one
which could only be answered by a case by case consideration of the political
circumstances of individual countries, and of their possible military implications
for Britain, at various points in time during the course of the withdrawal. We
did not feel that this was a task which the Committee could undertake. It
Involves a series of tactical judgments which can best be made by people working
inside the administration of government, rather than by an outside committee
whose concern must necessarily be with the broader issues of strategy.
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THE TIME-SCALE

a We also had it in mind that any recommendation for short-term economies
which we might make would be most unlikely to produce quickly a significant
net saving in the overall budgetary cost of conducting our external relations.
There was almost bound to be a time lag. Whatever changes might be made in
the deployment of British representation overseas, the Government's financial
commitment to its employees, both regular officials and locally-engaged staff,
would not suddenly cease. Arrangements would have to be made for early
retirement pensions or other jobs would have to be found for these people to
do. The Diplomatic Service in particular has to be treated as an organic
entity; it consists of a corps of highly trained people who have committed
themselves and their families to a way of life which demands high discipline.
It is based on the assumption that there is a corresponding commitment on
the Government side to their financial security. Indeed any changes which
resulted in the grant of a number of early retirement pensions might well
produce an increase in the total expenditure in the short term. This is not, of
course an argument for delay in taking such decisions; where reductions in the
establishment are needed, unambiguous action combined with fair compensation
for those affected is what is best for all concerned. Our evidence is clear that
this course would be welcomed by the Diplomatic Service, once anxieties about
harsh or unfair treatment of individuals made redundant through no fault
of their own were set at rest. We think It is important to stress that the morale
of those who stay in the Service is intimately bound up with the treatment
of those who go.

7. Apart from the financial consideration, there Is the likelihood that any
important change in the structure of our external representation, requiring
emphasis on different skills or different kinds of training, could not take effect
at once. It seemed to us that any proposals that we made to adapt the instru-
ment of British external policy to changed circumstances ought therefore to be
based on a reasonable prospect that the new circumstances would endure for
some while. Allowing for this and for the time lag in the process of adaptation,
we concluded that our recommendations should he so designed as to be relevant
to the probable international environment in which British foreign policy
would be operating in the mid-1970s. This has necessarily involved us in the
business of prediction. We have tried to limit the range of such prediction to
the minimum necessary for our task; but there is no means of avoiding it al-
together. The would-be hardheaded person who refuses to make an explicit
forecast is often, in effort, only making a series of assumptions based on the
projection of the present, largely unchanged, into the future. The assumption
of "no change" is the one which is surely going to be wrong; and as soon as
that assumption is Modified in an attempt to take intelligent account of the
likely shift in some aspect of the situation, knowledge about the nature of an
underlying trend is implied. That this assumption is implicit rather than ex-
plicit merely reduces the awareness of the fact that one is making a guess
about the future.

S. We have had to face a further difficulty in our attempt to foresee the re-
quirements of the 1970s. There is already public discussion of the timing and
degree of the withdrawal of our armed forces from east of Suez and some
divergence between the views of the two major political portico; in Britain. Any
Committee attempting to look ahead for a period of years, as we have done,
cannot assume that any one administration will necessarily hold continuous
office throughout the period under review. The withdrawal under the present
programme may not be complete before the end of 1971. We have therefore felt
compelled to consider whether our recommendations would be inconsistent with
the possible retention for a longer period of some modest forces east of Suez
fin addition to the Hong Kong garrison). We did not think, however, that such
an eventuality would materially alter the general tenor of our proposals. It is
possible that a change of British policy in this sense might be reflected in new
requirements of political and defense representation. But the Committee felt
that on balance any probable extra requirement would not be on such a scale
as to invalidate the central argument of this Report, whatever localised ad-
justments in the deployment of our resources might be involved.
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CHANGED REQUIREMENTS OF REPRESENTATION

9. For the purposes of designing a system of representation for the mid-1970s,
It seemed to us that overseas countries would be divided into two broad cate-
gories more sharply distinguished from one another than they are today. One is
the category of advanced industrial countries with which we are likely to be
increasingly involved to the point where none of us will be able to conduct our
domestic policies efficiently without constant reference to each other. This
group—to which we refer as the Area of Concentration of British diplomacy—
will consist of about a dozen or so countries in Western Europe plus North
America. There are also a few industrially advanced nations outside the Euro-
pean/North Atlantic area with whom British relations will be very close and im-
portant for different reasons. Examples are Australia and Japan. There is not the
Immediate prospect here of the mutual commitment in the day-to-day process of
government that there is in Western Europe. But British representation in
these countries will have far-reaching responsibilities. The other category of
countries comprises the rest of the world. There will be important differences in
the kind of representation that will be appropriate, depending on whether the
country concerned is in the Soviet bloc, commercially important, politically hos-
tile, economically underdeveloped and so on. But none of them is likely to
Impinge on the day-to-day conduct of British Government business in quite
the way that we expect the countries of the first group to do.

10. What is distinctive about the countries in the Area of Concentration is that
their social structure, ways of living, metlnxis of conducting political and eco-
nomic business are sufficiently similar to make it possible for them to conduct
their external relations with one another in a style different from the tradi-
tional one. Because their domestic affairs are Increasingly interrelated and im-
pinge on each other at so many points, it is likely that the range of topics in
the diplomacy of the future will be much wider With an emphasis on economic
and social issues. These countries will also be even more closely enmeshed with
one another commercially and in other fields of activity, e.g., tourism, than they
are today. The process of intermeshing will of course be greatly reinforced if
Britain and other countries which are at present applicants for membership
of the European Common Market, join it. But the argument about the under-
lying trend towards a new kind of diplomacy which Is both more wide-ranging
and more intensive is not dependent on any particular event. We think that
there is a high probability that a considerably increased proportion of the
world's trade will take place in the Area of Concentration and that an in-
creasing number of policy decisions on commercial and broader economic Issues
will be taken in concert by these nations. There is likely to be a similar trend in
the management of monetary and movie questions. It is more difficult to fore-
see how far the development of multilateral diplomacy in international organi-
sations like the European Economic Community, EFTA or even NATO will carry
these countries towards the adoption of common external policies towards the
rest of the world. But even if this process does not advance vary far by the
Mid-1970'm, the demands made on British overseas representation in the Area
of Concentration will still be heavy.

11. Thus the two central commitments of British foreign policy that have
emerged clearly at the end of the period of decolonialism in the late 1960s, first
the commitment. to an increasingly integrated Western Europe on as wide a
basis as possible, with the European Common Market as it core, and secondly
the commitment to a North Atlantic Alliance under ITS leadership as the main
Instrument for the conduct of East-West relations, should be seen as involving
something more than a geographical choice. They are also an expression of our
growing commitment to a certain style of diplomacy. Without the latter neither
the process of integration in Europe nor the maintenance in the years ahead of
an effective multilateral alliance among nations of vastly differing military
power would be feasible. But we do not view the New Diplomacy as being of
necessity confined to a particular geographical region. We have already referred
to Australia and Japan, where the appropriate diplomatic techniques seem
likely to conform more and more to those which are coming into use in the
European/North Atlantic area. In the Soviet bloc too. if and when the Soviet
Union loosens its control over Eastern Europe, opportunities for the extension
of the New Diplomacy will occur.

12. In order to remove any doubts on this score, we must emphasize that our
view of the appropriateness of these advanced and intensive diplomatic tech-
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niques in our dealings with a particular country does not rest on a judgmentof its relative importance, either as a friend or enemy, in the overall frame-
work of British external relations. What is significant about a country of this
type is that our relationships with it involve us in contacts over a much wider
range of govcernment and society than has been usual in traditional diplomacy,
and that these contacts are concerned with many topics which have in the past
been conventionally regarded as belonging to the domestic affairs of sovereign
states. The diplomatic techniques tend to be multilateral because of the
complex and inter-connected character of the interests of the nations which
engage in this kind of bargaining with one another. The changing methods of
conducting such international business are foreshadowed today in organisa-
tions like the European Economic Community, EFTA and OECD. Finally, a con-
dition for the conduct of effective multilateral diplomacy, much of it involv-
ing problems which are sensitive politically and technical in content, is the
existence of a sophisticated apparatus of national government and of a fairly
sophisticated open society behind it.
13. In purely geographical terms the significance of the historic shift in the

focus of British foreign policy in the second half of the 1960s to the European/
North Atlantic area needs to be interpreted with some care. There are INIRIKV4
outside Europe which will continue to matter to the nation. We shall continue
to he concerned in the welfare of the Commonwealth and to be directly involved
in the efforts of the new members to achieve economic take-off. There will also
be the actual responsibility of government in a number of small Dependent
Territories scattered around the world. Thus our interest in the countries bor-
dering the Indian Ocean and the Persian Gulf as well as Africa will not cense
in the 1970s—nor is it likely even that it will be reduced to the low level of
priority that it has had in the Foreign Ministeriea of most continental European
nations. The evidence suggests that the policies of these continental nation's are
still must influenced by the post-war ebb in the concern for extra-Europeon af-
fairs which was a widespread phenomenon in Western Europe, and it seems
unlikely that this unconcern will prove permanent. Indeed, there has already
been some revival of interest. Even the most. Eurocentred governments are
beginning to find it is necessary to take a close interest in what happens on
Western Europe's eastern and southern flanks. It is not unreasonable to antici-
pate that the European nations will sooner or later, and hopefully in concert,
return to a more active diplomacy in these regions and further afield.

It would therefore not be in Western Europe's long-term interest in Britain's
considerable diploma tie expertise dell red from long and profound experience
of the problems of the African continent and the Indian Ocean area were now
simply cast aside, perhaps prompted by a feeling that this rejection would in
some sense make Britain more truly "European". Rather, Britain's connections
with these distant places should be regarded as providing a valuable contribution
to the instrument which it is hoped, Western Europe will feel that it needs in
the long run to express its common interests in the African continent and the
areas bordering the Indian Ocean. These areas contain a high proportion of the
world's population; their capacity to produce is growing fast; and their capacity
for engendering problems for the rest of the world is unlikely to diminish. What
we are suggesting is not that Britain should take it upon herself to act in some
sense as the trustee of Western Europe's interests. Our point is only that in
looking ahead to the kind of diplomatic instrument which Britain as a European
power will need in the mid-1970s, we should not. be guided entirely by the evi-
dence of unconcern with extra-Euronean problems which has been characteristic
of most continental European countries in recent years.

PRORLEMS OF INTERPRETATION

14. Our task has involved us in extensive discussion with a variety of witnesses
in an effort. to determine as precisely as possible the nature and relative impor-
tance of the long-term objectives of British external policy, This effort has been
necessary because there are problems of interpretation and prediction here too.
It would be disingenuous to give the impression that, all those in authority whom
we were able to question on this topic spoke with one voice and produced a
uniform ordering of priorities. There was general agreement on certain major
objectives. We have already mentioned three of them : the improvement, of
the balance of payments, the maintenance of the North Atlantic Alliance andthe promotion of integration in Western Europe. Other broad aims on which
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circumstances in the Soviet bloc permit this without weakening the Atlantic
Alliance; the sustaining of Commonwealth links in a form appropriate to
contemporary requirements, including our relations with a number of small
Dependent Territories for which the British Government will continue to be
responsible; the improvement of economic conditions in the less developed coun-
tries; and the strengthening of international organizations in which an effective
dialogue can take place on issues which cause conflicts between nations.

15. The problems arise, naturally enough, when these highly generalised aims
are translated into specific objectives, especially those objectives which are
related to a timetable. We found that sometimes ambiguities of British policy
impeded the attempt to design a service which would efficiently perform its task
in the most economical fashion. This was markedly so in the sphere of defence
policy ( see Chamber X I ) where the aim of reducing the costs of representation
overseas is made more difficult of fulfilment by the uncertainties of the stated
objective of the Government to maintain "a general capability based in Europe
(-including the United Kingdom) which can be deployed overseas as, in our
judgment, circumstances demand, including support of United Nations opera-
tions." This is capable of being interpreted in different ways. It is evident that
after our withdrawal from east of Suez we shall exercise less physical power
around the world than before and shall aim to avoid intervening militarily,
particularly on our own, in situations outside Europe. This would imply that
we shall need less of the detailed information which might be relevant to an
tinned conflict in an area in which our forces might have an active role to
play. But on the other hand it has been argued that wherever there remains any
possibility that our forces may have to intervene, full information is needed to
judge the situation and to support any eventual operation. Until a military
contingency is finally abandoned this backing for it in terms of information
would still be needed. And in many cases this need therefore depends uponspecific policy and military planning decisions not yet taken. Faced with argu-
ments of this kind, we felt very keenly that it was not possible for a committee,charged as ours was to secure an improved cost-effectiveness in the conduct of
foreign policy by clarifying objectives and determining the appropriate scale ofresources to be allocated to achieving them, to proffer useful advice if therewere ambiguities at the very centre of our policy decisions. We conclude thatambiguity of intention, even if this ambiguity has the effect of deterring aggres-
sion, cannot be had on the cheap.

THE COMMITTEE'S PROCEDURES

16. The working methods which we adopted were partly determined by the
comparatively short time in which we were asked to complete our enquiry.
We were not •able to conduct research in depth into aspects of the problem of
overseas representation which we felt deserve more systematic scrutiny than
they have so far received. We instituted some limited enquiries of our own
aimed at determining the orders of magnitude of certain items of cost, which
we hoped we might relate in some broad fashion to the objectives of foreign
policy. This would have been the first move in devising some measure of the
cost-effectiveness of overseas representation. However, the basic data for an
exercise of this kind could not be assembled in the time at our disposal. The
feasibility of an overseas "output budget" is discussed in Annex D.

17. We did, however, carry out a preliminary investigation of the effective-
ness of one particular aspect of overseas representation, viz. political reporting
from Posts overseas. We used the ease study method, because no material was
available which would have allowed us to make a systematic analysis over the
whole field, and employed the results to supplement the more impressionistic
views that we formed of the content of political reporting. We regard the de-
tailed investigation of political reports from four Posts conducted on our
behalf by our Research Director as having chiefly an experimental value. The
exercise seemed to yield promising results, and we think that it could usefully
be carried further by the Foreign and Commonwealth Office.

18. Since we have no yardstick of achievement by which to measure the cost-
effectiveness of the various parts of the foreign policy operation, we have had
to rely on other indicationti for our judgment of the appropriate scale for the
various activities concerned with overseas representation. We have had to
judge not only the relative importance of each of these activities but also
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whether the resources devoted to overseas representation in the aggregate were
too much or too little. The guide which we used as a starting point for each of
our investigations was to compare the scale of British activity with that of two
other European countries, France and Germany, with economic resources com-
parable to our own. This device was, of course, no more than a preliminary
benchmark. The scale of representation that would be appropriate for Britain
in certain countries with which there is a long-standing and important political
connection will naturally be very different from that of Germany for example.
But in many other countries where there is no compelling national interest
requiring Britain to be heavily represented, the comparison with what our neigh-
bours are doing was useful. The principle that we adopted in our investigation
was that special grounds of national interest had to be shown positively to exist
In order to justify marked differences In the scale of our representation compared
with Germany or France.

19. The evidence that we had about individual Posts indicated a general
tendency for the British to be more generously staffed than the French or Ger-
man, particularly at the junior levels. A comprehensive, though provisional
analysis of expenditure provided by the Foreign and Commonwealth Office
showed that excluding cultural activities—on which both Germany and France
spent more, France considerably more, than Britain—British overseas represen-
tation costs more than either of the other two. It is very difficult to identify
precisely where the differences occur and how far they correspond to variations
In the scale or quality of the service which Britain's overseas representatives
are expected to provide. compared with the French and German. The Foreign
and Commonwealth Office analysis identified clearly two sectors of activity
where the British effort. was notably more elaborate; one was Information
and the other was Administration. These are the subjects of further analysis in,
their later chapters of our Report.

20. Our main sources of evidence were Government Departments, public and
private organisations, businesses and private individuals with academic, ad-
ministrative and business experience. Mueh of our evidence was oral and given
in the course of informal discussion with the members of the Committee, We
found that by this type of procedure we were able to catch the nuances of the
views held on, the merits and demerits of British methods of overseas represen-
tation, which might not have come to so clear expression in a more formal ques-
tion and answer session. We varied our arrangements as we found appropri-
ate and used more systematic methods of examining witnesses in the inves-
tigation of certain key issues. All our evidence was given in confidence and
none of it is being published.

121. From the start of our enquiry we encountered the difficulty that, while
our terms of reference on a narrow interpretation cover only overseas staff and
activities, the corresponding home establishment is integrally involved in any
rational survey. Any attempt to exclude home staff and n,etivities would have left
us unable to deal with a number of fundamental questions implicit in our terms.
of reference, e.g., the relative merits of basing a given officer In London or abroad,
or the use made in London of information submitted by oversees Posta We ex-
plained this dilemma to the Foreign Secretary in September 1908 and were en-
couraged by him to interpret our terms of reference widely enough to cover home
establishments where these were relevant to overseas representation. We have
not, in the time available, been able to examine home establishments in any de-
tail. But we have felt it essential, in our consideration of the oversees end of the
representational bridge, to take some account of the abutment at the home end
as well.

THE WORK OF OVERSEAS REPRESENTATION

22. For the purposes of our investigation we have found it useful to dis-
tinguish various kinds of work involved in overseas representation under the
following heads:
(a) The handling of intergovernmental relations. The essential function here

is conducting intergovernmental dialogues formally, in set negotiations, or
less formally through interviews and casual meetings. This is the basic and
indispensable diplomatic function. The content of the relations involved, and
the subject matter of the dialogues, can lw very varied. They are by no means
always political or politico-military. Increasingly (*en they are eeonomic
(including aid) or commercial. They ean also be, e.g., consular. The essential
criterion is that one government is being enabled to communicate with another;
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or with several others, since the relations and dialogues can be multilateral
as well as bilateral.
(b) Advice on foreign policy. A very important aspect of the conduct of inter-

national relations is the reliance which the home government must place upon
advice of a general or specific character which its representatives in the field are
required to furnish, on their own initiative or in response to enquiry.
(c) Advising and helping British subjects, overseas or in an overseas context.

This includes the bulk of export promotional work, where the British Gov-
ernment are, through their agents, advising and helping British businessmen
in the export. field. Most consular work also falls under this head; British
subjects of all categories need to be provided overseas with certain forms of
protection and official services. A particular form of help to British subjects
arises in the context of aid administration, since British aid personnel (even
when formally employed by overseas governments) usually rely on a degree of
.financial and/or administrative support from the British Government by whom
they are recruited. For a country like Britain, official export promotion work
will always be of major importance. In our present circumstances, when our
entire international standing depends upon our establishing a firm basis for our
economy, export promotion is bound to become an even more crucial part of
overseas representational work.
(d) Reporting. As here distinguished, this excludes the sending of certain types

of report which flow directly from the activities described above in sub-paragraphs
(a) and (e) ; e.g., reports of the course of a negotiation or of action taken to help
a British subject. By reporting as a separate activity we mean the preparation and
sending of reports on matters of general or particular interest—whether
economic or military—to the Foreign and Commonwealth Office and other official
recipienta in London or overseas. The material on which such reporting is based is
usually available as "fall-mit" from the activities at ( a) and (c) above.
(e) Influencing overseas opinion. The direct influencing of overseas govern-

ments is of course part of (a) above. But the influencing of non-official opinion is a
distinguishable activity, although related in the sense that even non-democratic
governments are liable to be indirectly influenced by any changes wrought in.
public opinion among their subjects. The topics on which we may wish to influence
public opinion can vary from a specific act of British policy, which we hoped to see
rightly understood and perhaps supported, to the general reputation of British
Institutions, society and civilisation, which we hope to see highly regarded and
perhaps imitated. Our main instruments for exercising this influence on public
opinion are the external services of the BBC; the British Council; and the infor-
mation staffs of our posts, known generally as the British Information Services,
supported by the output of the COI in London.
(f) Processing potential travellers to Britain. Granting visas for temporary

visitors, where required. is a familiar aspect of consular work. On the other hand,
pmceming potential immigrants, in any numbers, is comparatively new type of
work for Britain's representatives overseas, although it has long been familiar to
those of, e.g., the United States. Recent legislation has tightened the controls we
wish to exercise over immigration of all kinds, inehuling from the main popula-
tion-exporting countries of the Commonwealth. It is clearly necessary and right,
in these circumstances, that the work of immigration officers at points of entry in
Britain should be reinforced by work undertaken by our Posts in countries of
origin. It seems likely that the demand for work of this kind will increase.
(g) Self-administration. There are broadly two types of work involved here:

the provision of services for our overseas Posts, and the provision of welfare for
their staff. The former covers communications, security arrangements and office
equipment. The latter includes housing. travel arrangements, issue of pay, etc.
The volume of both types of work is largely a function of staff numbers.

THE EFFECT OF OUR RECOMMENDATIONS

23. The following Chapters examine first the Diplomatic Service, as the prin-
cipal instrument of overseas representation; secondly, the traditional catego-
ries of overseas work undertaken by civilian staff in Posts; thirdly, work under-
taken by Service AttachOs; and finally the special problems of accommodation.
Our specific conclusions are set out at the end of each Chapter. As will be seen,
our recommendations envisage that there should in due course be reductions of
expenditure in many fields. The size of the information effort might be reduced
by half (Chapter VIII), and the deployment of Service Attache and Defense
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Staffs by a third (Chapter XI). In the medium term the reorganisation of
political work outside the Area of Concentration (Chapter IV) and in the longer
term the rationalisation of estate management (Chapter XII) should also pro-
duce substantial savings.
Other economies would flow from reductions in overseas Security Guards

(Chapter III) ; from administrative simplifications (Chapter III) ; from modi-
fications in traditional consular services (Chapter IX) ; from the restructuring;
of Civilian Attaches' work (Chapter X) ; and from the construction of a mod-
ern Foreign and Commonwealth Office building in London (Chapter XII).
Against these savings there would have to be set extra expenditure on certain
short-term items, notably improved retirement compensation (Chapter II) ;
and on certain continuing commitments, such as an increased export promotion
effort (Chapter VI), the full implementation of the recommended manpower
margin and increased training in the Diplomatic Service (Chapter II), a
more enlightened use of international travel (Chapter III), more adequate pro-
vision of modern equipment (Chapter III), and the growth of immigration
work (Chapter IX). It is impossible at this stage to forecast with any pre-
cision either the timing or the net financial effect of these changes. But we be-
lieve that they could be complete by the mid-1070s; and that the saving of total
expenditure involved could by then be not less than 5 per cent (at constant
prices) and perhaps of the order of 10 per cent.

CHAPTER II.-THE STRUCTURE OF THE DIPLOMATIC SERVICE

CONCLUSIONS

34. (a) The Plowden Report created the unified Diplomatic Service and created
satisfactory conditions of service for it; these should be built upon for the future.
(b) The Diplomatic Service has achieved high standards of performance and

maintaining these will be as important in the future as in the past; the Service's
capacity for adapting itself rapidly to changing circumstances will be particularly
needed.
(e) Quantitatively, however, the Service faces a period of contraction, due

primarily to changing national requirements flowing from Britain's altered role
in the world; this will create morale problems which should not be underrated.
(d) A reduction in the size of the Service will involve retiring a number of

competent officers prematurely; they should be fairly compensated aml this
will serve the interests of long-term economy.
(e) The promotion system should allow the ablest members of the Diplomatic

Service to he more quickly advanced than has latterly been the case.
(f) The Diplomatic Service should be allowed the full 10 percent manpower

margin recommended in the Piovvden Report.
(g) In parallel with likely developments in the Home Civil Service following

the Fulton Report, there should be freer temporary and permanent movement
between the Diplomatic Service and other professions (including particularly
the Home Civil Service) ; and there should be a merger between the Administra-
tive and Executive Classes.
(h) The Diplomatic Service should consist neither of experts nor of amateurs

hut of "professional generalists"; its members' professionalism should include
in addition to foreign languages a familiarity with the social sciences.
(i) The requirements of the Diplomatic Service today are more complex than

in the past, and career planning should therefore avoid trying to give everyone
a little experience of everything; the aim should be to encourage the acquisition
of a relevant depth of knowledge on particular areas and subjects.
(j) The introduction of satisfactory superannuation arrangements for all

local staff should be speeded up.

CHAPTER MANAGEMENT OF THE DIPLOMATIC SER,VICF,

CONCLUSIONS

24. (a) The Diplomatic Service's formal separation from the Home Civil
Service, with which it remains closely linked, is an administrative convenience
given the differences in its conditions of life.
(h) We found evidence of over-administration in a Service whose management

was in other respects generally good.
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(c) Given the high cost of manpower, particularly when United Kingdom-
based staff abroad is concerned, the Diplomatic Service could do more to mod-
ernise and meehanise its procedures.
(d) There should be more delegation of administrative authority from the

Civil Service Department and the Foreign and Commonwealth Office to Mis-
sions overseas. The principle of accountable management should be the key to
this.
(c) While recognising the importance of good security we consider that there

is .scope for saving in relation to present security procedures.
(f) The Diplomatic! Service should, in the interests of overall efficiency and

evonomy, be authorised to observe a less restricted and more imaginative policy
as regards travel.
(p) For understandable reasons, Commonwealth Missions tended to be more

heavily staffed than foreign ones. This situation has improved, but some Com-
monwealth Missions are still heavier than they need be.
(h) The Diplomatic Service Inspectorate is a valuable instrument for con-

trolling the scale and cost of British representation overseas. But its structure
and practice need to be modified in certain ways ; its scope should be widened
to cover all staff concerned with representation ; and new high-level machinery
Is required to provide for "policy inspection", i.e., to ensure that at the level
of policy formulation there is adequate strategic thinking on organisational
questions.

CHAPTER W.—POLITICAL WORK

OON CLU SION S

30. (a) In future our Missions abroad should be divided into "Comprehensive"
Missions and "Selective" Missions. Comprehensive Missions would be main-

it ed in the Area of Concentrittion, namely Western Europe and North America ;
in the Soviet bloc and China ; and in certain other important countries in the
Outer Area. Selective Missions would constitute the majority in the Outer Area.
'Phe changeover from Comprehensive to Selective Missions should in itself
entail a reduction in present staff, although at the outset the streamlined
organisation may coot only a little les than the existing one.
(b) The volume and range of intergovernmental business will grow in the

Area of Concentration. Intergovernmental business will also grow on a multi-
lateral basis involving international organisations.
(c) Comprehensive Missions should retain a full apparatus for diplomatic

representation including staff for political work. Selective Missions, where
political work and reporting will diminish to very small pe portions, should be
composed of a basic strength of three United Kingdom-based officers; any estab-
lishment beyond this basic strength would only be authorised for specific
purposes,
(d) In the Area of Concentration a growing volume of business will be con-

ducted on a direct government-to-government basis and by increased travel
from this country. This process should obviate the necessity to increase the
size of Missions in this area.
(c) The chancery should remain the central element in Comprehensive Missions

but little more than the name would remain in most Selective Missions.
(f) Under a system of Comprehensive and Selective Missions, great flexibility

will be essential including the ability to reinforce a Selective Mission if
unexpected demands are placed upon it in times of crisis.
(g) A control system for political reporting should be instituted on the lines

set out in Annex J.
(h) We expect the Foreign and Commonwealth Office to reduce progressively

in size (a) in the light of the recent Foreign Office/Commonwealth Office merger,
(b) as the institution of Selective Missions reduces the flow of political work
and reporting, and (e) when a new building with up-to-date equipment is
provided.

CHAPTER V.—.ConaERcIA1 POLICY AND ECONOM IC WORK

CONCLUSIONS

122. (a) Economic work and the conduct of commercial policy is a large part
of the substance of political work.
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,(b) This field produces particularly striking examples of the "New Diplo-
macy"— the increasing regular contact at all levels between specialists from
various countries in the complicated techniques of modern life and the switch to
multilateral organisations of activities which would previously have been bi-
lateral. The task of our overseas representatives is to adapt themselves to this
process, to master a wider range of subjects, and to support experts from out-
side the Diplomatic Service in the work of international organisations. For this
purpose they will need to be kept more fully informed than hitherto.
(e) Staffing pllicies should take into account the increasing importance of

international organisations in the implementation of economic policy.
(d) In particular we recommend that the United Kingdom Delegation to EEC

should be strengthened and a cadre of officers with a special knowledge of Euro-
pean economic affairs built up. The degree of career specialisation implied is
acceptable and indeed desirable in this case.
(e) We consider economic work and the conduct of commercial policy as basi-

cally a generalist function. We expect that within an integrated service there will
be an increasing resource of officers experienced in handling economic concepts.
We recommend flexibility in deciding whether commercial policy and economic
work should be handled along with political or commercial work in any particu-
lar Mission.
(f) We feel that the division of responsibility for commercial policy and

economic work at home might be clarified, particularly between the Foreign
and Commonwealth Office and the Board of Trade. We see the role of the Foreign
and Commonwealth Office, whose particular expertise lies in dealing with ° the];
countries, as being one of co-ordination.

CHAPTER VI.—AID ADMINISTRATION

CONCLUSIONS

61. (a) In Britain's present economic situation commercial work is the most
urgent task of ourroverseas representatives.
( b) Different areas impose different requirements; according to their apti-

tudes the careers of commercial officials should concentrate on either the area
where new export opportunities are to be won by active effort in advanced
industrial countries, or in areas where this effort depends more on the tradi-
tional intergovernmental diplomatic activity, and also on responsive work to
the needs of exporters. We also recommend that the shift of Britain's export
promotion resources to the former area should continue.
(o) The majority of Selective Posts should specialise in commercial work,

and special attention will have to be paid to the quality of the commercial de-
partments of Comprehensive Posts in growth markets.
(d) A survey conducted by the CBI has shown a wide use of the official

services, but a need for more rapid communication and closer contact between
the commercial service and exporters. There is an equal need for this between
Posts and Departments at home.
(e) There should be greater selectivity III responsive work so as to enable

more energy to be diverted to initiative work, especially in advanced industrial
countries.
(f) We think that the study of other countries' systems of export promotion

should be pursued, but we consider that the balance of advantage, given the
urgency of the problem, is to build on the present system. In any case the unified
Diplomatic Service should be preserved.
(g) Training programmes should be expanded, with more emphasis on tech-

niques of management and market research.
(h) We recommended longer periods in Post, and greater specialisation in

commercial work. We fully recognize that this will inevitably mean delay in
spreading commercial experience throughout the Service.

(i) There should be more cross-fertilisation between industry and the Diplo-
matic Service.
(5) Locally-engaged staff are a valuable asset in British export promotion

of which more use should be made.
(k) Subordinate Posts have an important potential for promoting British

exports, and they should be more actively used, especially in growth markets
like the United States.
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(/) Facilities of rapid communication could be more extensively used. Greater
use of telex will be necessary. The crucial point at which we believe the exist-
ing systean can be improved in the rapid retrieval of data about the capability
of British firms to respond to export opportunities. Computerisation at the
centre is a most important aid to securing this.
(m) We suggest that full use of the overseas commercial service can only

be made if the export promotion complex (the "Export Department") in the
Board of Trade is enlarged, and the transfers between it and the Diplomatic
Service made more frequent.
(n) We suggest that greater weight should be given to export promotion

policy, as compared with intergovernmental commercial policy work not only
In the structure of the Board of Trade, but also in that of the relevant interde-
partment Committees.
(o) Closer co-operation between Government and industry should continue

to be encouraged by such joint activities as trade fairs, and by expanding the
work of the Overseas Projects Groups partiCularly in the field of sending task
forces overseas to deal with particular projects.

CHAPTER VIL—INFORMATION AND CULTURAL WORK

CONCLUSIONS
General
48. (a) Information services should project Betain as a trading partner with

a great culture and democratic tradition, rather than as a world power of the
first order.
(b) There should be less reliance on official publicity hand-outs, which should

In future concentrate on export promotion, and more on BBC broadcasting
and the serious British newspapers, for projecting Britain's news and views.

British Information Services
(c) In future, there should not be separate information sections in Mis-

sions. Most of the functions previously carried out will be centralised in the
commercial sections, which should have a nucleus of experienced staff, mostly
locally engaged, for this purpose. In certain Comprehensive Missions, however,
there will be a need for a Press Attaché (not always full-time) to act as the
Head of Mission's adviser on publicity matters, as well as being the main
point of contract with local press and broadcasting media.
(d) The practice of distributing copies of the serious daily and weekly British

newspapers free of charge to selected persons of influence should be extended.
(e) The Foreign and Commonwealth Office's News Department will piny a

most important role in establishing effective relations with the overseas press
through their Louden representatives, and it should be given improved facilities
for carrying this role out.
(f) The British Infornation Services office in New York should be reduced in

size; and the future organisation of information work in the United States
should be kept under review, in relation to the changing importance of other
regional centres.
(g) The greatest possible use should continue to be made of locally engaged

staff in carrying out the residual information work overseas.
(h) We hope that In the light of the above recommendations reductions of

something like half the numbers of staff currently employed overseas on informa-
tion work would become practicable.

BBC external broadcasting services
(i) The BBC has a unique world reputation. Its overseas broadcasts in the

English language are highly effective for communicating British news and
views, and should not be subjected to financial reductions.
(5) It is extremely important that the audibility of the BBC's overseas broad-

casts should be improved. The BBC's current •modernisation and improvement
programme in this field should be speeded up, and any savings accruing from
recommendation (k) below should be used to supplement the existing budget.
(k) Given existing financial limitiations, we conclude that though foreign

language broadcasts are useful (and we recommend a continuation of some of
them) they should rank as a lower priority than English language broadcasts,
and will therefore need to be reduced.
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British Council
(1) The British Council plans an important role In overseas representation;

it should not be subjected to financial reductions.
(m) There is now a strong case for shifting the balance of British Council

activities towards Western Europe.
(n) The British Council libraries give excellent value. Efforts should be made

to use them as a focus to provide a wider range of cultural activities. All the
other library facilities, including film libraries, should be with the British
Council.
(o) The proportion of British Council resources directed to cultural mani-

festations is rather low by comparison with the proportion taken up by English
language and related activities, and we suggest a change in the balance of
activities in favour of the former.
(p) The staffing of British Council offices overseas should reflect the increas-

ing importance of science and technology; we welcome the indications that
Increased attention is being given to these subjects.
(q) Missions and British Council representatives will in future need to de-

velop very close working relationships in matters of policy and operations;
this is already the case in many countries. We are confident that this need not
impair in any way the independent status of the British Council.
(r) There are useful financial savings to be made from fully integrating the

British Council's administrative and supporting services overseas with those
of missions.
(s) There should he a few high level appointments of persons of academic

or cultural distinction for service with the British Council in certain capitals.
(t) There should be interchanges of British Council staff and academic per-

sonnel, and arrangements for the former to attend universities in this country
between overseas appointments.

CHAPTER IX.-CONSULAR WORK

CONCLUSIONS

30. (a) The traditional consular functions of subordinate Posts must not be
allowed to divert their energies from the more vital task of export promotion.
(b) To this end, traditional consular services should only be provided at a

limited number of Posts.
(c) Steps should be taken to ease the work-load imposed by the growth of

tourism; this would involve posts exercising, with Ministerial support, more
discrimination In the amount of consular assistance they provide.
(d) A review of the scale, scope and method of payment for consular services

should be considered.
(c) There should he wider use of Honorary Consulates as an economical means

of dealing particularly with seasonal tourist needs.
(f) Shipping legislation now projected will, we hope, eliminate or at least

drastically curtail the outmoded shipping work which Is at present mandatory
upon consular officers. This should be done as soon as possible.
(g) Immigration work is increasing, and some increases of staff abroad will

be needed to cope with it.
(h) To reduce the cost of passport work, passports should be redesigned

In a limp-cover form which can be mechanically prepared and processed.
(i) Passport work should not normally be handled at more than one centre

In each overseas country, except for emergency cases which should be subject
to a special surcharge.
(5) Passport work overseas should be financially self-supporting, which should

he easier given the changes suggested in (h) and (I) above; in normal cases a
uniform fee should be charged, which should if possible be the same as the
United Kingdom fee.

ClIAPTER X.-CIVILIAN ATTACHES

CONCLUSIONS

88. (a) We feel that the distinction between the "A" and "B" Establishments
of the Foreign and Commonwealth Office is unhelpful and that all personnel
should be included in a single establishment borne on the Diplomatic Service
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vote; this should help to prevent the retention of appointments merely because
they are traditional outposts of a given home Department.
(b) We recommend that the marginal anomalies in the division between

secondments to the Diplomatic Service and service abroad on Home Civil Service
terms should be removed and that all officials on the staff of diplomatic Missions
should be seconded to the Diplomatic Service. We also recommend that officials
representing Britain and not on the staff of diplomatic Missions should where
possible be placed on the staff, and seconded to the Diplomatic Service.
(e) We feel that the starting point in considering functions of overseas

representation now carried out by Civilian Attach& should be the particular
Job specification; that the presumption should be that such specialisms, as the
knowledge required to till such posts becomes more generalist in character,
will more appropriately be dealt with, after suitable training, by general serv-
ice officers (not necessarily full-time) ; and that only where clear need is shown
should secondment take place. This should not inhibit the use of appropriate
titles for local purposes.
(4) We feel that in drawing up the job specifications full weight should

be given to the increasing facility with which experts can travel from London
at relatively low cost compared with the expense of maintaining a resident
representative overseas.
(c) We examined the effect that these recommendations would have on the

10 different types of Attaché (two of them dealt with in Chapter XI). The clear-
est need for secondments is likely to remain in the scientific and defence re-
search fields; there is also at present a need for them in the financial field;
a closer look should be taken at the need for specialists on civil air and ship-
ping matters; it seems to us that much of the work of Labour, Defence Sales,
Agricultural, Industrial Development and Petroleum Attaches can now be
performed by "generalist" officers.
(f) Given an adequate policy of training and secondments for general service

officers we therefore expect that considerable savings can be effected in the field
now covered by Civilian Attaches.

CHAPTER XL—SERVICE ArrAangs

CONCLUSIONS

29. (a) Service Attaches will continue to be required for their present func-
tions, but on a lesser scale than hitherto.
(b) More than one Service Attaché will still be needed in major capitals.

One tri-Service Attache should often be sufficient in capitals of medium impor-
tance, supplemented by multiple accreditation in less important capitals. Where
appropriate, greater reliance should be placed upon visiting from the United
Kingdom.
(o) The number of Service Attaches outside the European and North Atlantic

area should be substantially reduced. After withdrawal from East of Suez,
it should become possible to reduce the present world-wide establishment of 159
Service Attaches (excluding BDS Washington) by up to one-third.
(4) The special and close military relationship with the United States is

an extremely valuable asset, but one which we think is unlikely to persist
indefinitely in its present form. This relationship would not, in our view, be
impaired by reducing the BDS Washington to three-quarters of its present
size. There should be an annual "efficiency audit" to establish the usefulness of
each post in the United States; and a further study should be made of methods
of integrating the staffs and their supporting personnel into a single admin-
istrative organisation.
(c) Sales of defence equipment require team effort, in which the Service

Attaches, the Defence Supply Attaches, other staff in Missions, and the Defence
Sales Organisation in Whitehall all have their part to play. The .tendency will
be for more of this work to be carried out by visiting teams of experts based
in this country, working in co-operation with the Missions concerned. Defence
Supply Attaché Posts should only be created where such work would clearly
occupy an official full-time; otherwise, the defence supply function should
normally be carried out within the Mission's commercial section.
(f) Service Attaches should be selected from able officers at an early stage

in their careers.
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CHAPTER XII.—ACCOMMODATION

CONCLUSIONS

29. (a) Overseas representational requirements for office and residential
accommodation will change more frequently than hitherto.
( h) Office accommodation is an important factor in the effectiveness of our

Missions overseas. We must be prepared to spend money on providing modern
and well-equipped buildings in the right locations.
(e) The scale of entertaining by the Diplomatic Service is not extravagant,

and adequate accommodation must continue to be provided for the purpose.
The forms and customs of entertaining are however changing, and in many
places there will be less need for large establishments.
(4) Decisions on accommodation standards are urgently required. Guide-

lines, rather than strict definitions, should be issued. Discretion should be given
to Heads of Mission.
(e) The proportion of owned to rented property is still far too small, with

the result that considerable expenditure in foreign exchange is being wasted.
(f) A change in the present system is required in order to provide more

flexible and commercially effective methods of administering overseas accom-
modation.
(g) To meet these requirements, we propose the setting up of a Crown

corporation, to be known as the Overseas Diplomatic Estate Board; its function
would be to own, administer and manage overseas diplomatic accommodation.
(h) The Foreign and Commonwealth Office building on the Downing Street/

King Charles Street site should be rebuilt on modern lines as soon as possible,
thus enabling the Foreign and Commonwealth Office to centralise its London
staff (now housed in 17 buildings) and to make substantial savings of staff and
money.

VAL DUNCAN,
Chairman.

FRANK K. ROBERTS,
ANDREW SHONFIELD,
0. C. Mott,
R. L. WADE-GERY,

Joint Secretaries.
JUNE 1969.





THE WHITE HOUSE

WA S 1 N G 0 NI

January Z2, 1970

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. EHRLICHMAN

The issue of Federal policy on the use of communications satellites
for domestic communications has been unresolved since 1965. The
Federal Communications Commission has been unable to deal with
this problem primarily because of the complexity of competing
economic interests, which can in part be traced to the Commission's
own past regulatory policies.

The primary reason for executive branch intervention in this
regulatory policy area is that the introduction of satellite technology
into the U.S. domestic communications industry offers a convenient
lever to move regulatory policy out of a deepening rut of unnecessary
regulation and compromise.

Attached is a copy of a memorandum for Dean Burch recommending

in essence an open-entry policy with rate competition limited
primarily by terrestrial alternatives. We expect no strong opposition
from the Hill to this approach, which does not require legislation, and

expect that a majority of the Commissioners will approve of this policy

in substance. The two major communications companies affected arc
AT&T and COMSAT. Both AT&T and COMSAT will have mixed feelings
about this policy, but I expect neither to offer serious opposition.

Rccommendation

That you approve the transmission of this memorandum to the FCC
and that a press release identifying the President with the free
enterprise objectives of the position be issued along with the public
release of the memorandum itself. CEA, OST, and OEP concur in
this recommendation; neither Post Office nor Justice have any
objections.

Peter Flanigan
Assistant to the President

Attac.hrnen.t



Domestic Satellites

(1) It gives no clear picture of which principles in the
end are going to be controlling on the practical issues. Such
vagueness will tend to discourage applications.

(2) It seems to rest on a number of implicit premises
which may be open to question: (a) there is a recurring
assumption of spectrum scarcity (see para. 7, 11, 30, 35);
(b) the focus on "new and con-iplementary services" (para. 10)
and "economic incompatibility" (para. 23) suggest that com-
petition of assisting carriers may not be allowed; (c) there
is the implicit assumption that the Commission will make
the determination of single purpose vs. multi purpose systems
(para. 19); and (d) there are various random non.econornic goals
floating around (such as "the peoples' dividends" in para. 34(h)).

(3) The application procedure seems complex. A lot
of the data would suggest a. far more open-ended and subjective
decision making process by the Commission than that which we
advocated.

(4) There is some conflict between particular opera. -
tional premises; thus there is a desire (para. 11) that earth
stations be conveniently located and yet the application pro-
cedure suggests that applicants should "endeavor to find
suitable locations for earth stations that present the least
amount of potential interference problems" (para. 35). This
suggests remote locations.
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6538 SUNSET- BOULEVARD
HOLLYWOOD, CA 90028
PHONE HOLLYWOOD 2-0846

THE TRADE WEEKLY FOR THE ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY

March 18, 1970

Mr. Tom Whitehead
Office of the President
The White House
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Whitehead:

Thank you for the information on the Office of Tele-
communications Policy.

would like to request that your office, or that of
the staff member most directly involved in broadcasting
issues, would add my name to their press list for such
releases and proposals that come from the President's
office, so that we may receive them on a continuing
basis.

Thank you,

leFa91 4109— e‘T/07
Jeanie Easindorf (Mrs.)
News Editor

6:(1
A4a,



oLuDE THUITY-SiX, NO. 11, March 16, 1970

WilTnEAD 'CLARIFIES WHITE MUSE LOMESTIC SATELLITE POLICY STATFMENT
TN ADDRESS TO ETA NEEING; 'HER' AND 'SUPPLIER' DTSTINCTION STaESSED

In a "clarification" of the White House policy statement on domes-
ic sLItellite coff,municions service, Dr. Clay T. Whitehead. last wee)\.
emphiz,cd a distinction between a "joint user" and a "joint supplier"
of such service,

Dr. Whitehed, who played a major role as a Tomber of the White
,(:)u.se staff in the development of the policy stEtement (TEUCOMMUNICA-
!aoNs, Jan. 26), referrd to thc di.fference bet wcn a user end a sup-
.1i.ex, in the vieo of tl:ie Whit e Ilose, in a lunchr)on address Tuesday,
fl.rch. 10, to the sprins confcrece in Washington of the Electronic
T.idustries Associiitien.

Lator, in response to some questions on the point, he s. Id no
problem could be seen in a number of uocro of cowmunications services
getting together and employing a specializd system. But, if two or
more suppliers —for example, the American Telephone 6; Telegraph Co. and
the Cpmmunicatons Satellite Corp. --joined in providing satellite ser-
vice, then antitrust aspects could be raised that would come under the
scruany of the Jus tic Deprtliieat, he do.clared.

In a further explanatiGa, he said that there would be no problcqn
if AT&T, instead of putting up its own system, le.scd circuits fl- 1
system furnied by Comsat in order to p):ovi(le public message telephon
service. but, Dr Whitehata stat7ed, AT&T could not lease circuits from
a Comsat system that would be used in furnishing the telephone comprAny'e
private line services..

Thr. policy outiineJ by the White House in its domestic satellite
sttemeLlt, Dr. Whitehead declared, seeks to avoid long, drawn-out evi-
dentiary hearings before the Federal Communicatioos Commission. in
short-, ho stated, ''you ppnly (for a system) iF yolo have the
dollPrs and a good proposal, and you get approvel. Under our proposol,
there would be no such thing as competioy, applicntions."

The White House official emphasied that thci statement does not
rcconm,.-rnd that co=on carriers be excluded from ho-wing a. satellite
systcm, but if a ,caryier proposed 1:0 offer a specialized service, then
IL would recomffiznd an evidentiary hearing.

During last week's conference, Robert- W. Galvin, Chairwan of the
Board of Motorola, was presented the ETA Medal, of Honor for his "out-
standing contribution to the advancement of thc, electronics industry."
Joha L. Wheeler, of the Xerox Corp., was given a special citaion for
his leadership in the data transuission field. More than 500 electronic
industry c: tires p7rticipated in the March 9-12 conference. -End-



March 16, 1970

Lear Mr. Saunders:

The President has asked that I reply to your letter of
February 23rd regarding the Coinmunications Satellite
Corporation.

We share your assesement that the performance of
COMSAT bas been outstanding. COMSAT has indeed
had invaluable operating experience and reimexces to
enter the domestic satellite area. The White House
staff memorandum to the FCC regarding domestic corn-
muni.cations satellite policy is La no way unfavorable to
COMBAT, but rather opens the way for COMSAT, as well
as others, to initiate domestic satellite services when
economically and operationally feasible.

Sincerely,

Clay T. W hi behead
Special Assistant
to the President

Mr. James B. Saunders
Standard international Corporation
Andover, Massachusetts 01810

cc: Mr. Flanigan
Mr. Whitehead/
Central Files

CTWhitehead:ed
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- L7.10 STANDARD INTr2.11NATIONAL CONPONATION
ANDOVER, MASSACHUSETTS 01810 • TELEPHONE (617) 47b-5220

February 23, 1910

President Richard M. Nixon
The White House
Washington, District of Columbia

Dear President Nixon:

As a stockholder of Comsat, I am understandably chagrined at the

precipitous decline of this stock. 1 gather that this decline has

been the result of an unfavorable (to Comsat) White House staff

memorandum to the Federal Communications Com-mission.

I believe that the concept under which Comsat was formed in 1963

was a unique experiment in closer business-government relations

which has been, in my opinion, quite successful. This concept has

been proposed in other areas such as the postal service, borne build-

mg, etc. However, unless the concept is supported strongly and

implemented, investors could become reluctant to invest in future

"Comsat-like" offerings.

Comsat has gained invaluable operating experience. It has dis-

played a willingness to invest in advanced technology through re-

search and development. It has vast, unused money from the initial

offering, way back in 1963, which is not being utilized in the further-

ance of original goals but which is sitting in banks, earning interest.

There is too much at stake, it seems to me, to experiment with a

multitude of competing firms which think they can provide this

system when you can turn to a company like Comsat which has a proven

track record and has the resources to implement a domestic communi-

cations satellite system now.

Sincerely,

, ;;;‘,? .•0 /,‘-• ,

James B. Saunders

HIS/ph

.11•••.1



March 12, 1970

To: Ron Abler

From: Torn Whitehead

As requested in your letter of
March 4th, we are attaching
copies of the White House releases
regarding the domestic satellite
program and the President's
proposal for the Telecommunications
Reorganization.

Attachments

Mr. Ron Abler
Assistant Professor of Geography
The Pennsylvania Rya* University
403 Delke Building
University Park, Pennsylvania 16802

EDaughtrey



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
5016-103

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO

FROM :

SUBJECT:

Dr. C. T. Whitehead DATE: 10 February 1970

IOP/PA — William N. Lyons t

Attached

FYI. Did you miss this? I did. L5orry!



THE EVENING STAR
Washington, D. C., Friday, February 6, 1970

FCC 0,07•23o Dekry

The Federal Communications '
Commh.;sion, in an effort. to head
off an anticipated. rush of do-
mestic satellite applications, re-
quested today that filings be put
off until the commission formu-
lates a domestic satellite policy.
The FCC announcement fol-

lowed recent notices by Tele-
prompter Coo. and Anicrican
Telephone & Telegraph Co. ft.:A
they planned to tal:e part in do-
mestic satellite prtvrams.
"Since the White House rec-

ommendation for open competi-
tion in domestic sytoins, many
people have indicated tin
would file," an FCC spokesman
said. "We issued th,:i statement
to debiy the filing until tlw

cou;.d act on
ucai poiley."

The spGkestuan said the con...
mission ho; listed domestic sat-
ellites as a (.op priority program
and that staff members hope to
submit recommendations to the
chairman in the next few weeks.
In the meantime, the spokes-

man said, various companies in-
'eluding Communicationi;
lite Corp., the U.S. Post Office,
the major television ii.c.,\.,•or'.;.s„
and other media LV e.
interest in filing apblichtioft; to!
build and operate donmitie sat-.
ellitos.

In its formal announcement,
the FCC said it was moving ON-
peditiorsty to formulate a do-
me„tic policy and that applie:).
-tions should a \V:t.' that determi- 1„i nu ton.
1' It said slateincnt was
prompt,N! by a n\r1..1),r of inotdr-
i(..s fmLbr.. the VIlte

open competition in domestic
satellite systems.

•



Cole received Ehrlichman memo, Bur ch memo and press release

Jeb Magruder ) received Burch memo and press release
Alan Woods
Colson

Dr. Drew
Dr. Tom Moore



Friday 3/13/70

10:05 Mr. Hinchnian has reviewed the Technical and
Economic Reports -- has some doubts about
whether it would be good to release them as
they are.

Would appreciate a call at his home.



Thursday 1/22/70

12:15 Mr. Washburn called. He ha.s talked with the Governor
today. The Governor can't understand why COMSAT
should be "crying in its beer" about the dcrmestic satellite
thing. Mr. Washburn told him briefly about what you said
yesterday and that you were going to talk with them today.
Bill said he thought you were absolutely right and
you couldn't expect any situation where the networks would
be compelled to work through COMSAT. Mr. Washburn
thought you would want his reaction before you meet with
the COMSAT people today.
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Jan. 22, 1970

To: Chuck Colson

From; Tom Whitehead

I am attaching a copy of the
Burch memo and press release
that we discussed.

I am talking to AT&T and
COMSAT pereonally and the
Communications Workers also should
be touched. Any other suggestions?



/MINI

Jan. 22, 1970

To: Ken Cole

From: Tom Whitehead

I have to notify certain
people in industry and on
the Hill about the release
time. Friday is much
preferred. Please call as
soon as possible.
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Friday 1/23/70

11:05 Mr. Loftus, OEP, called about the suggested changes in the FCC
memo. OEP can live with your "distillation" of Gen. Lincoln's
recommendations. This, however, should not be construed as a
total endorsement. They are not willing to act for DOD on this. and
you should check with Mr. Froeke's Office if you vwant to get their
concurrence to the changes .
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Federal Communications Commission 1919 M Street, NW. a Washington, D.C. 20554

.0

44/4413

February 6, 1970 - C

DOMESTIC COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE SYSTEMS

The Commission has received several informal inquiries

as to whether it is prepared at this time to entertain proposals

for the establishment of facilities for domestic communications

satellite services. These inquiries are prompted by the memoran-

dum issued by the Executive Branch on January 23, 1970, by which

it transmitted to the FCC its comments and recommendations on the

subject of domestic communications satellites.

As Chairman Burch stated on January 23rd, the FCC is

moving expeditiously toward a policy determination of the issues

involved in its domestic satellite proceeding (Docket No. 16495)

and in this connection will give careful consideration to the

views of the Executive Branch. It is anticipated that the FCC

will act in this area at an early date. Accordingly until such

action is taken, proposals should not be submitted to the

Commission.

-FCC -
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STANFORD UNIVERSITY
STANFORD, CALIFORNIA 94305

DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS

January 28, 1970

Mr. Peter M. Flanigan
Assistant to the President
The White House
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Flanigan:

Would it be possible for you to

send me a copy of your study and report

on multiple domestic satellites?

I heartily applaud your decision to

introduce healthy competition in this

important area.

(70(

Bruce M. Owen
Acting Assistant
Professor
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2/4/70

To: Mr. Bruce M. Owen

From: Clay T. Whitehead

Mr. Peter Flanigan asked me
to send this to you.

Mr. Bruce M. Owen
Acting Assistant Professor
Department of Economics
Stanford University
Stanford, California 94303



Thursday 5/28/70

11:00 Stu Matheson (Arthur Little, Cambridge) called to

say he's in Washington for today and will be in again

next Thursday (6/4) and wondered if he could come

in to see you either this afternoon or the afternoon of

the 4th.

MEETING
6/4/70

Their firm is doing some work for a client who is interested

in the developments in the field concerning the possibility

of a domestic satellite application. He has been working

with Don Baker at Justice and Baker suggested he call

to see if he could discuss with you White House policy
regarding domestic satellite, etc.

If he isn't in, we can leave a message with the secretary.

223-4400



May 7, 1970

Dear Miss Cullen:

Peter Flanigan has asked laist I reply to you' letter of April 9th
regarding Corrxsat. Although there is no White House study of
Comsat, we are well aware of the importance of the small
stockholder in Comsat. You can be assured that we are doint;
evorythinii we can to make Comsat's job easier of providing global
satellite communications. We have also recommended to the
Federal Communications Commission that Comsat be allowed to
compete in the domestic area should the Comsat Board of Directors
decide that would be in the best interests of Comsat.

Thank you for your interest.

Sincerely.

Clay T. Whitehead
Special Assiotast to the President

Miss Virginia Cullen
943 North Parkside Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 606S1

cc: Mr. Flanigan
Mr. Whitehead
Central Files

CT Whitehead: jm



THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

..-.

TO:
- ( .

FROM: PETER FLAN:EC:AN

ACTION: DUE DATE:

t Prepare reply for
Mr. Flanigan's signature

Direct reply

Comments/recommendations

Please handle

Information

Pile

REMARKS:
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Tuesday 2/3/70

11:15 Harry Trebing called. He was at the FCC, but was leaving to go
back to Michigan State University. He would like to get a copy
of the Economic and Technical reports that supported the domestic
satellite release. I told him these reports were not being released,
but he wanted to talk with you anyway. He has copies of the Burch
memo. He'll call you from the University.
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON
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FROM: PETER FLANIGAN

ACTION:

REMARKS:
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ate

DUE DATE:

Prepare reply for
Mr. Flanigan's signature

Direct reply

Comments/recommendations

Please handle

Information

File
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Columbia University in the City of New York I New York, N. Y. 10027

SCHOOL OF LAW 
435 West 116th Street

January 30, 1970

Mr. Peter Flanigan
Assistant to the President
The White House
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Flanigan:

I would like to obtain a copy of the report

recently released by the White House "working group"

to the FCC concerning domestic satellites. I would

be most appreciative if I could obtain one soon for

use in my course this spring.

WKJ:k

Thank you.

Very truly yours,

IL.. Az
William K. Jones
Professor of Law



•

January 29. 1970

Dear Mr. KixMiller:

Enclosed are copies of the memoranda we discussed
on the telephone yesterday regarding the proposed
reorganisation of the executive branch for
telecommunications matters. No formal announcement
has been made, so these memoranda should be regarded
as privileged. However, we do expect an announcemont
in February.

I have also enclosed a copy of our memorandum to the
FCC on domestic satellite policy. This may give you
some indication of the kinds of problems we are tackling
and the kind of approach we think is appropriate.

Enclosures

Mr. Richard KixMiller
Vice President
Celanese Corporation
522 Fifth Avenue
Now York, New York 10036

cc: Mr. Whitehead 2--7
Central Files

CTWhitehead: ad

Sincerely,

Clay T. Whitehead
Staff Assistant



1/28/70

To: Mr. Lloyd P. Morris

From: Clay T. Whitehead
Staff Assistant

As requested in your letter to
Mr. Peter Flanigan of January 22,
1970, we are attaching a copy of
the memorandum to FCC Chairm.an
Dean Burch.

Mr. Lloyd P. Morris
2947 North 78th Court
Elmwood Park, Illinois 60635

EDaughtrey:jm
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON
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FROM: PETER FLANIGAN

ACTION: DUE DATE:

REMARKS:

Prepare reply for
Mr. Flanigan's signature

Direct reply

Comments/recommendations

Please handle

Information

File



January 22, 1970

Mr. Peter N. Flanigan
Presidential Assistant
WHITE HOUSE
Washington, D.C. 20013

RE: NEW NATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY REPORT

Dear Sir:

1. In connection with some school board nommittee work
in educational communications, reference has been made to
your report suggesting a new na"tional telecommunications
policy.

2. Please indicate if this report is available, and if
so, indicate better identification and procurement detail.

3. Thank you.

LPM:es
cc:Encl.

Yours very truly,

Lloyd P. Morris
2947 North 78th Court
Elmwood Park, Illinois

60635



Office of the Dean

4, 4- 4 •c 0 R NE L L UNIVERSITY
UP-COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

GOLDWIN SMITH HALL

ITHACA, N.Y. 14850

-ed

Office of PkThlic Information

Office the President

The Vrhite House
Washington, D. C.

Dear Sirs:

0-41
28 January 1970

The newspapers of January 24, 1970, report that Mr. Peter Flanigan,

Assistant to the President, has sent a memorandum on Federal policypn

domest•c satellite communications to the Chairman of the Federal Cornmuni.

cations Commission.

Do you have copies of that memorandum available for public distribu-

tion? If so, I would greatly appreciate your sending me one.

Thank you very much.

AEK:mbd

Sincerely yours,

Alfred E. Kahn
Dean

4111111.11MIMEI



FORM LETTER FOR CONGRESSIONAL LETTERS

Dear

January 23, 1970

Because of your interest in telecommunications matters,
I am enclosing a copy of our memorandum to the Chairman
of the Federal Communications Commission, containing
the Administration's recommendations for the use of
communications satellites for domestic telecommunications
services. I am also enclosing a copy of the White House
press release.

I would be happy to answer any questions you might have
with regard to the memorandum or to discuss it with you
at your convenience.

Enclosures

Honorable

Sincerely,

Clay T. Whitehead
Staff Assistant



Honorable Norris Cotton
United States Senate
Washington, D. C.

Honorable Warren G. Magnuson
Chairman
Senate Commerce Committee
Washington, D. C.

Honorable John 0. Pastore
Subcommittee on Communications
Senate Commerce Committee
Washington, D. C.

Honorable Hugh Scott
Minority Leader
United States Senate
Washington, D. C.

Honorable Harley 0. Staggers
Chairman
Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee
House of Representatives
Washington, D. C.

Honorable Torbert H. Macdonald
Chairman
Commerce and Power Subcommittee
House Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee
Washington, D. C.

Honorable William L. Springer
Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee
House of Representatives
Washington, D. C.

Honorable James T. Broyhill
Commerce and Power Subcommittee
House Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee
Washington, D. C.



January 23, 1970

i.)ear Mr. Broyhill:

because of your interest in telecommunications
matters, I am enclosing a copy of our memorandum
to the Chairman of the Feueral Communications
Cormaission, containing the Administration's
recommendations for the use of communications
satellites for domestic telecommunications
services. I am also enclosing a copy of the
White House press release.

I would be happy to answer any questions you
might have with regard to the memorandum or to
discuss it with you at your convenience.

Sincerely,

Clay T. Whitehead
staff Assistant

Honorable James T. Iiroyhill
Commerce and Power Subcommittee
tiouse Interstate and Foreign

Commerce Committee
shington, D.C.

Enclosures

C.T.Whitehead:ED:feb
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January 23, 1970

Dear MI. Springer.

Because of your interest in telecoi4munications
matters, I am enclosimj a copy of our melliorsndum
to the Chairman of the Fec,eral Cowaunications
Comaiwiion, containing the Auministration's
recomalendations for the uae of cmununications
satellites for domestic telecommunications
services. I am also enclosing a copy of the
White Louse press release.

I would be happy to answer any questions you
might have with regard to the memorandum or to
discuss it with you at your convenience.

Sincerely,

Clay T. Whitehoad
Staff Assistant

Honorable Williaw L. springer
Interstate and Foreign Commerce

Committee
house of Representatives
Waahin9ton. D.C.

Enclosures

C.T.Whitehead:ED:feb



January 23, 1970

Dear Mr. Chairman

13ecause of your interest in telecomunications
matters, I am enclosing a copy of our memorandum
to the Chairman of the Federal Communications
Commission, containing the Administration's
recommendations for the use of communications
satellites for domestic telecommunications
services. I gala also enclosing a copy of the

izouse press release.

would be happy to answer any questions you
might have with regard to the memorandum or to
discuss it with you at your convenience.

Sincerely,

Clay T. Whitehead
Staff Assistant

Uonorable Torbert Macdonald
Chairman
Commerce and Power Subcommittee
House Inturstate and Foreign

Commerce Committee
Imashington, D.C.

Lnclosures

C.T.Whitehadad:ED:feb



danuary 23, 1970

Dear Sr. Chairman

Because of your interest in telecorizr,unications
matters, I am enclosing a copy of our meinoranduri
to the Chairman of the Federal L:orounications
Com:nission, containin the Administration's
recor.iiitentions for the use of communica.tions
satellites for domestic telecommunications
services. 1 aiu also enclosing a copy of the
white house press release.

I would be happy to answer any quoctions you
might have with regard to the memorandum or to
discuss it with you at your convenience.

Sincerely,

Clay T. Whitehead
Staff Assistant

ilonorable harley 0. Staggers
Chairman
Interstate and Foreign Comwerce

Committee
Mouse of Representatives
Washington, D.C.

i;nclosures

C.T.Whitehead.ED:feb



Jazuzay 23, 1970

)ear Senator Scott:

ieecause of your interest in telecommunications
matters, I am enclosing a copy of our memorandum
to the Chairman of the Federal Colaturtications
Coanission, containing the iidministration ' s
recommendations for the use of communications
satellites for domestic telecommunications
services. I an also enclosin4 a copy of the
White house press release.

I would be happy to answer any questions you
might have with regard to the meworancluir or to
uiscuss it with you at your convenience.

Aonorable iugh Scott
Minority Leader
United States .,fanatti
Washington, 1).C.

Enclosures

C.T.Whitohead:ED:feb

Sincerely,

Clay T. Whitehead
Staff Assistant



lanuary 23, 1970

Deer Senator Pastore,

6ecause of your interest in telecommunications
matters, I am enclosing a copy of our meivlorancluni
to the Chairman of the Fe6era1 Covvitunications
Conimiss ion, containing the Administration ' s
recommendettions for the use of coptmunications
satellites for domestic telecormunications
services. I am also enclosing a copy of the
White ouse presn release.

I would be happy to answer any questions you
mi9ht have with regard to the methoranaum or to
discuss it with you at your convenience.

Sincerely,

Clay T. Whitehoac
Staff Assistant

honorable John 0. Pastore
Subcommittee cn Communications
Senate Commerce Cormittee
Washington, O. C.

Einclosures

C.T.Whitehead:ED:feb



January 23, 1970

Dear Mr. Chairman:

because of your interest in telecomnunications
matters, I an enclosing a copy of our memorandum
to the Chairman of the Feueral Communications
Comission, containing the AUministration's
recommendations for the use of communications
satellites for domestic telecommunications
services. I am also enclosing a copy of the
White House press release.

I would be happy to answer any questions you
might have with regard to the memorandum or tc
discuss it with you at your convenience.

Sincerely,

Clay T. Whitehead
Staff Assistant

honorable Warren G. Magnuson
Chairman
Senate Commerce Committee
Washington, D.C.

Lnclosures

C.T.Whitehead.ED:feb



January 23, 1970

Dear Senator Cotton,

itlicause of your interest in telecommunications
wafters, I am enclosing a copy of our laefloiandum
to the Chairman of the FeUeral Communications
Commission, containing the Administration's
recommendations for the use of coraiminications
satellites for domestic telecomn;unications
services. I am also enclosing a copy of the
hit Liouse press rolease.

would Le happy to answer any questions you
laiyht have with reyard to the remorandum or to
discuss it with you at your convenience.

Sincerely..

Clay T. Whitehead
Staff Assistant

honorable orris Cotton
United Ltates Senate
tvashington, D.C.

Lnclosures

C.T.Whitehead:ED:feb



THE V.1 1-1.1TE HOUSE

'VA".:7; H I N.: G 1 C.) N

January 23, 1970

TO:

FROM: Torn Whitehead

Attached is a copy of th.e memorandum to the Chairman
of the Federal Communications Commission., containing
the Administration's recommendations to the FCC for
the•use of communications satellites for domestic
telecommunications services.

would like to take this opportunity to thank you. for
your assistance during our review of this mattcr.

Attachment



Dr. Ibls sell Drew (103) 3570 395-3570
Office of Science and Technology
Room 285 - EOB
Washington, D. C.

Dr. Thomas Moore (103) 5080 395-5080
Council of Economic Advisers (temporary - 50/10)
Room 327 EOB
Washington, D. C.

Mr. William Morrill (103) 4684 395-4684
Bureau of the Budget
Room 10009 New EOB
Washington, D. C.

Col. Ward Olsson 5190 395-5190
Office of Telecommunications Management
Roorn 750
1800 G Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C.

Chairman Ros-c3.- Hyde
Federal. communications Cornmission
Room 814
1919 M Street, N.
Washington, D. C. 20554

Mr. Bernard Strassburg
Federal Communications Commission
Room 514
1919 M Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C.

Mr. William Watkins
Federal Communications Commission
Room 714
1919 M. Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C.

Mr. Don Baker
Chief of Evaluation Section
Antitrust Division
Room 3115 Justice Department
10th and Constitution Avenue, N. W.
Washington, I). C.

(187) ?Ail

632-6336

632- 6910

632-7060



2

Mr. Willis Shapley (13) 24715 962-d71.5
Associate Deputy Administrator
National Aeronautics and. Space Administration
Room 7137 - FOB 6
400 Maryland Avenue, S. W.
Washington, D. C.

Dr. Walter A. Radius 03) 2/1583
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Room 7101 - YOB 6
400 Maryland Avenue, S. W.
Washington, D. C.

Dr. Richard Marsten

962-4.583

(13) 20888 962-0888
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Room 5081 - FOB 6
400 Maryland Avenue, S. W.
Washington, D. C.

„ Mr. Walter Hinchman (145) 21.79 456-2179
Room 493 - E013
Washington, D. C.

Dr. Myron Tribus
Asst. Secy. of Commerce for
Science and Technology

Room 5884 Commerce Dept.
14th and Constitution Avenue, N. W.
Washington, D. C.

Mr. Larry Gatterer
Dept. of Commerce

7/,

Mr. Robert Sch err
Room 4226 New Post Office Building

12th and Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W.
Washington, D. C.

Dr. James Armstrong
Post Office Department
Room 7119 New Post Office Building

Washington, D. C.

(189) 3111

(177) 7472 .961-7472

(177) 7442 961-7442



-3-

Mr. Wilbur Serwat
Post Office Department
Room 306 Safeway Building
Washington, D. C.

Mr. Richard L. Beam
Director, Office of Telecommunications
Department of Transportation
Room. 834 West
800 Independence Avenue, S. W.
Washington, D. C. 20590

Mr. William Anders
National Aeronautics and Space Council
New Executive Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20502

Mr. Richard Gabel
3059 South Abingdon Street
Arlington, Virginia

(177) 8687 961-8687

(13) 34313 963-4313



. 4 .7.-r • *FORM LETTER TO INDUSTRY PEOPLE

Dear

January 23, 1970

Enclosed is a copy of the memorandum to the Chairman of
the Federal Communications Commis si.on, containing the

Administration's recommendations to the FCC for the use
of communications satellites for domestic telecommunications
services.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for your
assistance during our review of this matter. I would be
pleased to talk with you about our recommendations if you
would like.

Sincerely,

Clay T. Whitehead.
Staff Assistant

Enclosures

Mr.



Mr. Leonard H. Goldenson
President
American Broadcasting Companies, Inc.
1330 Avenue of the Americas

New York, New York 10019

Mr. Edward B. Crosland

Vice President

American Telephone and Telegraph Company

195 Broadway

New York, New York 10007

Mr. M. G. Robertson
President
Christian Broadcasting Network, Inc.

P. 0. Box 111

1318 Spratley Street

Portsmouth, Va. 23705

Mr. Frank Stanton
President
Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.

51 West 52nd Street

New York, New York 10019

Mr. Joseph V. Charyk

President
Communications Satellite Corporation

950 L'Enfant Plaza South, S. W.

Washington, D. C. 20024

Mr. Joseph A. Beirne

President
Communications Workers of America

1925 K Street, N. W.

Washington, D. C. 20006

Mr. John W. Macy, Jr.

President
Corporation for Public Broadcasting

Suite 630
1250 Connecticut Avenue, N. W.

Washington, D. C. 20036



Mr. George D. Butler
President
Electronic Industries Association
2001 Eye Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20006

Mr. McGeorge Bundy
President
The Ford Foundation
320 East 43rd Street
New York, New York 10017

Mr. L. B. Davis
Vice President
General Electric Company
777 Fourteenth Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20005

Mr. James J. Clerkin, Jr.
Executive Vice President- Telephone Operations
General Telephone and Electronics Corporation
730 Third Avenue
New York, New York 10017

Mr. S. G. Lutz
Chief Scientist
Hughes Research Laboratories
3011 Malibu Canyon Road
Malibu, California

Mr. T. Vincent Learson
President
International Business Machines Corporation
Old Orchard Road
Armonk, New York 10504

Mr. Charles H. Pillard
President
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
1200 15th Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20005



-3-

Mr. J. R. McNitt
President
ITT World Communications, Inc.
67 Broad Street
New York, New York 10004

Mr. Frank W. Norwood
Executive Secretary
Joint Council on Educational
Telecommunications

1126 Sixteenth Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20036

Mr. Vincent T. Wasilewski
President
National Association of Broadcasters
1771 N Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20036

Mr. Julian Goodman
President
National Broadcasting Company, Inc.
Thirty Rockefeller Plaza
New York, New York 10020

Mr. Frederick W. Ford
President
National Cable Television Association, Inc.
1634 Eye Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20006

Mr. William Plummer
Director
Office of Telecommunications Management
Executive Office of the President
Washington, D. C. 20504



-4-

Mr. Howard R. Hawkins
President
RCA Global Communications, Inc.
60 Broad Street
New York, New York 10004

Mr. Richard S. Mann
President
The RME Group of Communications Companies
100 East Broad Street (Suite 1302)
Columbus, Ohio 43215

Mr. Charles J. Wyly, Jr.
President
University Computing Company
1300 Frito-Lay Tower
Dallas, Texas 75235

Mr. Richard D. DeLauer
Vice President and General Manager
TRW Systems Group, TRW, Inc.
One Space Park
Redondo Beach, California 90278

Mr. E. A. Gallagher
President
Western Union International, Inc.
26 Broadway
New York, New York 10004

Mr. Earl D. Hilburn
Executive Vice President
Western Union Telegraph Company
60 Hudson Street

New York, New York 10013



STATEMENT BY THE COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE CORPORATION

COMSAT is ready -- as it has been throughout the more than

four years the subject of "domestic" satellites has been under

study -- to provide any and all services to various appropriate

users wishing to benefit from space technology. We believe that

the advantages can be very large, to specialized users in particular.

In this connection, COMSAT has had extensive discussions with

potential domestic users which have provided a broad perspective

as to the nature of the services required by broadcasters, news

wire services and newspapers, computer service companies, Western

Union, airlines, CATV, and others. With its operating experience

in the global system, COMSAT considers itself in a unique position

to fulfill the needs of such users rapidly and effectively. That

is what we want to O.

COMSAT will file promptly with the Federal Communications

Commission for authority to proceed with domestic satellite

services.

Satellites can bring •to the American public expanded and diver-

sified commercial and educational television, computer data,

postal and other services. This technology has already implemented



4- ail
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its tremendous potential in international services and can now be

made available domestically, with benefits in terms of extended,

expanded and ecnnomical communications services.

COMSAT has acquired unequaled experience under its congres-

sional mandate to develop and operate a global satellite system.

This system is operating efficiently and effectively. It has

opened a new communications era.

The memorandum from Mr. Peter Flanigan, Assistant to the

President, to Mr. Dean Burch, Chairman of the FCC, on U. S. domestic

satellite communications policy covers many issues, as complex in

their total implications as those which confronted the Executive

and the Congress eight years ago in their considerations leading

to the Communications Satellite Act of 1962. We cannot comment on

the memorandum in detail without having had time to study it. We

can, however, make some remarks.

Some of the issues involve a legal point. We believe today

as we have from the beginning that the Congress in 1962 reserved

to itself the basic power of authorization of the use of government

facilities by U. S. commercial entities for the launching of commu-

nications satellites. COMSAT is explicitly so authorized by law.

No one else is. Our authorization is accompanied by a comprehensive

set of obligations and restrictions. We believe that the establish-



ment of a commercial satellite system by any U. S. entity other

than COMSAT would require new legislation.

COMSAT is prepared to proceed with domestic satellite services

and is ready, willing and technically, organizationally and finan-

cially able to do so.

# # #

January 23, 1970



May 20, 1970

To: Don Baker

From; Eva Daughtrey

As requested. attached are the following:

1/23/70 White House Press Release on Domestic Satellite
Memorandum to Burch
Press Conference

3/24/70 FCC Report and Order

11/69 Report of the Technical Committee

10/69 Memo attaching replies to our memo of 8/113/69



1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

DOMSA T

Steve Aug 543-5000
Evening Star
James Baumgarner 293-3400,
Aero Space Daily
Robe rt Guthrie 225-3147
House Commerce Committee

Frank R. Hammill, Jr.

House Science and Astronautics Committee
Fred Henck 347-2654
Telecommunications Reports

Ext. 232

6. William D. Hickman 737-6630
McGraw-Hill

7. Bill Littauer 362-4000
NBC

8. Katherine Johnsen 737-6630
Aviation Week Magazine (McGraw-Hill)

9. Chris Lyden 293-3100
New York Times

10. Tom Malia 347-2654
Telecommunications Reports

11. John Morgan 337-7711
Communications Workers

12. Pete Mosley (Masley) 225-2941
Aerospace Daily

13. Bob Samuelson 223-6000 Ext. 632
Washington Post

14. Carl Schwartz 225-5765
Congressman Pollock's Office

15. Liz Shriver 833-8000
National Journal

16. Mr. Sodolski 659-2200
Electronic Industries Association

17. Hal Taylor 737-7090
Electronic News

18. Bill Timmons (Lee McReynolds) 2711

19. Frank Norwood 659-9740

Joint Council on Educational Telecommunications

20. Eugene Cowen 2591

Bryce Harlow's Office

21. Ken Belieu 2140

22. Lois Vermillion 737-6630

McGraw Hill

23. Leonard Zeidenberg 638-1022

Broadcasting Magazine

24. Nick Zapple 225-6627
Communications Counsel, Senate Committee on Commerce

25. Robert Button, COMSAT 554-6085
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REPORTERS 71'0 BE CALLED

Steve Aug
Evening Star

James Baumgarner
Aerospace Daily

Fred Henck
Telecommunications Reports

William D. Hickman
McGraw-Hill

Bill Littauer
NBC

Katherine Johnson
Aviation Week Magazine

Chris Lyden
New York Times

Tom Malia
Telecw-n3nunications Reports

Pete Mosley
Aerospace Daily

Bob Samuelson
Washington Post

Liz Shriver
National Journal

Hal Taylor
Electronic News

Los Venni.llion e

McGraw-Hill

Leonard Zeidenbcrg
Broadcasting Magazine

George Eagle
Cable News

P-c-GZA,

543-5000

293-34-00, Ext. 2,32

347-2654

737-6630 52)-8550 (hon-ie)

362-4000

737-6630

293-3100 337-6823 (home)

347-2654

225-2941

223-6000, Ext. 632

833-8000

737-7090

737-6630

638-1022

362-6487 (home)



Robert Guthrie 225-3147
House Commerce Committee

Frank R. Hammill„Ir.
House Science and Astronautics Committee

, Carl Schwartz 225-5765
Congressman Pollock's office

Nick Zapple
Communications Counsel

Senate Committee on Commerce

225-6627

Lew Berry 225-3641
House Minority Counsel

Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee

William Mills., 225-531.1
Congressman Morton's AA

Sid Bailey
Sen. Scott's legislative Assistant 225-6324

Art Pankopf 225-5115
Minority Staff Director for Eenate Commerce Cmte.

John Morgan 337-7711
Communications Workers

Mr. Sodolski 659-2200
Electronic Industries Association

Frank Norwood 659-9740
Joint Council. on Educational Telecommunications

Bill Timmons (Lee McReynolds) 2711

Eugene Cowen .2591

Ken DeLieu 214 0



Wednesday 1/21/70

5:00 Carl Schwartz in Congressman Pollock's office
has called about the anticipated release of the
"Whitehead Report" -- understands from some
people in industry that it may have already been
released or may be shortly.

He will call back on Friday morning since his
Congressman has been Intimately involved in
communications in Alaska — and wants to get a
copy as soon as it is released.



Tuesday 10/70

6:00 Leonard Zeidenberg has a deadline of Thursday
on anything for the magazine;#however, they
don't go to print until Monday. If he could
perhaps get an advance copy and hold it, it
would help greatly.

His question on whether or not there was anything
the White House is likely to do in the near future
that would have an impact on the FCC -- referred
to any continuing interest on communications, telecommunications
policy, etc. He knows about the Flanigan thing -- wonders
what shape the FCC reorganization thing will take.



Tuesday 1/20/70

5:00 Len Zeidenberg called. He is doing a story on the FCC and he
would like to know if there is anything that the White House is
likely to do in the near future that will have an impact on the FCC.

Of course, he is also inquiring about the release date for the
domestic satellite report.



1/19/70 Monday

10:00 Liz Shriver, National Journal, called. She is doing a story on
domestic satellites this week. The deadline is tomorrow. She
wants to talk with Tom about the White House Task Force and what
it consists of.

833-8000



Friday 1/16/70

John Morgan, Communications Workers, called about two things:

(1) Release date for Communications Satellite release.

(2) Article in the Star earlier this week.

FE7-7711



Thursday 1/15/70

10:20 Leonard Zeidenburg has just seen the
Steve Aug story in the Star and would like
to get your comments on it. Would like
very much to talk with you as soon as he could.



Wednesday 1/14/70

6:20 Chris Lydon of the New York Times called.
Wanted to know the status of the domestic satellite
paper.

Said you owe him several lunches -- by now, it may
even be a big dinner -- he's not sure.



Wednesday 1/14/70

1:30 Carl Schwartz, Congressman Pollock's Office, called. He wanted
to get a copy of the "recently released domestic satellite report. "
I told him that the report had not gone out yet, but that we would
call him when it does go out.

225-5765



Wednesday 1/14/70

11:05 Bob Guthrie of the House Commerce Cmte. said 225-3147
they had read in yesterday's paper that the
domestic satellite report would be going out soon.

11:10 Advised Mr. Guthrie that the report will probably
be coming out in a couple of weeks -- and that we
will be in touch with them before It goes out.



Wednesday 1/14/70

9:15 Mr. Sodolski, Electronic Industries Association, called. He w
ants

to be called when the domestic satellite release goes out so he can

come over and pick up a copy.

r.,z4,
691-2200



Tuesday 1/13/70

3:20 James Baumgarner, Areo Space Daily, called. He asked Eva to
comment on whether the article by Steve Aug in the Star today was
true. Eva told him she had not seen it and could not comment on
it. She told Mr. Baumgarner his name would be added to a list of
reporters to be called when the Domsat report goes out.

293-.3400
Ext. 232



Tuesday 1/13/70

1:45 Hal Taylor called to see if we knew anything more
definite about when the done stic satellite paper will
be coming out; told him in about 2 weeks probably.

Taylor mentioned that Steve Aug had written an
article for today's Star -- on the business section.



1
Wednesday 1/7/70

12:00 Liz Shriver of the National Journal wondered if
she could come over and see you about the domestic
satellite situation. Just what routinely went on --
not content.

833-8000



Thursday 12/18/69

10:45 Chris Lyden called -- would like to know if there
is any chance of the Domsat paper going out this
week or next. Sure would hearing as soon as we
know anything.

11:00 Hal Taylor of Electronics News also wants to know;
their paper goes to Press tomorrow and if anything
is cooking, he would like very much to know about it
so it can be included.



Monday 12/15/69

5:00 Chris Lyden would like very much to talk to you -- 273-3100
if only for a minute — about when the
dozneatic satellite paper will be out.



Friday 12/12/69

_):25 Tom Malia of Telecommunications Reports
was checking on the domestic satellite situation;

advised him that there still#wasn't a release date.

He wondered if it might be convenient for him to
come over the forepart of next week -- to get
acquainted and chat with you for a short time.

347-2654



t.

Thursday 12/11/69

12:30 Chris Lyden called to talk with you. 293-3100

Basically he wanted some guidance as to the time
table on the domestic satellite release.



Monday 12/8/69

9:50 Katherine Johnsen of Aviation#Week Magazine (McGraw-Hill) 737-6630
was calling about the release of the Domestic Satellite
Report. Advised her that we didn't expect it to go out
this week -- but possibly we would be sending our comments
to the FCC some time next week.

She#would appreciate knowing when we send them forward
so she can meet her deadlines.



MEMORANDUM
OF GALL

TO:

a YO WERE CALLED — 0 YOU WERE VISITED BY—

OF (Organization)

c 
I

PHONE NO.
 - S PLEASE CALL --)11. CODE/EXT

0 WILL CALL AGAIN El IS WAITING TO SEE YOU

0 RETURNED YOUR CALL 0 WISHES AN APPOINTMENT

MESSAGE

6()‘

RECEIVED BY DATE TIME

STANDARD FORM 63 OP0:1080-048-10-- 

341-17

332-389 63-108
REVISED AUGUST 1967
GSA IPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6



Morday 12/1/69

11:20 John Morgan of Communication Workers of
America called to find out when the report of
the domestic satellite working group would be
coming out.

Tom asked me to advise him that our comments
would be sent to FCC in approximately a week.
There will be no report of the Task Force group
on dorreatic satellites.



Wednesday 11/26/69

2:05 Steve Aug of the Evening Star was checking to
see when the Domsat report might be going out.

Advised that it was not expected this week.



Pete Mosley (Masley)

Aerospace Daily

Domsat release

225-2941



Tuesday 11/25/69

2:45 Bob Samuelson of the Washington Post was

asking when the Domestic Satellite report might

be coming out.

He is planning to leave on Thursday afternoon for

the weekend; however, if there might be a release

around that time, he will change his plans and stay

here so he can prepare his story.

Would appreciate as much word as you can give him.

223-6000
Ext. 632



October 26, 1969

Mr. Clay T. Whitehead
Executive Office of the President
The White House
Washington, D.C.

Dear Tom:

?lease don't forget me when your domestic
satellite group is ready to report.

Unfortunately, we have a long lead-time
for our stories. If I get something on
a Thursday, I can't get it into orint
for more than a week -- and we look
silly. That's my problem, of course,
not yours.

But if you can work me in for an early
briefing, it will be most apprecinted.

Thanks and good luck.

rely,

William D. Hickman
400 National Press Building
Washington,D. C. 20004

737-6630 -- office
521-8550 -- home



Thursday 10/23/69

3:50 Fred Henck of Telecommunications Reports

called to say that Tom Malia (who usually

calls us) has been out of commission for several

weeks -- with a slipped disc, in the hospital for

about 10 days, etc. -- but is apparently is getting

along fairly well.

Mr. Henck was wondering if there might be anything

to tell him about the domestic satellite thing --

when the report might come out, etc.

347-2654
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Thursday 10/16/69

12:50 1,61:VerrillMon (McGraw Hill) would like a call.

Has talked with Hale Montomery of the Public

Affairs Of lice at Comsat about the letter Comsat

sent to you. He suggested she cz-11 you - an-

it is y2nr letter. Says she doesn't know how

you fet1 about reporters, but whatevcr you want

to tell her, she'd ap.p.i.eciato

737-6630



COPIES SENT TO

Robert Guthrie
Counsel
House Commerce Committee

2145 Rayburn Building

Nick Zapple
Communications Counsel

Senate Committee on Commerce

Room 126A Old Senate Office Building

Lew Berry
Minority Counsel
2322 Rayborn Building

House Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee

Sid Bailey
Sen. Scott's Legislative Assistant

Room 260
Old Senate Office Building

225-3147

225-6627

225-3641

225-6324

Art Pankopf 225-5115

Minority Staff Director for Senate Commerce Committee

Room 5102
New Senate Office Building

Frank R. Hammill, Jr. 225-6371

Counsel, House Science and Astronautics Committee

Room 2321
Rayburn Building

Carl Schwartz 225-5765

Congressman Pollock's Office



COPIES SENT TO:

Fred Hoffman
Martin Chase (Honolulu Star Bulletin, Wash., D. C.)
Bill Morrill
Gen. O'Connell
Rosel Hyde
Eugene Rostow
Alan Novak
DeVier Pierson
Frank Shakespeare
Lee Johnson
Dr. Lyons
Charles Gibbs (Wilkinson, Cragun &r Barker)

James P. Veatch (RCA Frequency Bureau) --

Sam Wyly (Univ. Computing Co.)

Seymour Joffee (Datran -- Data Transmission Co.)

Don Rodgers (G. E. )
Leonard DiMare (UNIVAC Div., Sperry Rand Corp. Phila., Pa.)

Gov. Scranton
Lloyd Morris
Edward Morgan (M.H. Seiden & Associates)

Michael Merritt (Computer World)

Richard KixMiller

Paul Laskin
Harvey J. Levin (Hofstra University)

Miss Carol Chapman (International Data Corp., Newtonville, Mass.

William 1$. Jones (Professor of Law, Columbia Univ.)

41" •



COPIES PICKED UP BY:

Bill Duke
Ben Oliver
John Morgan
Frank No rwood
John Bednerik (one for Dimling)

Elizabeth Drew
Norman Holiday (D. C. Vice Pres. for Magazine Publishers, Inc.)
Glenn Loflin (ITT World Communication§,
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Ianuary 23, 1970

To: Rossi Hyde

From: Torn Whitehead

it took longer than we thought but at
least we did it. Thought you might
be interested in a copy.

•

Attachment



Nfr
•

January 23, 1970

To: Dale Grubb

From: Tom Whitehead

Per your request of January 13th,
we have sent a copy of the "Whitehead
Report`' to Frank R. Hammi11, Jr.,
Counsel on the House Science and
Astronautics Committee.

Attached are copies for your information.

Attachments

EDaughtrey



411P MEMORANDUM

THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHING TON

January 13, 1970

MEMORANDUM TO TOM WHITEHEAD

FROM: Dale Grubb04

SUBJ: Request for Memo on Communications Satellite

Mr. Frank R. Hammill, Jr., Counsel on the House Science
and Astronautics Committee has requested a copy of the
"Whitehead Report" or memo on the Communications Satel-
lite program about which I spoke to you.

Would you be kind enough to have a copy mailed to him
when it is available for release?

Many thanks.



January 23, 1970

To; Mr. Harlow

From: Torn Whitehead

We are attaching a copy of the form
letter and a list of the Senators and
Congressmen to whom the letter was
sent.

Attachmenta

cc: Mr. BeLieu
Mr. Timmons
Mr. Cowen
Mr. Cook

EDaughtrey
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AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANIES, INC.
1330 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS • NEW YORK, N.Y. 10019 • LT 1-7777

LEONARD H. CIOLDENSON
PRESENT

Dear Mr. Whitehead:

January 28, 1970

Thank you for your letter of January 23rd, enclosing
a copy of the Administration's recommendations to the
Federal Communications Commission for the use of
communications satellites for domestic telecommunications
services.

As we stated in response to queries from the press, we
are in complete accord with the Administration's point
of view.

We were happy to be of assistance and now look forward
to the successful establishment of a domestic satellite
system.

Mr. Clay T. Whitehead
Staff Assistant
The White House
Washington, D. C.

Sincerely,



ml\

C COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE CORPORATION
Str• 950 L'ENFANT PLAZA , SW WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024

For Immediate Release 
Friday, January 23,1970 
No. 70-5 

STATEMENT BY THE COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE CORPORATION

COMSAT is ready -- as it has been throughout the more than four

years the subject of "domestic" satellites has been under study --

to provide any and all services to various appropriate users wishing

to benefit from space technology. We believe that the advantages

can be very large, to specialized users in particular.

In this connection, COMSAT has had extensive discussions with

potential domestic users which have provided a broad perspective as

to the nature of the services required by broadcasters, news wire

services and newpapers, computer service companies, Western Union,

airlines, CATV, and others. With its operating experience in the

global system, COMSAT considers itself in a unique position to ful-

fill the needs of such users rapidly and effectively. That is what

we want to do.

COMSAT will file promptly with the Federal Communications Com-

mission for authority to proceed with domestic satellite services.

Satellites can bring to the American public expanded and diversi-

fied commercial and educational television, computer data, postal

and other services. This technology has already implemented its

IWORNIATION OFFICE • • TELEPHONE (202) 554-6100
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tremendous potential in international services and can now be made

available domestically, with benefits in terms of extended, and expanded

and economical communications services.

COMSAT has acquired unequaled experience under its congressional

mandate to develop and operate a global satellite system. This system

is operating efficiently and effectively. It has opened a new com-

munications era.

The memorandum from Mr. Peter Flanigan, Assistant to the Presi-

dent, to Mr. Dean Burch, Chairman of the FCC, on U. S. domestic satel-

lite communications policy covers many issues, as complex in their

total implications as those which confronted the Executive and the

Congress eight years ago in their considerations leading to the Communi-

cations Satellite Act of 1962. We cannot comment on the memorandum in

detail without having had time to study it. We can, however, make

some remarks.

Some of the issues involve a legal point. We believe today as

we have from the beginning that the Congress in 1962 reserved to itself

the basic power of authorization of the use of government facilities

by U. S. commercial entities for the launching of communications satel-

lites. COMSAT is explicitly so authorized by law. No one else

is. Our authorization is accompanied by a comprehensive set of obli-

gations and restrictions. We believe that the establishment of a

commercial satellite system by any U. S. entity other than COMSAT
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would require new legislation.

COMSAT is prepared to proceed with domestic satellite services

and is ready, willing and technically, organizationally and finan-

cially able to do so.

# # #
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MEMORANDUM

MEMORANDUM FOR:

FROM:

THE WHITE HOUSE

WASILINCTON

January 26, 1970

TOM WHITEHEAD

LAMAR ALEXANDER tiff

The attached letter to Senators and Congressmen under your
signature on communications satellites should have gone out
under the signatures of BeLieu (Senate) and Timmons (House.)

It confuses the Members and the congressional relations staff
when various persons on -t—he White House staff write to members.

We try to get such things out promptly when we are requested to
do so.

I AZA-44:
Attachments

cc: Timmons
Be Lieu

2d.1

vc,.:A). 4'.":10,11:2;..----'•-4

I
•I.

, < v 111:4-6̀ 41#
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Monday 1/26/70

4:40 Ed Crosland is in Birmingham, Alabama, and wanted
to let you know that they are issuing a press release
this afternoon advising of their intention to seek
to use satellites on an integrated basis with their
terrestrial facilities for the furnishing of communications
domestically -- in line with the White House statement.

He will be staying at the Governor's House Motel on the
outskirts or. Montgomery, Alabama, this evening and
could be reached there. Otherwise, he will be attending
a meeting at 10 o'clock tomorrow at the First National
Bank in Montgomery (our time) and can be reached there.
He will call tomorrow if he doesn't get to talk with you
tonight.

He asked to be transferred to Mr. Flanigan's office --
wanted to give him the message also.
Checked with Marge -- Flanigan didn't talk with him
but she took the message for Mr. Flanigan.



Monday 1/26/70

5:20 Charlie McWhorter wanted to let you know that
AT&T put out a statement this afternoon saying
they would file with FCC to use satellites as
part of the overall communications network. They
will get a text of the statement to you In the
morning.

At the cultural luncheon today, everyone was in favor of
mebting with you -- Carol Harford in Len Garment's
office will be in touch.

McWhorter's phone Is being worked on — If you
can't reach him at his number, try 393-3483



The American Telephone and Telegraph Company

today made public the following statement by board chair-:

man ILI. Romnes regarding the use of satellites in

domestic cbmmunications:

Ne have stated previously that we believe that

any organiztion or group seeking to use communications

satellites for its own use should be permitted to seek

authorization to do so. After years of general discussion,

it appeared to us that the time had come for concrete

proposals addressed to specifU service results. Only thus

could regulatory authorities be provided a practical basis

for determining the public benefits and costs of each. At the

same time, we have said that the common carriers - including

AT&T - should have the opportunity to use satellite systems

wherever it appeared to be to the advantage of their cus-

tomers to do so.

"Accordingly, we welcome the White House roeornmenda-

tJon of last week which would permit any 1ntfe3tcd eutity

to apply for a license for a domestic satellite system. We

will f_Tply to the Fedcrul COm;nunicatic)ris Comrnlicri for

permission 1.3 use s;,11-ellitcs C.3 an intc.gral

2ommunIC;1=11 nel,wOrk.

ef our
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"Our plans contemplute a satellite system that .

will be fully integrated with our terrestrial facilities-

The system we hope to employ will perait us to shift
A

.1 •

satellite.capacity from point to point to match changinz

patterns of communications traffic -- for example, as pealc._.

usaGe sweeps across the country's fcur time zones.

"We have been studying the desirability or using

satellite systems In domestic communications fcr a good

many years. With terrestrial facilty costs continually

deulining, there appears tc be no curr(Trnt economic advantage

In using sae2lite systems in place of terrestrial systems

in the domestic communications network. However, the ability

to shift satellite capacity together with the improved

reliability that derives from usine a combination of the various

modes of transmission, makes the prospect of incorporating

channls derived from satellite systems in our nationwide

communications netwerk an attractive one.

Currently, that network handles data transmission,

television and other services as well as telepLone calls.

It Is ma,je more reliable, flexible and economical by fitting

together varics types or transmissiorl facilities - cable

pairs, multi-ch,Lnnel coaxial cabie and re.erowave systems

using each wh'cre it 3crves bfffst.

sat.97 11te al5c can rlay a

part in enilancing the usefulriczis of the network and add a

Lc
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operational integration with other modes of tra
nsmission

will prove pub]ic the maximum benefit from satellite

communications."
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announced today that i
t intends to apply to the 

Federal .24p:'

Communications Commiss
ion for permission to emplo

y satelilltormr

as an integral part of 
its nationwide communicatio

ns network._

H. I. Romnes, board chair
man, said: 'The system

AT&T hopes to employ wi
ll permit us to sh1:1-i sa.tellite capaoity3

.

• t,

from point to point to 
natch changing patterof 

communications 1

traffic -- for example, 
P.-8 peak usage E-frep e acrons the country's

four time zones."
-

•

He stressed tnat the p
lan vi1.1.1 involve the "

elope
e:

operational integratio
n" of satellite-filities

 with land

facilities in a way tha
t "will provide the publi

c the maximum

benefit from satellite com
munications." •

Mr. Romnes 2y?.id AT&T we
lcomed -th; White House

recommendation of last 
week which would permit an

y interested

entity to apply for a lice
nse for a dome.stic satelli

te system.

He noted that AT&T has 
advocated that intereste

d

organizations or groups 
s?;ripuld be permitted to s

ubmit their

own ideas for domst.4.tt 
of cor.munications satelli

tea. AT&T

did so, he naid, becdtwe
 it felt that after ye

ars pf e general
Si›P c frc Sev-o,cp

Alnewession, "the time h
ad come for concrete 

proposals addressed,: '

'et ;
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Bomnes said AT&T has been studying the..

desirability of using satellite systema domestically for.:72.,,..-7
•

,•T -:. i.I• •"a good many years." He added:

"With terrestrial facility costs conqnually

declining, there appears to be no current economic advantacie

in using satellite 5;,-stems in place of terrestrial 5yste,

A in the domestic communications network. However, the abilit367'

to shift satellite capacity, together with the improved:
,

reliability that-derives from using a co=bination of-tho-

various modes of transmission, makes the prospect of incorporating

:channels derVizd -from satellite systems irk our. nationxiCa-.
.communications network, an attractive one.

:•,, "Currently 1.4er., network handles data transmission,

• -*television and other servicps as well as telephone calla. It

made more reliable, fxible and economical by: fitting

.1.--together various types or transmission facilities -- cable
i

pairs, multi-channel coaxial cable and microwave systems
•, using each where it serves best.

"We believe satellite facilities also can play a

part in enhE4in5 the usefulness of the network and add a

,new dimension of flexibility to its operation. Close operational

integration with oth3r modes of transmission. will provide the

public th2 raminum.bonefit,frompatenita: cp=munica.4iona."•-

.



Monday 1/26/70

4:45 Mr. Ende called to alert you to the fact that AT&T is issuing a
press release this evening announcing their intention to file for
authorization for domestic satellites. He thought you should know
in case the press calls.
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Monday 1/26/70

11:00 After a request for a copy of the Technical Cmte.
report on the domestic satellite policy, Tom advises
that the technical and economic committee reports
are internal working papers and are not for release.



NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BROADCASTERS
1771 N STREET, N. W., WASHINGTON, D. C. 20008, 293.-01'500

VINCENT T. WASILEWSKI
PRROIDENT

Dr. Clay T. Whitehead
Staff Assistant
The White House
Washington, D.C.

Dear Tom:

January 30, 1970

Thanks so very much for sending me a copy
of the Administration's recommendations for the use of
satellites for domestic telecommunications services.

This subject was a matter of great interest at

our recent Board of Directors meeting . . . . and my
congratulations to you for getting it all processed.

After we have had a chance to study and
analyze this a bit more, I hope we can get together

to talk about it. Maybe we can make it a pleasant

visit when Grover Cobb is in town, as well.

VTW:mls

Best personal regards.

iSincer ly,

//1"-



National Cable Television Association

M. William Adler
National Chairman

Donald V. Taverner
President

Wally Briscoe
Managing Director

Bruce E. Lovett
General Counsel

January 30, 1970.

Mr. Clay T. Whitehead,

Staff Assistant,

The White House,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Whitehead:

918 16th ST., N.W.
WASHINGTON, D. C.

20006
PHONE: 466-8111
AREA CODE: 202

Mr. Frederick W. Ford has

forwarded to me your January 23 letter with the copy

of the Memorandum concerning the Administration's

recommendations to the F.C.C. on communications

satellites.

I just wish to express my
appreciation to you for making this material avail-

able to me and to the National Cable Television

Association.

It is my hope that we shall have

the opportunity to meet and to discuss this and other

matters of common interest at a date to be found in

the not too distant future.

DVT/pde

Sin

Donald V. Taverner
President

OFFICERS: National Chairman, M. William Adler, Weston, W. Va. • Vice Chairman, Ralph L. Weir, Junction City, Kan. •

Secretary, Monroe M. Rifkin, Denver, Colo. • Treasurer, W. Randolph Tucker, Pacific Palisades, Calif. • Immediate past

Nat'l Chairman, Robert Beisswenger, Philadelphia, Pa.

DIRECTORS: George Barco, Meadville, Pa. • William R. Brazeal, Denver, Colo. • William Bresnan, Los Angeles, Calif. •

Ralph Demgen, Willmar, Minn. • F. Gordon Fuqua, New York N. Y. • John Gwin, Robinson, Ill. • Sam C. Haddock,

Moscow, Idaho • William F. Hemminger, Port Charlotte, Fla. • Amos B. Hostetter, Jr., Boston, Mass. • Ward D. lngrim,

San Francisco, Calif. • L. W. Kliewer, Hampton, Va. • Fred Lieberman, Glenside, Pa. • Abram E. Patlove, New York,

N. Y. • Robert G. Scallorn, Del Rio, Tex. • Gene W. Schneider, Tulsa, Okla. • George L. Sisson, Jr., Westerly, R. I. •

Joel P. Smith, Los Angeles, Calif. • Claude Stevanus, Coshocton, Ohio • Robert H. Symons, New York, N. Y. • John

Walson, Mahanoy City, Pa. • B. W. Hughes, Jr., Dallas, Tex.



CBS
Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.
51 West 52 Street
New York, New York 10019
(212) 765-4321

Frank Stanton, President

Dear Mr. Whitehead:

Thank you for sending me a copy of the memorandum to the Chairman

of the FCC, forwarding the Administration's recommendations for

a domestic satellite telecommunications system.

When these recommendations were made public last week, I made the

following comment: "The Administration has adopted an eminently

sound policy. It is practical, realistic and should remove the

roadblocks which, until now, have been largely responsible for

delaying the establishment of a domestic communications satellite

system. The proposed policy would allow networks to form a con-

sortium to build and operate such a system, a development CBS has

strongly urged." Your good work has been very warmly received at

CBS.

Your offer to discuss your recommendations is also very much

appreciated. I am meeting with my colleagues today to plan our

next steps and I am sure that consultation with you will be very

helpful.

With all good wishes.

Sincerely,

Mr. Clay T. Whitehead
Staff Assistant
The White House
Washington, D. C. 20501

January 27, 1970



Jan. 8, 1970

Mr. Peter Flanigan
The White House
Washington, D.C.

Dear Peter,

Cogratulations on your recommendation to permit competition on
domestic communications satellites. This is a vast improvement over
the previous policies of 1) stalling, and 2) restricting the domestic
communications satellite to a monopoly.

Even if this were the only recommendation implemented during your
tour in The White House, you would have contributed significantly to the
Country's welfare. This is a step forward comparable to the one which
established the synchronous orbit as the proper one for communications
satellites. I'm writing this as an electronics engineer with no axe to
grind in this matter, but with concern for the future development of
communications.

Sincerely,

Samuel W. Fordyce
3528 K St. N.W.
Washington, D.C.
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TO

FROM :

SUBJECT:

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
MAY 1062 EDITION
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.0

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
Dr. C. T. Whitehead

IOP/PA - William N. Lyons

Telecommunications - International Industry

DATE'' 29 January 1970

The domestic satellite is behind you. Congratulations! It was a well-
reasoned document.

Now that finishing touches are being put on the organizational structure of
the Executive Branch in communications, the inescapable question is, "What
next?"

I am aware that this may or may not involve you directly. however, someone
will need to project his thinking soon in the direction of policy as related
to the whole international telecommunications industry.

As a contribution to the evolving thinking of the Rostow task force, AT&T
submitted a brief statement of its position. Not surprisingly, it called
for:

1) Permissive merger when deemed beneficial by present carriers;

2) No separation between international and domestic communications;

3) No imposed chosen instrument, and

4) Comsat as a chosen instrument? God forbid! (My language, not theirs)

Two problems have given impetus to speculation about a chosen instrument:

1) The ability of foreign communication agencies to play one U.S. inter-
national record carrier against another to the detriment of all; and

2) The existence of unnecessary duplication of facilities and management
among such carriers.

THEREFOR:

"We believe that to the extent the international record carriers
agree that a merger would help to solve these problems they
should be permitted to merge."

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



• "The Bell System is opposed to a merger of all U.S. international
communications with a consequent severing of the overseas
portion of message telephone service from the domestic
portion."

LOOK AT THE 11100hD:

• " any telephone in this country can be connected with 97% of
the telephones of the world."

• " from an operating and customer viewpoint the distinction
between international and domestic telephone service is
rapidly disappearing."

IT FOLLOWS:

"The solution to some of the problems facing the U.S. international
record carriers may make permissive merger legislation
desirable. But the resolution of these problems certainly
does not justify upsetting the telephone service arrangements
which have given the telephone-using public in this country
the best overseas telephone service in the world."

FURTHERMORE:

• "Comsat is unique; it is a specialist devoting its efforts exclusively
to satellite communications."

"Its continuation as manager of Intelsat has logic on its side.
However, a significant change in that role at this time would
doubtless (sic) weaken the chance of continuing Comsat as
manager of intelsat and the loss of the management would mean
the loss of the U.S. leadership position, which in large
measure motivated the passage of the Communications Satellite
Act."

IN OUNCLUSION:

"It would appear that the principal problems which may exist
presently in the structure of international communications
arise out of the existence of multiple international record
carriers. These problems can be met by legislation permitting
their voluntary merger.

"Inclusion of Comsat in any such merger would impair its ability to
discharge its mission."

"There is no need or justification for disrupting the present
integrated telephone service by including AT&T's international
facilities in any merger."



CHRISTIAN BROADCASTING NETWORK, INC. P.O. Box 111 /1318 Spratley Street / Portsmouth, Virginia 23705 / Phone (703) 393-2505

Mr. Clay T. Whitehead
Staff Assistant
THE WHITE HOUSE
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Whitehead:

January 30, 1970

I just received your letter and the enclosed copy of the
Administration's recommendations to the FCC concerning
domestic telecommunications services.

I believe that you have made some very helpful suggestions

which I hope the FCC will feel inclined to adopt either in

whole or in part. As the matter develops I would look
forward to the opportunity to chat with you further about
it.

With thanks, and best wishes, I am

Cordially your /I )

M. G. Robertson
President

MGR:bj

New York: Wily-FM/WOIV-FM/WEIV-FM/WMIV-FM/WBIV-FM Virginia: WXRI-FM/WYAH-TV South America: Nuevo Continente Radio



WESTERN U1VIO1V INTE'R,IVATIO1VAL,ING

E. A. GALLAGHER

President

26 BROADWAY • NEW YORK, N. Y. 70004

February 2, 1970

Dr. Clay T. Whitehead
Staff Assistant
The White House
Washington, D. C.

Dear Dr. Whitehead:

Thank you for your letter of January 23, 1970,
enclosing a copy of the memorandum to the Chairman of the
Federal Communications Commission containing the Admin-
istration's recommendations regarding the use of domestic
communications satellites.

We welcome the kind invitation, extended in your
letter, to talk with you about these recommendations, and
will contact you regarding the scheduling of an appointment.

Sincerely,



THE FORD FOUNDATION
320 EAST 43"°  STREET

NEW YORK. NEW YORK 10017

McGEORGE BUNDY
PRESIDENT

January 31, 1970

Dear Mr. Whitehead:

This is just a line to thank you warmly for your note of January 23
with its copy of the Administration's memorandum to Chairman
Burch. This memorandum is of very great interest to us, and we
are giving it most careful consideration.

I appreciate your offer to discuss it with us, and while my own
schedule in the coming days is badly entangled, I am going to ask
one or another of my senior colleagues here to follow up with you,
at least on the phone, at your convenience.

Sincerely,

•hic

McGeorge Bundy

Mr. Clay T. Whitehead
Staff Assistant
The White House
Washington, D. C.



Monday Z/3/70

4:55 Ray Connolly of McGraw-Hill said in the budget
mention is made of a major increase in the OTM
funds for an electromagnetic compatibility analysis.
Wants to know what they plan to do with the Center.

Sodolski also called about the $1.5 Million increase
and asked about the same thing. Said currently OTM
has responsibility within the Federal government,
FCC outside. What is the significance of all this.



NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC.
THIRTY ROCKEFELLER PLAZA, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10020, CIRCLE 7-8300

T! IAN 300 DM A N
February 3, 1970

Dr. Clay T. Whitehead
Staff Assistant
The White House
Washington, D. C.

Dear Dr. Whitehead:

I very much appreciate your note of January 23 and
your courtesy in sending me a copy of the memorandum setting
forth the Administration's recommendations on policy for the
development of satellite systems for domestic communications.
As I publicly stated when the memorandum was first released,

we applaud the flexible approach it recommends, which seems

to us so well suited to the potentials of this new technology
and its application to a variety of domestic communication
services.

I also appreciate the invitation you so kindly

extended for a discussion of this field in which we have a

deep interest. At NBC, Mr. George Fuchs, an Executive Vice

President of the company, is in charge of supervising and

coordinating our domestic satellite studies and he would

welcome the opportunity of advising you on how we are

approaching the questions of satellite system development

and of exchanging views with
 you on the subject. Mr. Fuchs

is now out of town, but 
when he returns next week, he will be

in touch with you to set 
up an appointment when he and one of

his associates might call 
on you or make whatever arrangements

for a discussion that w
ould be most convenient for you.

Yours sincerely,

Juli n Goodman
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I.

SUMMARY

PURPOSE OF REPORT

An Ad Hoc Working Group on Domestic Satellite Communications
was established on August 5, 1969, to assist the White House Staff
in developing Administration views on the use of satellites for
domestic communications. The Working Group formed two
committees (economic and technical) to examine the issues involved. This

report, prepared by the Technical Committee, treats some of the
more important technical aspects of implementing satellite
communications technology in the domestic telecommunications
environment.

The Technical Committee membership included; Chairman,
Dr. Russell C. Drew, Office of Science and Technology;
Colonel Ward Olsson, (USAF) Office of Telecommunications
Management; Dr. Richard Marsten, NASA; Mr. Richard Beam,
Department of Transportation; Mr. Wilbur Serwat, Post Office
Department; and Mr. Walter Hinchman, Commerce. Mr.
William Watkins, Federal Communications Commission participated
in an ex officio capacity.

SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS 

The Technical Committee has concluded that it is technically feasible
to establish U.S. domestic communications satellite facilities at this
time. Such satellite facilities can be made compatible with, and
where appropriate, can be interconnected with terrestrial communications
facilities. There will be technical problems associated with the
establishment and operation of such facilities, but these problems should
not preclude prompt initial deployment. Regulatory control should be
exercised over establishment and operation of domestic communications
satellite facilities, including promulgation of procedures, standards
and regulations concerning frequency sharing and appropriate
spacecraft and ground station characteristics.

A principal conclusion reached by the Committee is that technical
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considerations, though of great importance in the detailed engineering,

operations and economics of particular systems, are not controlling

with respect to basic policies governing the ownershin or mode of

oneration (single or multi-purpose) of such systems. Snecificany.

the committee concluded that;

Mal..11:211.1r ose Systems

— technically, there is little difference between multi-

purpose and single-purpose operation of present day

communication satellites; these are merely relay stations

containing transponders designed for specific frequency

bands, inherently capable of handling voice, data, or video

signals with equal facility;

-- 'there are, however, technical differences in the

design and operation of earth stations for multi-purpose and

single-purpose operations; e.g., use of receive-only stations

for program distribution vis-a-vis transmit/receive stations

and greater time-sharing opportunities in multi-purpose

systems;

-- these technical and operational differences lead to

both economies of scale and offsetting economies of specialization;

the committee has no adequate basis for determining which of

these -- if either -- will dominate.

Within the presently allocated 4 and b GHz bands 

-- available spectrum and orbital resources are adequate

to accommodate several U. S. domestic satellites, which

could, in turn, be part of one or several domestic satellite

systems;

.0 am. t should be technically feasible to site from one to

several transmit/receive earth stations capable of working

with these satellites in or near most urban centers; the exact

number and loCation would be a subject for detailed engineering

studies on a case-by-case basis; 
(



-- it should be technically feasible to site a larger

number of receive-only stations in the same areas

particularly if users of satellite distribution services were

willing to accept a lower quality of service than that

identified as CCIR/CCITT relay quality.

Future Trends and Opportunities 

-- future growth in the demand for communication

services via satellite (fixed, mobile or broadcast) are

expected to create the need to accommodate additional

satellites and associated earth station facilities in the U.S.

-- future technological developments should make

possible more intensive use of existing spectrum allocations

as well as the effective use of other frequency bands, to

accommodate the growth in demand. For example, multiple

antenna beams and greater effective radiated power from

satellites, improved modulation techniques, more versatile

earth stations, development of improved multiple-access

techniques, etc. are foreseen.

-- it is technically feasible for future satellite systems

to use certain other frequency bands not now available to such

systems, on either a shared or exclusive basis. Plans for

expansion of spectrum resources for satellite services are

presently well advanced, and will be the subject of the Space

World Administrative Radio Conference to be convened in

mid-1971 under the auspices of the International Telecom-

munication Union.

-- the opportunity for continued exploitation of satellite

communications technology appears to be

promising in light of the healthy programs pursued by Govern-

ment and a wide spectrum of competing private industrial

organizations.

Current evidence suggests that many nations will not accept

a higher flux density at the earth's surface than now

recommended by the CCIR.
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II

INTRODUCTION

The United States possesses a highly developed and valuable

telecommunications infrastructure which provides a wide diversity

of telephone, telegraph, telex, television, radio, facsimile and

data exchange services for the Nations private, public and Government

1/
uses.— These services are provided through an intricate complex of

private and government-owned facilities and systems including; (a)

radio and television broadcast stations and receiving sets; (b) an

integrated public switched telephone network, including common carrier

transmission systems (wire, cable and radio); (c) fixed radio

networks; and (d) mobile radio networks (vehicular, aeronautical and

maritime). For example, the United States has more than 110,000

telephones, 6, 700 radio broadcast stations, several million mobile radio

transmitters, 200, 000, 000 miles of voice equivalent circuits inter-

connecting virtually every town and city, and 3, 893 local and toll

switching centers in the public telephone network.

Satellite communication technology benefits from substantial research

and development accomplished by the communications and electronics

industry, by educational establishments, and by Government laboratories.

1/ See memorandum from Director of Telecommunications
Management to President Nixon, September 11, 1969,
and memorandum from Director of Telecommunications
Management to Dr. Clay T. Whitehead, September 18,1969.
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Fundamental elements of satellite communications technology flow

from United States space research and development programs

accomplished by the Government (principally NASA and DOD) and

a broad sector of U.S. industry.

With the development of geostationary orbital capability and

the demonstration of communications relay techniques utilizing

satellites in this orbit, a new era opened for long-distance

communications. This capability was soon utilized on an

operational basis internationally through INTELSAT and its

potential for providing domestic telecommunications

services has been the subject of wide interest. But use of domestic

satellite systems in the US poses a number of questions because

of the comprehensive nature of the existing domestic telecom-

munications network, international interactions, uncertain

economics, and lack of policy guidelines. Nevertheless, a number of

entities have indicated an interest in the establishment of various

types of domestic satellite systems.

Technical considerations which affect the ability to accommodate

one or more of these proposals are important as a basis for

informed policy decisions to enable timely introduction of domestic

satellite services. Policy decisions on the introduction of satellites

must also take into account potential future requirements and must
or terrestrial 

not unduly restrict or foreclose expansion of these/services if this

were
expansion / in the public interest. For these reasons, a Technical

Committee of the Domestic Satellite Working Group was established.,



This Committee was asked to identify and evaluate the importance

of those technical factors which affect (1) the uses, numbers and

types of domestic satellite systems, (2) operation of these systems,

and (3) their related economics.

While the committee did not limit its deliberations to

particular communication services or to short-term issues, it

recognized the urgent need to provide guidance for immediate

policy decisions dealing with the introduction of satellites for

primarily fixed (i. e. , point-to-point and multi-point) long distance

services. Accordingly, important questions relating to the use of

satellites for mobile and direct broadcast services were not treated

in detail. The Committee urges that these potential uses be kept s

in mind, and that further study be given to the technical, econoi-nic,

and policy issues involved.

Because of the limited time available, the- Committee has

based its conclusions on work already completed and reported else
-

where and on the technical judgment of its members. Where

uncertainties exist, the Committee has attempted to identify

additional work that needs to be done. The Committee considered

a number of specific questions which were intended.to span
 the

range of technical points of interest in this study, and used the

answers to these questions as background for the conclusions and

recommendations of thc report. The questions and the detailed

answers are included as Section V.



III

TERMINOLOGY

This report is only concerned with use of "satellite communi-

cation systems" for domestic purposes, including

fixed and mobile co_nmunications services. The

distribution of signals destined for redistribution to the public

either by broadcasting stations or by microwave relay, wire or

cable networks is included. Domestic communication satellite

systems may have one or more interfaces with international systems.

"Single-purpose satellites" are those satellites which are used

for a single type of communications. For example, single-purpose

satellites could provide services like television and radio

distribution, data exchange or direct TV and voice broadcast.

"Multi-purpose satellites" are those satellites which are used for

providing more than one type of communications. For example, a

given mutli-purpose satellite might be used simultaneously for

transmission of any mix of data, telephony, telegraphy,

television distribution or broadcasting, radionavigation,

aeronautical mobile radio service, etc. Although a multiplicity of

services may be provided by multi-purpose satellites in domestic

satellite systems, some services may be precluded from certain

frequency bands as a matter of International Regulations or U. S.

policy. For example, multi-purpose satellites operating in the 4 and 6

GHz bands may provide only fixed (i.e., pt-to-pt or multi-pt) services

included in the internationally defined "communication-satellite service."
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Iv

CONCLUSIONS

A. Technical Feasibility 

1. General 

The Committee concluded that demonstrated capability

exists for the establishment of domestic satellite systems compatible

with terrestrial radio relay systems, and compatible with other

projected requirements on the geostationary orbit. With proper

system design - modulation technique, frequency, satellite orbital

location, operating rules, ground station siting and antenna capability -

a small number of domestic satellite systems may be accommodated.

The number of systems which can be accommodated will depend upon

parameters of the systems in question, e. g., number and location

and characteristics of satellites and earth stations, antenna directivity,

bandwidth needs, etc. The Committee found no technical problems

associated with interconnecting satellite and terrestrial facilities,

if required.

The Committee concluded that technical constraints are not the

controlling factor in policy decisions governing authorization of initial

domestic satellite systems.

2. Specific

Assuming the use of 30 foot antennas at earth stations, it

appears that at least 16 common frequency satellites operating in the
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4 and 6 GHz bands could be accommodated within that portion of the

geostationary orbit simultaneously visible from the contiguous 48

States with angles of arrival of 50 or greater. Under these conditions,

several U.S. domestic satellites can be accommodated in addition

to planned Canadian and/or other Western Hemisphere domestic and

international satellites. Only five of the possible 16 satellites would

be properly located in the orbital arc to provide simultaneous

coverage to Alaska and Hawaii in addition to the 48 contiguous states.

Service to Puerto Rico can be provided by any satellite capable of

serving the 48 contiguous states.

It should be technically feasible for radio relay networks and

communications satellite systems, each potentially involving large

numbers of stations, to share the same 4 and 6 GHz frequency bands.

In order to share these frequency bands, careful siting of earth

stations and terrestrial stations will be required.

Although it is technically feasible to site earth stations at major

urban areas in the U.S. , certain communication hubs will require

special attention and may involve significant additional costs.

B. Frequency Allocations

The amount of electromagnetic spectrum presently available

within the 4 and 6 GHz bands (500 MHz in each band) should be adequate

for initial domestic use.
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It is technically feasible to share other bands both above

and below 10 GHz which are not now available for use by commercial satellite

communication systems. Significant growth in the demand for

domestic satellite communication services will create requirements for

additional frequency spectrum allocations. In. anticipation of such a

development, the allocation of additional spectrum space should be and

presently is being discussed within the U.S. organizations concerned.

Plans for expansion are presently well advanced. There will be a world

radio conference dealing with this matter in mid-1971, under

auspices of the International Telecommunication Union.

C. Regulation 

The Committee has concluded that regulatory control is needed in

the establishrnent and operation of domestic satellite facilities, to

promulgate procedures, standards, and regulations concerning frequency

sharing. For the earth station, regulation is needed for antenna locations,

antenna directivity, effective radiated power, maximum permissible

interfering signals, frequencies employed, etc. For the space segment,

regulations are needed to govern satellite spacing and station keeping,
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antenna directivity, effective radiated power, frequencies employed, etc.

The coordination and interference computational techniques

and criteria to protect both terrestrial radio relay systems and

satellite communication systems, existing and planned, are contained

in International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR) documentation.

FCC regulations contain most of the CCIR criteria for sharing

between communication-satellite and radio relay systems and these

regulations can be readily implemented to cover sharing among

satellite communication systems. The FCC regulations should be

appropriately responsive to engineering portions of the latest

CCIR Recommendations approved by International Telecommunication

Union (ITU) administrative radio conferences.
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Sharing criteria at present may be conservative, but further

work on interference mechanisms at the various relevant frequencies

and under a diversity of weather conditions will be required before

more precise criteria can be established.

It will be desirable to set the minimum performance capability

of earth station antennas to ensure accommodation of an adequate

number of satellites for western hemisphere use, but exceptions

may be necessary to accommodate special requirements, e. g.,

in the 4 GHz band, receive-only earth stations smaller than approxi-

mately 30 feet can be used with no penalty in terms of number of

satellitesaccommodated, if a slightly lower grade of service can be
and users

accepted by the stations/concerned. Use of less than 30 foot antennas

for transmitting in the 6 GHz band should be considered only in

exceptional circumstances.

D. Implications of New Technology

New technology is becoming available in design and operation of

both satellites and earth stations that will improve reliability, quality

and cost of service. New techniques are being

developed (narrow-beam and multiple-beam satellite antennas, greater

effective radiated power, and improved earth station antennas) that

will permit better utilization of limited orbital arc and allocated

spectrum now available.

Note page 3.
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The eventual use of frequency bands higher than the 4 and 6

GHz bands will allow progressively smaller earth station antennas

to be used without penalty, both for reception and transmission,

since antenna directivity improves directly with increasing frequency.

New technology is also becoming available in terrestrial systems

and this technology will be influencing the relative attractiveness of

satellite systems for many uses, particularly within the contiguous

48 states. At the present time it is not possible to predict with

confidence what the mix of satellite and terrestrial services will be

in the future, although it is obvious that terrestrial distribution

systems are needed which will interface with the earth stations.
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E. Technical Considerations 

1. System Design and Deployment -- There are many

important technical factors which serve as constraints in the formulation

of a specific design for a domestic communications satellite system.

A complex set of technical considerations is applicable to various

sub-system elements and therefore serves to influence the trade-offs

in establishing an optimum system configuration. An example of

the complex trade-offs required is shown in the following figure:
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Typical satOlite system tradeoffs.—
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1/ George E. Mueller and Eugene R. Spangler, Communication 
Satellites? (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1964),
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The important elements related to system design and deployment

•include the following:

(a) Space Segment  -- The placing of satellites in

geostationary orbit is a/very sophisticated operation which

requires a suitable launch vehicle and launch facilities,

and a sophisticated Tracking, Telemetry and Control

complex.

Launch Vehicle -- A limited range of launch vehicle

types is available for launching communications

satellites into geostationary orbit.

Some of the more suitable launch vehicles are identified

below:

Range of Satellite
in-orbit weight in lbs.
(geostationary Time

Class position) Period

Delta 420 - 470 Current

Delta 480 - 650 1972

Atlas Centaur 1000 - 1600 Current

Atlas Centaur 1100 - 1900 1974

Titan III C 2000 - 2200 Current

Titan III D/Centaur 7000 - 8000 1973

Saturn V 50, 000 - 55, 000 Current
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The launch vehicles available provide geostationary orbit capability

which increases in discrete steps. Exceeding the capability of a

smaller vehicle may result in significantly increased launch costs.

Spacecraft - Detailed design of communication satellite

spacecraft requires an integration of the airframe, stabilization

devices, telemetry and communications electronics, antennas,

propulsion, apogee kick motor (if required), prime power and

other components needed to create modern, high capacity, long life

communication satellites. One of the important tradeoffs in the

design of the initial domestic system is that between life in-orbit versus

obsolescence brought about by the rapidly advancing technology.

Tracking, Telemetry and Control (TT&C). Development

of satellite systems requires the availability of a network of earth

stations equipped with a TT&C sub-system. The TT&C sub-system

is used to control the injection of satellites into geostationary orbit,

to maintain station and inclination, to reposition the satellite, and

to maintain technical control of the operational elements of the

satellite. Early consideration should be given to requirements for

adequate TT&C support for domestic satellite systems.
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(b) Earth Stations. There are important technical

tradeoffs which involve relative performance characteristics

of the space segment and the earth station complex, e.g. ,

costs of increased satellite capability can be balanced by

potential cost reductions resulting from the ability to

utilize smaller and less costly earth stations. Earth station
means and 

planning must also include/costs for interconnection between

remote locations and terrestrial facilities supplying the users.

Domestic earth stations may range from very large, high

capacity and costly transmit/receive types to small low-

capacity receive-only types.

2. System Integration. There are no known technical limitations

which would prevent the integration of satellite systems with domestic

terrestrial telecommunications facilities, although further evaluation

of the significance of added "time delay" and "echos" introduced by

use of satellites will be required. Care will be required to avoid

unintentional two hop satellite links for two-way voice telephony.

3. Compatibility with other Satellite Systems. It is essential

that a U. S. domestic satellite system and a co-regional system, such

as a Canadian or South American system or the INTELSAT system, be

compatible, that is, be non-interfering. It is desirable that such systems

also be interoperable, that is, capable of providing backup coverage for

each other, insofar as practical.
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4. Reliability.  Reliability of specific elements of the system

must be viewed as it contributes to the important objective of

maintaining continuity of service. Current planning of systems as

a mean satellite life of about 7 years. Studies and the performance

of satellites systems support the view that a life expectancy of up to

ten years can be achieved by careful design and utilization of techniques

such as component redundancy and use of in-orbit and ground spares.

Solar panels must be large enough to allow for the progressive deterioration

that takes place in space. Fuel requirements for station-keeping

and attitude stabilization may well be large, possibly

twenty to twenty-five percent of the mass of the satellite if existing

techniques are employed, but future developments could reduce this

proportion. It is important to note that life expectancies of ten years

or more may not be desirable because of obsolescence and potentially

high costs associated with achieving such extended lifetimes.
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V

ANSWERS TO SPECIFIC QUESTIONS

QUESTION 1: Is it technically feasible to accommodate planned
INTELSAT and Canadian domestic satellites plus one or more
satellites for U. S. domestic services, using the 4 and 6 GHz
spectrum bands presently allocated for commercial communication
satellite services? If so, approximately how many U. S. satellites
could be accommodated, assuming present and near-future
technology and design possibilities?

STATEMENT: Existing technology will permit the accommodation

of a small number of communication satellites in geostationary

orbit capable of serving the 50 States and Puerto Rico, using the

existing frequency allocations at 4 and 6 GHz. A larger number

of communication satellites can be accommodated when the coverage

required is limited to the contiguous 48 States. The specific number

of 4 and 6 GHz geostationary satellites that could serve domestic

communication requirements depends on factors such as earth

station antenna size, modulation techniques, required quality of

service, bandwidth needs, etc.

Assuming the use of 30 foot earth station antennas at 4 and 6 GHz

and present frequency modulation techniques, it is estimated that

16 common-frequency communication satellites can be accommodated

in the 60° - 135° W orbital arc which provides full visibility of

the contiguous 48 States with a 5
0 minimum angle of elevation at the

earth stations. When coverage of the 50 States is required the
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orbital arc is between 115°  W and 135°  W (50 minimum angle of

elevation at earth stations), and it is estimated that 5 communication satellite:

can be accommodated in this range The above satellite spacing of

50 should permit voice, data and video services of CCIR/CCITT quality.

The use of larger antennas or more interference-resistant modulation

techniques -- or the adoption of lower quality of service -- would

decrease required inter-satellite spacing; hence, increase the

possible number of satellites. Conversely, smaller antennas or

less interference-resistant modulation techniques e. g., single side-

band would increase required inter-satellite spacing and reduce the

possible number of satellites. An important observation is that the

effectiveness with which various techniques for spectrum/orbit

conservation can be exploited depends to a considerable extent on

the "homogeneity" among adjacent satellites. This cautions against 

tgreat an intermingling of satellites having significantly different

characteristics in the geostationary orbit, and emphasizes the need

for coordination among systems with respect to system characteristics

and orbital locations. 

Not all the satellites which the 600 - 135° W orbital arc can

accommodate can be counted on for U. S. domestic services.

Canada has indicated a desire to deploy several domestic satellites

and INTELSAT may desire one or more for North/South America

traffic.. On the other hand, regions outside this orbital sector will

be useful for some U. S. domestic services where full coverage of
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the contiguous 48 States is not essential.

This analysis should not be misconstrued as indicating that

all domestic communication satellite services and requirements

for the future can be accommodated using the present

4 and 6 GHz bands. Assuming the economic viability of domestic

satellites, as well as the feasibility of large-scale earth station

deployment compatible with terrestrial radio relay facilities,

additional frequency allocations will probably be required. The U.S.

is presently seeking the international allocation of several additional

frequency bands for communication satellite services at the 1971

World Administrative Radio Conference. Meanwhile, the 4 and 6 GHz

bands can accommodate initial systems development under known

radio propagation conditions and using proven, state-of-the-art

technology.

QUESTION 2: Is it technically feasible to accommodate one or
more domestic earth stations within or near typical major metro-
politan areas, again assuming use of 4 and 6 GHz spectrum
allocations, under various combinations of the following alternative
deployments ?.

(a) all stations operate in send/receive mode

(b) most stations are receive only

(c) each station uses entire spectrum allocation

(d) most stations use only small fraction of spectrum allocations

(e) minimum earth station antenna size is 15, 30, 60, or 90 feet



(f)

(g)
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only highest grades of telephone and video service
are acceptable

lower grades of service are acceptable

STATEMENT: The Committee recognizes the risks involved in the

accommodation of a number of earth stations in or near any

metropolitan area; but believes that at least one transmit/receive

station operating at 4 and 6 GHz can be located near most metropolitan

areas and within a number of the smaller metropolitan areas.

The degree of coordination required to accommodate the number

of stations indicated will, of course, depend on the local environment,

including topography, meteorology, earth station design, and

deployment and characteristics of radio relay systems and any nearby

high power radiating sources. This will clearly affect the cost of

satellite system operations, though to what degree one cannot determine

at this time. Studies and experiments now being designed are expected

to provide further information about the feasibility of more extensive

sharing.

In addition to transmit/receive stations, it should be possible

to accommodate a number of receive-only stations inmost metropolitan

areas, especially if a somewhat lower grade of service than CCIR/CCITT

quality is acceptable. The above is based on the assumption that

relatively few stations in the initial systems will use the full 500 MHz

bandwidth and that satellites will be maintained on station with

+ 0.5 degree of arc.
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QUESTION 3: To what extent is it technically feasible to use
other spectrum bands not now available to commercial communications
satellite services (e. g., 7 and 8 GHz communication satellite
allocations now reserved for government use) on a shared basis,
or to achieve greater use of any of these spectrum bands through
multiple antenna beam technology, reversal of up-and-down link
frequency assignments, etc ? What multiplication of the basic
communications capacity indicated in (1) above appears likely through
such techniques, assuming there were no policy or other impedi-
ments to their exploitation?

STATEMENT: The amount of electromagnetic spectrum presently

available within the bands at 4 and 6 GHz is adequate for the initial

use of domestic satellites (500 MHz in each band).

It is technically feasible to share bands both above and below 10

GHz which are not now available for use by commercial communication

satellite systems. Significant growth in the demand for domestic

communication satellite services will create requirements for additional

frequency spectrum allocations. In anticipation of such a development,

the allocation of additional spectrum space should be and presently is

being discussed within the U.S. organizations concerned. Plans for

expansion are presently well advanced. There will be a world radio

conference dealing with this matter in mid-1971, under auspices of

the International Telecommunication Union.



Reversed Frequency Bands -- The use of reversed direction

on the up-and-down link frequency assignments can, in principle,

nearly double the number of satellites and communications capacity

which a given orbital sector can accommodate. In exclusive

frequency bands this technique may be used to advantage. In the

shared bands, the use of this technique would depend on coordinating

terrestrial systems and other earth stations sharing the same

frequency band.

The present International (ITU) and United States policy

is that the reversed frequency technique will not be used in bands

shared between terrestrial and space systems.

Multiple Antenna Beam Satellites -- Multiple antenna beam

satellite technology advances should enable a single satellite

to "reuse" the allocated frequency band. This added

capability should help to overcome the inherent bandwidth-
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limited case of high powered satellites. However, there is

need for more research and development to be carried out to

determine the capabilities and limitations of this technique.

QUESTION 4: Is it technically feasible to provide communications
service to Alaska and/or Hawaii and/or Puerto Rico through
separate antenna beams on a satellite designed for service to the
contiguous 48 States? Woulcl this materially alter the reliability
and total cost (combined earth and space segment) of (a) service
to the contiguous states and (b) service to and within Alaska, Hawaii,
or Puerto Rico (as compared with provision of the same service
through INTELSAT or Canadian satellites, for example)?

STATEMENT: Using existing and projected technology, it should be

technically feasible in the future to provide communi-

cations service through a single geostationary satellite -- configured

with multiple antenna beams -- simultaneously to Alaska, Hawaii,

Puerto Rico, and the contiguous 48 States. This would provide

certain operational advantages and potential cost savings for service

to outlying areas when compared with separate systems or the use

of INTELSAT facilities:

The higher effective radiated power obtainable from

separate, highly directive antennas would permit the

use of lower-cost earth stations than are required when present

INTELSAT satellites are used. In certain areas, this will

require coordination with other countries.

Note page 3.
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The use of multiple highly directive antenna beams at

the satellite could provide, through spectrum reuse, a

substantially greater number of simultaneous channels per

satellite at a low incremental cost.

Direct satellite links to locations throughout the contiguous

48 would be possible, which INTELSAT satellites cannot

provide from their present mid-ocean location.

Cost sharing of R&D, launch, operating, spare, and

maintenance services could provide significant economies.

Quantitative estimates of potential savings cannot be made in

the absence of specific systems design models. Both costs and

performance vary considerably with system configuration and size,

percent of fill, service quality objectives, satellite spare and

replenishment doctrine, R&D base, procurement source, etc.
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QUESTION 5: Which design and/or operating characteristics
of domestic satellite systems require standardization and/or
coordination to insure compatibility among systems and adequate
growth potential? To what extent are these standards and co-
ordination likely to be worked out among the parties concerned,
under present FCC rules and regulations, and.to what extent
will it be essential that the Government exercise regulatory
control of such proceedings? What alternative steps could be
taken to encourage resolution .of these issues directly by the
parties concerned? Specifically, would it be technically feas-
ible for one party or another to either operate with reduced
quality of service or adopt appropriate design changes to accom-
modate a potentially interfering service, if there were effective
rules for and means of compensation?

STATEMENT: It appears essential that regulatory control be

exercised regarding any domestic satellite system(s) to the

extent of establishing procedures, standards, and regulations

concerning frequency sharing and efficiency of spectrum utilization.

To achieve these objectives it will be necessary to regulate

earth station antenna locations, antenna directivity and station

operating characteristics, etc. With respect to the space segment,

regulatory control should be maintained over satellite spacing

and associated station keeping, antenna directivity and polarization

and effective radiated power.

The present FCC rules can and should be modified and updated

to cover the communication-satellite service to insure com-

patibility between terrestrial systems and space systems, and

among space systems sharing the same frequency bands. The FCC

regulations should be appropriately responsive to the engineering

portions of the latest CCIR Recommendations as approved by

ITU administrative radio conferences. In some instances it may be
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technically feasible and acceptable for a system to operate with

reduced quality of service or to adopt appropriate design changes to
an otherwise potentially 

accommodate / interfering service but such deviations should

be approached with caution. A decision which affects the quality of

service should not normally be left to the discretion of the parties

concerned when the public interest is involved.

To permit an optimum number of common frequency satellites

to occupy the geostationary orbit, it is desirable that earth

station antennas have as much horizontal discrimination

as is economically feasible. Lacking any existing framework

within which the economically optimum size can be resolved, it

may be necessary as an interim measure to establish minimum

antenna discrimination standards. Inasmuch as the potential

demand for satellite space is not uniform along the geostationary

orbit, these standards for antenna discrimination should vary with satellite

location, as well as with geographic area served.

Receive only stations may operate with less than minimumand users 

standard antenna discrimination providing the operators/are willing

to accept a quality of service somewhat inferior to the CCIR/CCITT

radio relay standard. Permitting the use of less than standard

antenna discrimination for transmit antennas should be approached

Very cautiously and permitted only after a thorough consideration

of the desirable and undesirable effects,
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QUESTION 6: (a) What significant developments in either
technology or technical information are foreseen during the
next ten years which might result in major improvements in
the cost and capacity of satellite communications, greater and
more efficient utilization of the radio spectrum resource, or
the operational scope and effectiveness of satellite communi-
cations?

(b) What a're the significant developments foreseen in
terrestrial communications?

(c) How will the cost effectiveness of terrestrial communications
compare with satellite communications in the next decade?

STATEMENT ON QUESTION 6 ( a) : There are numerous
..1 ,

technological advances forecast for the next decade which will

provide significant enhancement of satellite communications

capabilities and economy of service. These include (a) larger,

longer life, higher capacity and more powerful 3-axis stabilized

geostationary, multiple-purpose satellites; (b) more efficient

modulation subsystems; and (c) more efficient, reliable and

higher capacity earth stations, in fixed, transportable and mobile

configurations.

The developments that offer the greatest potential improvements

for satellite communications are:

(a) The use of multiple, narrow, and steerable beams

from satellites. This could significantly increase the

circuit capacity of each satellite for a given bandwidth,

•'' and could greatly reduce the cost per circuit.

(b) Subject to treaty limitations, the use of much larger

effective radiated power from satellites; This could be

used to decrease the cost of earth stations for a given

level of service.
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(c) The use of more versatile and better discriminating

earth station antennas. When earth stations need to be in

simultaneous contact with a number of satellites

the development of earth station antennas with multiple

independent beams will become important in the

total system cost. Also, the design of the antennas

can be made to provide greater system discrimination

between wanted and unwanted signals for a given size

or cost of antenna.

(d) Development of techniques and hardware including solid

state devices which will permit: (1) increased spectrum

sharing between satellite and terrestrial systems; and

(2) useful exploitation of the higher frequerr y domains,

including optical frequencies.

(e) Better understanding of radio

propagation and interference factors. For example,

with more information on radio propagation and interference

it will be possible to design systems with

smaller margins for such contingen6es and hence with

greater capabilities or less cost.

Further development of multiple-access techniques will improve

system effectiveness. For example, the ability to assign

satellite circuits "on-demand" will improve circuit

utilization and provide the ability to allocate circuits

flexibly among many routes to meet variations in demand.

This multiple-access feature is economically attractive

for servicing thin (low -traffic) routes.

(f)
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(g) Development of enhanced satellite performance.

For example, developments are proceeding which should

lead to improved in-orbit life-time, more accurate space-

craft stabilization and orbit repositioning capability, and

more efficient prime power supply.

(h) Development of other advanced techniques. For example,

the introduction of improved digital modulation techniques would

facilitate data transmission as well as increase the

immunity to interference from other systems.
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STATEMENT ON QUESTION 6 (b) 

Some examples of private research

and development programs applicable to terrestrial telecom-

munications systems follow: (Bell Telephone Laboratory progra
ms

used as an example)
Coaxial Cable

The L-5 Coaxial Cable now in the final stages of develop-

ment will permit the transmission of both analog and digi
tal

information. It will provide 90, 000 two-way voice conversations

on 20 coaxial tubes in a single cable. Each coaxial tu
be has a

bandwidth of 60 MHz. Additionally, it will contain one service

protection channel in each direction which will permit the

restoral of 9, 000 channels in each direction in the eve
nt of

service failure.

Wave Guides 

Millimeter Wave Guide Transmission Systems are being

developed and an experimental link is being established
. The

2 1/2 inch diameter precision waveguide is buried at least

4feet deep. The operating frequency band

of the waveguide is 30 - 300 GHz. This sy
stem should provide

more than 240, 000 voice channels per wave guide.

Microwave Systems

Since 1952 TD microwave systems have expanded
 from 2400

to 12, 000 channels using the same 500 MHz ban
dwidth. A new

development known as the TD-3 is presently under
going field

trials in Arkansas and Oklahoma. The TD-3, a
s are the other
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TDs, operates on the 4 GHz part of the spectrum. The

TD-3 has the same 12,000 channel capability as the TD-2,

however, there are lower investment costs, higher reliability

and reduced maintenance.

The TH-3 is the equivalent of the TD-3 but utilizes

the 6 GHz part of the frequency spectrum. It has a 10,800 voice

channel capability. Its field trial is underway in a few places

in the United States.

A new system called the "Pole Line System" is presently in

test bed operation in New Jersey. This concept includes mounting

small suitcase size packages atop 60-90 foot alumin'am poles

to be located three miles apart. This system operates in the 18-20 GHz

part of the spectrum and has a capacity of 32,000 voice channels.

Digital Transmission 

Digital transmission provides one answer to the problem of

economically handling the growing volume of communications.

Systems now in use can carry 24 simultaneous one-way conversations

on two pairs of wire in a cable. The Digital T-5 Transmission

System is in final stage of development and will provide 80-90,000

voice channels. Now under development are systems operating at

nearly300 million bits per second which one day may carry thousands

of voice channels, several TV channels and high speed computer

data on the same channel.
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STATEMENT ON QUESTION 6 (c) : The relative cost effectiveness
between satellite communications and terrestrial communications

in the future will depend on the specific application under consider-

ation and the rate of technological advance of each transmission medium.

The Committee believes that satellite communications should offer advan-
tages: (a) in applications requiring simultaneous relay to a lane number
of geographically dispersed points or areas; (b) in applications

employing multiple-access to widely dispersed low-traffic areas;

(c)in applications involving mobile terminals, and (d) in applications

where a quick reaction capability is needed, particularly in

remote areas. Projected development of terrestrial micro-wave,

coaxial cable and guided wave technologies indicate a continued

advantage for these techniques on high density trunk routes of

short and intermediate lengths. Since there are technical

and economic advantages in both satellite communications and

terrestrial facilities depending on the specific application, it is

reasonable to expect a complementary mix of facilities in the

domestic telecommunications environment.
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QUESTION 7:

(a) If a domestic communications satellite system is

implemented what will be the long-term impact on the quality and
economy of telecommunications services made available to users,

both private and Government? (b) Is the quality and reliability of

service from satellite communications now or likely to be obtainable
adequate to satisfy user needs?

STATEMENT ON QUESTION 7(a) 

(a) Enhanced versatility, diversity and redundancy of domestic

telecommunications should be realized by the introduction of another

means of transmission and distribution capability that can be fully integrated
with terrestrial telecommunications.

(b) The pace of satellite communications technology has

demonstrated a steady growth in the quality and reliability of service

and continued advance is forecast. Techniques such as component and

subsystem redundancy both on the ground and in space, and use of

in-orbit spares are available which should make it possible to provide

continuity of service comparable to that available to users of the

terrestrial network.

Adequate  quality  service should be obtainable through

advances in electronic circuitry, antenna performance, etc. Actual

operating experience will be needed to determine the importance of

"time delay" and "echo phenomena" in domestic telephone and certain

kinds of data service.
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TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF 
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Changes in Manuscript 

Title page -- Add: classification 
Delete: "Draft 

"Q,FFICIAL USE ONLY" and November 1969' 10/24/69-

P. 1, paragraph 2 of Summary -- show  Commerce instead of White House
after Mr. Hinchman's name.

P. 3, paragraph 3, line 6 -- insert asterisk after first word "satellites."
4, last line -- delete "s" from word Telecommunication 
5, line 2 -- change "technological innovations" to technology. 

Add footnote: * Current evidence suggests that many nations will not
accept a higher flux density at the earth's surface than
now recommended by the CCIR.

P. 5, paragraph 2, line 8 -- change "challenges" to questions.
3, line 6 -- add or terrestrial  between "these" and "services."

P. 10, paragraph 1 -- delete entirely.
2, line 1 -- delete second word, "also."

line 2 -- add commercial  between "by" and "satellite."

P. 11, second to last line -- delete "s" from word Telecommunication.

P. 12, paragraph 2, third to last line -- insert  and users between "stations"
and "concerned."

paragraph 3, third to last line -- insert asterisk after word "power."
Add footnote: Note page 3.

P. 14, paragraph 1 -- delete footnote reference.
end of table -- change "2/" to 1/.
Change footnote number to 1/

P. 16, second full paragraph, line 2 -- correct "earch" to earth.

P. 17, paragraph 1, line 7 -- add means and between "include" and "costs."

P. 18, sixth line from bottom -- delete "of the order of."

P. 22, third full paragraph, lire 2 -- change "any" to most
3 -- change "area" to areas.



P. 25, last paragraph, line 1 -- insert asterisk between "power" and
"obtainable."

Add footnote: =:' Note page 3.

P. 28, line 3 -- add  an otherwise potentially between "accommodate" and
"interfering."

last paragraph, line 2 -- add: and users between "operators" and "are."

P. 35, paragraph (a) -- delete period after "capability" and add: that can be 
fully integrated with terrestrial telecommunications. 
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Who'll Share That Pie in the ?
a

Int.JACK GOULD

THE 

average television viewer
whose only concern is what he
sees on the screen can relax for
a few years in light of all the

legOstic and technical arguments about
the- ;future of satellite TV. The latest
White House memorandum on the use
of space essentially promises only one
tiling — more delay — after which it
would take at least two years to get a
catisiiite TV system operating.

The Nixon Administration's memor-
andum to Dean Burch, chairman of the
Federal Communications Commission,
sr that communications satellites
should be developed and operated on a
cOmpetitive arid private basis. This was
an adroit evasion of the real issue. Mat-
ters have been brought to a head be-
cause the three major commercial TV
networks-want to avoid the constantly
risinu rate increases imposed by the
American Telephone and Telegraph
Company. The rates cover the relay of
shows from coast to coast over

facilities on the ground. Two satellites
could perform the same function and
theaetically bypass, at least in part,
deps'mdence on AT&T. But, even with
satellites, A.T.8sT. would still be neces-
sary to relay programs from studios to
and from the transmitting and receiving
components of a satellite system.

Meanwhile, if a viewer cares deeply
about the unseen hardware that brings
him ,soaps and situation comedies, the
situation is complicated by the existence
of :,the hylo id organization called the
Coarsmunications Satellite Corporation,
or Comsat, in which AT&T.' and other
cereiers own chunks of stock along with
tl)e general public. Comsat hoiris that
new legislation is required if it is not
to be the chosen agency for satellite
development but merely one of several
parties competing for franchises in the
s12,.
-Comsat always was a bit of a screw-

ball sat-up and there was a filibuster in
Congress, in which the late Senator
Estes W. Kefauver took part, against
giving away the space projects, which
taxpayer money really made possible,
to profit-oriented groups. The final set-
up was in the nature of a compromise
to get the satellite business moving.

Peter M. Flanigan and Clay T. White-
head, Presidential assistants, helot now

reopened this can of worms. There are

some lawyers who believe their memos-
endum will not only set off a new round
of chaos about satellites hut even raise
questions as to whether its intent con-
travenes the Federal Communications
Act of 1034. In fact, there are reliable

rumors that the networks might bypass

satellites entirely and investigate wheth-

er they would erect their own ground

system. In that case, the red tape might

last indefinitely.
The consensus is that it will take the

large resources of the networks, with
their need for day-in, day-out relay serv-

ice, to form the economic backbone of
any new system. It is the networks'
dream to get out from under the eco-
nomics of A.T.esata on the theory that, in
the long run, having a system of their
own would be cheaper.

Not unexpectedly, the networks and
the hopeful entrepreneurs of cable tele-
vision cheered the White House mem-
orandum, but it remains to be seen
whether the chains will advance the risk
capital of some $30-million needed to
launch two orbiting satellites.

Chairman Burch, who has already
shown a talent for untangling compli-
cated communications matters, will
have his hands full in trying to resolve
the satellite confusion. The White House
espousal of the role of free enterprise
may be more appealing on the surface
than in practice; in a faint echo of the
AT&T. position, the Nixon Administra-
tion doesn't promise immediate miracles
and suggests that satellite policies
should be adopted for three to five years
and then reviewed. Such a hint of un-
certainty normally has limited appeal to
free-enterprise entrepreneurs who don't
like to see the rules changed after they
have made investments.
The White House memorandum, which

thus far is purely advisory and not
binding on either the FCC or Congress,
speaks eloquently of free enterprise ex-
ploiting the potential of space communi-
cations and then carefully notes the reg-
ulatory role of the FCC. The notion of
free enterprise developing space for its
own needs has many pitfalls, including
potential monopoly, that could cause
trouble. For example, what would be the
fate of potential triers who only needed
the facilities for a few hours a day?

In this regard, Comsat's thinking does
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make some sense. With a satellite of
adequate capacity, there would be room
left over for marginal users, If A.T.8sT.'s
virtual monopoly on the ground period-
ically raises a fuss, It seems questionable
whether the ideal solution is a similar
arrangement in the sky.

As the White House memorandum ad-

mits, yet doesn't admit, the utilization
of public property—the airwaves, no
matter how far above earth--does not

fall within the same bounds as free
enterprise in the sale of products. In the
decades ahead, the space frequencies

could become as crowded as today's
normal radio and TV channels and it

will be up to the FCC to apportion the
available room equitably.

Meanwhile, it will be of major in-

terest to see how many entities in com-
munications affirm their readiness to

put up whopping amounts of cash where

to date there have been only publicity
releases. The White House memorandum
understandably raised doubts about the
future of Comsat, with a consequent

drop in the value of its shares on the
New York Stock Exchange.

•

It is ironic—and whether it Is for
good or ill can be argued endlessly—
that in the disciresion of satellites there
is never so much as a mention of the
lonely taxpayer who really made it alt
possible. He is expected to sit idly by
and watch huge concerns reap the har-
vest of long-range dividends. Without
the billion: :pent on the space program,
communications satellites would still be
on the drawing board. It would not
seem amiss to suggest that communica-
tions interests who stand to garner for-
tunes from space communications be
taxed a few pennies to be restored to
the Treasury and used for other social
purpose3 of major priority.

Free enterprise is riot just a synonym
for unhindered industrial edventute;
John Doe, who is reminded of his par-
ticipation four times a year by the
Internal Revenue department, is respon-
sible for the contributions that have
made it all possible. If the outcome of
space communications is merely that
"Green Acres" is distributed different:v,
Mr. Doe has a right to be skeptical -'bout
the yards of bureaucratic legalisms that
will flow out of Washington for months
and perhaps years to come.

1.113t -cx-
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FCC. 
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oves to Ue.la
Se We liagthlinliS17'+11° 1

The Federal Communications tions should await tha
t determi-

Commission, in an effort to head

off an anticipated rush of do-
mestic satellite applications, re-
quested today that filings be put
off . until the commission forrini-

lates a domestic satellite policy.
The FCC announcement fol-

lowed recent notices by Tele-
prompter Corp. and American
Telephone & Telegraph Co. that
they planned to take part in do-
mestic satellite programs.
"Since the White House rec-

ommendation for open competi-
• tion in domestic systems, many
people have indicated they
would file," an FCC spokesman
said. "We issued the statement
to delay the filings until the
commission could act on an
overall policy."
The spokesman said the com-

mission has listed domestic sat-
ellites as a top priority program
and that staff members hope to
submit recommendations to the
chairman in the next few weeks.
in the meantime, the spokes-

man said, various companies in-
cluding Communications Satel-
lite Corp., the U.S. Post Office,
the major television networks,
and other media have expressed
interest in filing applications to
build and operate domestic sat-
ellites.
In its formal announcement,

the FCC said it was moving ex-
peditiously to formulate a do-
mestic policy and that applica-

nation.
It said the statement was

prompted by a number of inquir-
ies following the White House
announcement Jan. 23 urging
open competition in domestic
satellite systems.
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

BUREAU OF THE BUDGET

WASIIINGTON, D.C. 20503

11E8 5 1970

MEMORANDUM TO MR. WHITE1-IEAD

Subject: Telecommunications organization

As I indicated in OUT telephone conversation, I briefed the staffs
of Senate and House Government Operations Committees (representing
both the majority and minority) on the proposed telecommunications
reorganization plan. In general, the reception was friendly and no
outright opposition to the proposal was expressed. However, there
was an indication of a need to justify the new Office of Telecom-
munications Policy in specific and concrete terms.

On the House side, Herb Roback indicated that it might be desirable
to exclude from the plan the transfer to the new OTP of GSA tele-
communications procurement policy functions. Apparently, Hol ifield.
and Brooks would be disturbed by such an effort to diminish GSA's
program. We are working on the deletion of this provision. (Jack
Brooks' man later confirmed his concern in this area.)

Perhaps more important, Roback indicated that he hoped the hearings
on the plan could be opened up to include a discussion of major
teleconununications problems. He cited domestic satellites and the
operation of the NCS as examples. This could obviously carry the
hearings into very sensitive and difficult areas, and could require
the production of a wholly different set of witnesses than might be
involved in support of the plan.

Except for the concerns of Holifield and Brooks, the staffs did not
identify any members with interest.

1 
•

Howard Schnoor
Director, Government
Organization Staff



February 7, 1970

Dear Mr. Lutz:

Thank you for your letter of February 3rd regarding our domestic
satellite policy. I certainly recognize that there are maily prob-
lems to be resolved if this policy is to be effectively implemented.
Our judgment was not that they would be easy, but that they could,
in fact, be worked out and that on the whole we were better off with
this particular set of problems than another. I have forwarded a
copy of your letter and eucloeure to the Acting Director of
Telecommunications Management who is concerned with our prepara-
tion for the forthcoming

Although I certainly would not endeavor to "set you straight,"
I would enjoy the opportunity to meet with you some time when you
are in Washington; alternatively, I plan to visit Hughes on
February 13 and might have the opportunity to see you then.

Thank you again for your thoughtful letter.

Sincerely,

Clay T. Whitehead
Staff Assistant

Mr. Samuel G. Lutz
Chief Scientist
Hughes Research Laboratories
3011 Malibu Canyon Road
Malibu, California 90265

cc: Mr. Whitehead
Central Files

CTWhitehead:jm



HUGHES ..Wedeare% YateoPaloieekl
A DIVISION OF HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY

3011 MALIBU CANYON ROAD

MALIBU, CALIFORNIA 90265

3 February 1970

Mr. Clay T. Whitehead
Staff Assistant
The White House
Washington

Dear Mr. Whitehead:

I greatly appreciated your letter of 23 January, despite my delay
in replying. Because of a personal tragedy I have been away from
office.

Than for the copy of the White House Memorandum, and congratu-
lations. I noted with pleasure the first paragraph under "Recom-
mendation," which seems quite in line with thoughts which I tried
to express in my letter of 5 September. I certainly am not suggest-
ing that my letter was responsible for this or other parts of the
memorandum but it is gratifying to learn that others have arrived
at views similar to mine, though better expressed.

I have only one area of concern or possible disagreement with the
memorandum (or with the U. S. position for the WARC, etc.) and this
relates to the discussion of orbit utilization, contained under
"Technical Framework." I refer specifically to the statement that
"even 10 or 12 U. S. satellites would represent a small fraction
of the number which could be accommodated for western hemisphere
use." Of course, I appreciate and agree with the intent, of counter-
acting undue concern about inefficient orbit utilization. To play
the devil's advocate, however, one might ask how small is a "small
fraction," and how large an arc might the western hemisphere use.
COMSAT people in CCIR talk about satellite separations in the order
of 50, based on the use of "standard" (90 foot) earth stations.
On this basis, an 1200 arc for the Americas could accommodate about
24 satellites. Other nations would not consider 12 U. S. satellites
to be "a small fraction!" To make matters worse, we talk about using
30 foot earth antennas in domestic systems, but orbit separation
tends to increase in proportion to the antenna beamwidth, or in
inverse proportion to the aperture. Thus, we might be talking about
10 or 12 satellites separated by about 15°  and I feel sure that this
would worry our "good neighbors." A common "answer" to this concern
is that we can use more highly directive antennas on the satellite
to compensate for the use or smaller earth antennas. This is true,
but only under restrictive conditions and to a degree which I have
not yet seen established adequately.
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Another threat to good orbit utilization is the trend toward
"softening" the modulation (by lowering the FM deviation or
using multi-phase PCM) in order to crowd more channels into
the frequency band. In doing this, the separation between
satellites must be increased out of proportion to the increase
in channels per satellite, causing a decrease in channels per
degree of orbit. Intelsat and others would like to continue
crowding more channels into each satellite, because of the
"second satellite problems" such as I discussed in London, in
a paper which I sent you. Technically (by controlling modula-
tion hardness, allowing the 10,000 pW noise budget to contain
a larger fraction of adjacent satellite interference, etc.) it
would be possible to make the 10 or 12 U. S. satellites be "a
small fraction" (i.e. 10% or less) of those which could be used
by the western.hemisphere and to obtain correspondingly more
channels from this part the orbit. The trouble is that it
seems easier and cheaper to waste this orbital capacity!

When I first wrote to you, last September I had been optimistic
(or perhaps naive) in my expectation of constructive action by
Study Group IV of CCIR at its impending meeting, but the results
were (in my opinion) quite alarming. I can explain best by en-
closing a draft copy (not for release!) of comments which I
expect to make during a panel discussion at the AIAA Satcom
meeting in Los Angeles, the 6th of April.

Finally, please do not construe these comments as a criticism
of the memorandum. Rather, I am trying to look beyond it, toward
helping you and other governmental "policy or position formers"
to recognize the need for a stronger position on effective orbit
utilization, in CCIR and especially at the forthcoming WARC.
If you desire additional information or discussion, or if you
wish to "set me straight," I will be delighted to see you when-
ever I next visit Washington. Unless I take off for Australia
or elsewhere, this may be February 17-18.

Sincerely,

Samuel G. Lutz
Chief Scientist

SGL:dw

Attachment (1)
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Draft Paper for AIM panel on "SPECTRUM FOR SPACE"

ORBIT UTILIZATION - FROM BOTH SIDES
by

S. C. Lutz
Hughes Research Laboratories
Malibu, California

Twentyfive years ago Arthur Clarke' called attention to the

possibility of the geostationary satellite and that just th
ree such

satellites could be used to cover the inhabited portions of
 the earth.

Today we finally have such a system, and perhaps we are starting to

recognize that mere global coverage does not provide gl
obal telephone

service - but this will be discussed later.

Since soon after Sputnik, it has been recognized2 tha
t many geo-

stationary satellites should be able to reuse and thus 
share the same

frequencies, if their earth stations use highly directive
 antennas. How

many? About a hundred, based on conservative interference as
sumptions

and the use of today's "standard" large antennas at 
4 and 6 GHz, and many

more if the need should become great enough and i
f cooperation between

the satellite operatprs is adequate. Thus, we frequently consider this

of
multiplicity of satellites, or/Orbital station

s, as providing a second

dimension, orthogonal to the frequency dimen
sion, in respect to satellite

use.
It has also long been recognized that furt

her reuse of the satellite

communication frequencies should beecne poss
ible whenever satellites can

Ve beams,

hay e %4414 444A-lakatennaR, capable of covering small areas of the earth.

Although this technique could permit the use of mor
e single-beam satellites

with reduced orbital spacings, the use of multi-beam
 satellites seems

4probable.-1 Hopefully, this will provide an additional multiplication



of satellite communication capability, hence another orthogonal dimen-

sion to the orbit/frequency "spectrum." Figure 1 is a representation

of this 3-dimensional concept of the spectrum. A cylindrical coordinate

system has been chosen, because the orbit is a closed dimension, with

only 360 degrees, whereas the frequency axis is open-ended, to laser

frequencies and beyond. Of course, only certain frequency bands are

available, and even these are not equally useful.

Finally, the radial axis corresponds to frequency re-uses by

independent (i.e., sufficiently separated) earthward beams. An adequate

discussion of the potential usefulness of this earthward-beam axis would

become involYed ftt147.6feetAa44ye, or possibly controversial, so only a

few pertinent comments will be offered here:

1. Frequency re-use by multiple earthward "spot" beams is a

future possibility only. The state of the art in current development

includes the provision of one narrow earthward beam from the 30 foot re-

flector to be carried by ATS-F and G, and the provision of two earthward

beams) at different frequencies, from the two smaller reflectors on

INTELSAT-IV.

2. In order to achieve adequate isolation, beam separations in

the order of 10 beamwidthsmay be required - thus suggesting multi-spot

applications to the exclusion of area coverage.

3. The narrowing of earthward beams encourages transmission

at correspondingly higher EIRE' to earth stations having correspondingly

lowered Oft. This would amount to trying to substitute greater satellite

antenna directivity for the economy of smaller earth antennas, but this

would tend to nullify any re-use advantage. In this sense, it could be

argued that this axis and the orbit axis are not independent. For the

future, more study surely is needed. For the present we do not have
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these problems because we do not yet have co-frequency multiple earth-

ward beams.

Other techniques for improving orbit utilization have been

studied, such as channel interleaving, use of orthogonal polarization,

etc., but their potential benefits appear limited. It seems more

important to examine briefly the role of modulation, or of its band-

width expansion or "hardness" to interference, in relation to orbit

utilization.

Such studies, of exploratory nature, seem to have started

around 1966, but the first publication of thorough studies resulted

5
from the Woods Hole summer study of 1907. At its 1968 interim meet-

(also interim S.P.L.2.al)
ing, CCIR Study Group IV drafted Study Programme 21/IV and an Interna-

tional Working Party IV/1 on "Technical factors influencing the effi-

ciency of use of the geostationlry satellite orbit by communication

satellites sharing the same frequency bands." In the U. S., the studies

and preparation of documents was handled by a special working party,

designated IV-S and staffed largely by COMSAT. This group produced

nearly 30 documents for the Ottawa meeting of the IWP in June. The

7 other participating nations submitted a total of only 13 such documents.

In a 3 day meeting, the IWP produced a report, designated CCIR IV/334, which

was revised by the subsequent interim meeting (September 1969) as CCIR

IV/)432. More will be said later about these.

One document of special significance, IV/294, resulted from

COMSAT studies and later formed the basis for a paper6 at the London

Conference on Digital Satellite Communication. Unfortunately IV/294 was

classed as an information document, so it will not appear in CCIR's printed

"green books."
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Although these studies of efficient orbit utilization have

uncovered a few possible surprises, in general they have confirmed

conclusions which seem intuitively obvious. For simplicity, the

following discussion will as ume.a homogeneous orbit system of iden-

tical equi-spaced satellites, with single earthward beams all directed

at the same point. Orbit utilization will be measured in voice channels

per MHz and per orbital degree and will be influenced (in order of im-

portance) by

1. Earth antenna "size" (D/A ), hence its gain and 3 dB
beamwidth.

2. Modulation, bandwidth expansion ratio (modulation"hardness"
to interference, FM index).

3. Ratio of interference to thermal noise.

4. Earth antenna sidelobe decay rate.

5. Other factors, such as use of cross polarization, channel
interleaving, etc.

We will concentrate attention on the effects of the modulation

hardness, or its bandwidth expansion,.and on the interference ratio.

These two parameters influence orbit utilization in ways which can be, shall

we say, unpopular with satellite system planners and operators. It is quite

understandable that these people are more interested in voice channels per

satellite, and per dollar, than in channels per degree of orbit! 'The

effects of the earth antennas and their sidelobes are of major importance

too, bu', theEe seem more visible and easier to understand.

Figure 2*shows how satellite channel capacity increases with the

sum of the satellite EIRP and the earth station figure of merit, G/T,

assuming FDM-FM, single carrier per repeater, negligible guard-bands and

a 10 dB peak-to-r.m.s. ratio. Within the steep sloped power limited re-

gion (where all Intelsats operate, thus far) a small increase in the

satellite EIRP (or earth station G/T) produces a relatively large increase

*
From CCIE Report 211-2 (1970) Fig. or Fig. 5.

v11.11
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in channel capacity. Beyond, in the progressively flattening band-

width-limited region this rate of capacity improvement dwindles.

Nonetheless, this bandwidth-limited region is one of intense interest,

because of the advent of multi-repeater satellites with higher gain

(narrower beam) antennas, such as Intelsat IV.

Figure 3* gives a quite different picture of bandwidth-

limited operation using the bandwidth expansion ratio as the abscissa.

Here, one sees the tremendously greater signal to noise (and/or inter-

ference) ratios required as the bandwidth expansion is reduced, in order

to pack in more channels. Increasing the bandwidth expansion lowers this

SiN requirement by the familiar "FM improvement" making it "harder" with

respect to interference. The second curve relates orbit utilization to

the bandwidth expansion ratio, on an interference-limited basis. The

dashed lines which cut this curve show the required minimum geocentric

angles between satellites when only standard (90 foot) earth antennas

are used. Clearly, crowding in more channels by softening the modula-

tion is like inflation, or alcohol: a little may seem desirable and justi-

fiable, but an excess could be tragic.

Moreover, this figure suggests unrealistically high utilization

of the orbit because it assumes satellite signals so strong that their

interference would dominate, making thermal noise negligible. Actually,

the CCIR is recommending7that, of the circuit's 10,000 1,71:4) total of

noise, not more than 1,000 p1ip0 be interference from other satellites

and their earth stations. Thus, this limits the interference to thermal

noise rotlo to 1/10 cr less.

*
From Fuenzalida's Figures 1 and 3 (lee. cit) cr CCIR Report IV/2911 (1969)
Figs. 1 and 5.
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Figure 4 shows the effect of this ratio, p, for values

greater than 1/10, assuming constant modulation hardness. The

recommended p 1/10 leads to satellite separations more than 2.6

times greater than for the interference-limited (r=od) assumption

used in Fig. 3. Note particularly that permitting the interference

to equal the thermal noise (i.e., f=1.0) would bring the satellite

spacing to within 16% of its minimum, at the cost of only 3 dB in

additional saellite EIRP, an increase which otherwise will be used

to crowd in a few more channels, at a waste ° V more channels per unit

of orbit arc. Higher interference ratios clearly are insufficiently

rewarding, and many may feel the same about r=1.0. However, it seems

.41-idua=1/ inconsistent for the CCIR to study and (presumably) to encourage

efficient utilization of the orbit, while at the same time recommending

such a wastefully-low interference ratio.

Now let us approach orbit utilization from the opposite view,

that of application and planning. Here we will see quite a different

situation, one which often is in conflict with these principles of effi- •

cient orbit utilization, or even with the corresponding concept of in-

telligent waste of the orbit. We will ,Amairconsider uses of the 4 and 6

GHz band, because it is the "now" band from an economic viewpoint.

Thus far, Intelsat is the sole commercial user of this band,

in which it finally has implemented the 25 year old concept of a three

satellite global system. Now we are recognizing some of its problems or

limitations. For telephony, it is not global in terms of one-hop circuits.

European stations can't see the Pacific satellite and we can't see the

Replotted from Fuenzalida's Figure 4.



Indian Ocean *one. Latin America sees only an Atlantic satellite and

Its calls to Japan must go two-hop, or via trans-Pacific cable.

Another problem is that of growth, to more than three satellites.
A se ( 11,24
A4444444.er Intelsat III is needed because the Atlantic traffic is over-

loading the first one, but; which nations should use it and which should

C6nilOor V.Ssn) he i rst P j "elic ie of 9; vir 9 lir

ti,449 Only the U. S. has earth stations 1 r both satellites,a114—for

direct access to all Atlantic stations. Otherwise the Atlantic will

be so divided that only three European nations will have access to

Latin America while two other European stations will have access to

Africa, the Near East and to Canada.

If further traffic growth were to require four or more Atlantic

satellites, someday, and if they were to be used similarly by single-

station nations, multiple access or interconnectivity would be greatly

reduced. By analogy, one can think of a city which (years ago) was

first served by a single telephone exchange, but which soon needed several.
hacf no bee

If these exchanges wkiinot interconnected, would people have used a

separate telephone for each exchange?! One hopes that Intelsat will

profit from this aspect of telephone history and progress to a better

global system philosophy: that of a system with growing numbers of

satellites at all parts of the orbit.
=MEMO.- •

Today, however, Intelsat shows a proprietary interest in only

three parts of the orbit; for its Pacific and Indian Ocean satellites and,

eventually perhaps, for several Atlantic satellites. But, becauseA‘overea

/1/141ti,44X:h satellites seem to require multiple earth stations, Intelsat seems

to favor 'a minimum number of progressively larger satellites, even though

their use would result in fewer channels per unit of orbital arc.
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As to the rest of the orbit, between these Intelsat arcs,

the general view seems to have been that it would be used for various

"domestic" or "regional" systems. In a Pew such systems, telephone

service might be justified, but there often are economic and other de-

terrents. Systems for the distribution of television have aroused

considerable inLerest, especially when proposed for "educational" TV.

Also, "data transmission" has imagination-appeal, especially for com-

puterized education. The practical situation, however, is that no such

systems are beyond their planning stage, with most still in the "nation-

alistic dream" stage. Consequently, there is not El; a vested interest,

or inves,ed interest in protecting and developing the non-intelsat arcs.

At this point it might sem appropriate to discuss some of the

many proposals for systems using "smaller" (lower NA) antennas, and

especially those intended for use at lower frequencies. These range from

aeronautical and data collection systems at VHF, having negligible earth

antenna directivity and correspondingly low orbit-occupancy, to ones

using 45 foot or 60 foot antennas at 4 and 6 Gliz or above. However,

such a discussion would digress and tend to distract us from the role
s

of modula:.ion hardness and interference to noise ratio and from
 how these

roles may be viewed from both sides.

Instead, let us now examine how these two views come together;
of

that of orbit and spectrum conservation versus that/design freedom an
d

expediency. We might better ask what happens when efforts are made to

compromise these views, as seems to have been the objective of CCIR's

8
International Working Party. Its 39 page report/disposed of the inter-

ference to noise ratio in Par. 51 from which we quote:
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..... Several documents provided graphs showing the way in
which total orbit capacity would rise, though at a progressively

slower rate as the proportion of the total noise allowed for in-
terference increased. Six of the eight members of the Working
Party considered that a total amount of interference noise of
1000 pWp0 in a telephone channel should be allowed, possibly on

a provisional or temporary basis. Two members expressed the

view that initially a small proportion (perhaps less than 1000
pWpO)of the total noise should be allowed for interference, but

that at a later stage it might be necessary to increase this
allowance (perhaps up to half of the total noise) when problems

of congestion in the orbit arise.

"However, there was a general view that the performance of

any system should always be under the virtual control of the
system designer and most members felt this argued in favor of a

limit no greater than 1000 pWp0."

The need for reasonably hard modulation, and the consequences

of over-crowding the repeaters with channels by reducing the deviation

and bandwidth expansion excessively were disposed of as being one of the

"other factors affecting the number and location of geostationary satellites."

This Par. 7.1 reversed the emphasis in the following words.

"From some economic and operational points of view, a proliferation

of satellites within any total system is undesirable and the best

economic results can be obtained when the satalli1B is made as
sensitive and as powerful as present technology permits. From a

purely technical point of view, the most efficient orbit utiliza-
tion is achieved by using a high density of relatively low-capacity
satellites. Since the technical and economic efficiencies indi-

cate opposing trends, a compromise may be required to provide both

economic viability and reasonable technical efficiency of orbit

utilization."

At the September 1969 Geneva meeting of Study Group IV, this

and other documents were revised, for approval by the CC IR Plenary session

and publication in the next issue of the "green books." In the revised

version9 Par 5. retained the admission that:

"Studies of the effect of inter-satellite interference noise allo-

cation indicates that the orbit capacity would rise, though at a
progressively slower rate as the proportion of the total noise

allowed for interference is increased."
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Then, lest someone later propose that satellite operators

might sometime be asked to donate a dB or two of their soaring satellite

EIRP 's to permit fuller use of the orbit by other nearby satellites, it

continues as follows:

"However, an increase in interference noise generally reduces

the capacity of the individual 0....*434,eimitwit4a.44miel satellites.

It is therefore obvious that large interference noise alloca-

tions are an economic burden to satellite system operators.

It is also important to ensure that the performance of any

system should always be under the virtual control of the system

designer.

"This implies that the interference noise allowance should not

be set at too high a level when satellites of systems operated

by different administrations may occupy neighboring parts of

the orbit."

Continuing to Par. 7.1 one finds it has been completely

rewritten, eliminating the slightest mention of modulation hardness in

the vigor of the defense against interference. It now reads:

"From some economic and operational points of view, a prolifera-

tion of satellites within any system is undesirable. For very

efficient orbit utilization, the satellite systems would have

to operate in an interference limited mode but this would present

many difficulties including that of unfavorable economics. Since

the technical and economic efficiencies indicate opposite trends,

a compromise may be required to provide both economic viability

and reasonable technical efficiency of orbit utilization."

A final observation is that the CCIR is supposed to be a tech-

nical consultative committee, which on convenient occasions cites its

"terms of reference" to suppress economic analyses. In this case, how-

ever, it appears that most of the technical analyses will be suppressed

from publication in the CCIR green books by having classified its source

documents, such as IV/294, as being merely "information documents."

Perhaps the 1000 pWp0 of interference is all that the CCIR

would even agree to recommend. Perhaps we also may hope that satellite

system designers and operators will show some restraint in not resorting
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to excessively low FM deviations, or to using 32 phase PCM, to gain

a few more channels per satellite. Possibly the forthcoming ITU World

Administrative Radio Conference may (somehow) find effective means to

curb wasteful use of the orbit. One might have moiehope of this, how-

ever, if the technical studies and results were publicized in a clear

and impartial manner.
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Side Effects of Satellites
The White House has just suggested

a revolutionary approach to setting up
domestic communications satellite
systems. In a memorandum to the
Federal Communications Commission,
the Nixon Administration proposed:

Anyone who has the money should
be allowed to establish a satellite sys-
tem, as long as such a system would
not result in anticompetitive practices
or cause harmful interference with
other types of communications.

That may not sound especially revo-
lutionary, since in most lines of enter-
prise anyone can try his luck if he has
the needed cash. But in the FCC's ter-
ritory, as well as in most regulated in-
dustries, it surely would be a radical
approach.

As a matter of fact a Johnson Ad-
ministration task force earlier had rec-
ommended that Communications Sat-
ellite Corp., which represents the U.S.
in the existing international satellite
setup, be authorized to establish the
pilot domestic system. The system
could be used to transmit television

programs, computer data and other
signals.

The feeling apparently was that a,
single system would make more "effi-
cient" use of the available spectrum.
In a similar way, of course, the FCC
and other regulators carefully consider
markets to determine just how many
competitors any given market can
"support."

In many cases — transportation is
the notable example—the overly pro-
tective regulators have by no means
assured universal prosperity for the
businesses involved. Some of them get
so thoroughly tangled in governmental
red tape that they strangle.

There's no doubt that competition
can at times be messy, even appearing
wasteful as some enterprises fail. Yet
up to now no better way has been
found to assure the general public of
the best possible products and services
at the lowest possible prices.

If competitive satellites could make
that point for all regulated industries,
it could be their most important mes-
sage.
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NOMINATION OF W. DONALD BREWER, OF COLORADO,
TO BE AN INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSIONER
FOR A TERM OF 7 YEARS EXPIRING DECEMBER 31,
1976, AND PROMOTIONS OF CAPT. WILLIAM A. JEN-
KINS AND CAPT. AUSTIN C. WAGNER, U.S. COAST
GUARD, TO THE RANK OF REAR ADMIRAL, U.S. COAST
GUARD

TUESDAY, JUNE 30, 1970

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE,

Wahington, D.C.
The committee met at 9 :35 a.m. in room 5110, New Senate Office

Building, Hon. Vance I la ilke presiding.
Present Senators Hartke, Moss, Cotton, Pearson, Baker and Cook.
Senatoriftirrim Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. Thp hearing

this morning is for the purpose of considering the nomination of
W. Donald Brewer of Colorado to be an Interstate Commerce Com-
missioner, and also for the promotion of two captains, Capt. William
A. Jenkins and Capt. Austin C. Wagner, of that wonderful organiza-
tion, the U.S. Coast Guard to the rank of rear admiral. And I under-
stand Commandant Chester Bender is here with theni.

Senator Corrox. Mr. Chairman, could I suggest that since we have
two Senators here to testify on behalf of Mr. Brewer we take his
nomination up first and then take care of the Coast Guard promotions?

Senator HARTKE. All right. The biography of Mr. Brewer will be
made a part of the record, and the financial statement will be received
in the customary fashion.
(The biography follows:)

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF WILLIAM DoNALD BREWER

William Donald Brewer has served as Deputy Administrator of the Small
Business Administration from October 2, 1969, to the present. He had served
as Acting Deputy Administrator of the agency since early August.
Prior to his SBA service, Mr. Brewer served as Federal cochairman of the

Four Corners Regional C(aninission, an agency created to map and carry out
long-range programs to stimulate economic growth in a 92-county area of Arizona,
Colorado, New Mexico, and Utah. Mr. Brewer was appointed top Federal repre-
sentative on the Commission by President Nixon on February 20, 1969, and was
confirmed by the Senate on April 3.
He is a former Colorado businessman and a veteran of 29 years service with

the Post Office 1)eportment, including 6 years as Regional liirector of t he Depart-
ment's Denver office. lie headed the Deliver region which includes more than
1,400 post offices in the Four Corners States and Wyoming, from 1955 to 1961., 
He presently owns a real estate business in Denver.

(1)
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From August 1961 to February 1963, Mr. Brewer was executive assistant
to the president of Western Bancorporation of Los Angeles, a firm owning 26
banks.
Mr. Brewer served as President of the O.K. Tire and Rubber Co. of Littleton,

Colo., from 1963 to 19614. The Littleton firm is a tire manufacturer with 1,000
franchised dealers and 1S retail outlets. In 1966 it MIN merged with Ashland
Oil and Refining Co. of Ashland, Ky., and Mr. Brewer served as executive assist-
ant to the chairmail of the board of Ashland Oil.
He began his career with the Post Office Department in 1933 as a rural carrier

in Kentucky ; was a postal inspector from 1943 to 1913 ; and from 1953 to 1955
was decentralization officer, assisting the Post Master General in establishing
the Department's 11 regional offices.
Prior to reentering Government service in 1969, Mr. Brewer served am director,

Rose Manufacturing Co. of Denver, First National Bank of Englewood, Colo.,
Colorado State Bank, Denver, clia.rman of the board O.K. Tire Stores, Canada,
Ltd., President, Arapahoe Advertising Agency, Littleton, Colo., assistant chair-
man of National Finance Committee NiX011 for President, and executive chair-
man of Republican National Finance Committee. He has served as trustee of
Ezra M. Bell Estate, president of Denver Federal Businessmen's Association,
member of American Society of Public Administration, American Management
Association, vice chairman, Money Credit Capital Committee of National Asso-
ciation of Manufacturers and is presently a trustee of Iliff School of Theology in
Denver. Mathodist, Mason, and Rotarian. Presently lay leader, trustee and niem-
ber of the official board of Trinity Methodist Church in Denver. He is active in
religious and civic affairs and has received numerous honors and commendations.
He is listed in World Who's Who in Finance and Industry, Who's Who in
Methodism, and Who's Who in the West.
Mr. Brewer was born in Lewis County, Ky., on March 19, 1912, and is married

to the former Lena Catherine Hickerson of Wallingford, Ky. The Brewers make
their home at 7121 Old Dominion Drive, McLean, Va., and also maintain a resi-
dence in Denver. They have one son, William D. Brewer, Jr., a resident of
Denver, Colo.

Senator HARTKE. We are pleased to have Senators Dominick and
A llot t here to present the nom i nee.

STATEMENT OF HON. GORDON ALLOTT, U.S. SENATOR FROM
COLORADO

Senator Amon.. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee : It
is my pleasure to introduce on behalf of myself and Senator Dominick
a longtime friend and resident of the State of Colorado, Mr. Donald
Brewer, who is President Nixon's nominee to the Interstate Commerce
Commission.
Mr. Brewer has served as Deputy Administrator of the Small 13usi-

ness Administration since October of last year. Prior to that Mr.
Brewer served as Federal cochairman of the Four Corners Regional
Commission, during which time he dealt in some depth with the trans-
portation problems of a 92-county area of Arizona, Colorado, New
Mexico and Utah.
Mr. Brewer conies to you well qualified for this position. He lias

had many responsible adininistrative positions, both within and with-
out the Government. IIis experience in the Post Office for which he
was a regional director in DPTIVer from April 1955 to March 1961
has given him first-hand insight into transportation problems of all
kinds involving airlines, railroads, trucks, and buses.
Further by way of background, from August 1961 until February

1963 Mr. Brewer served as executive assistant to the president of
Western Bancorporation of Los Angeles, a corporation owning 27
banks. His unique insight into financial matters will make him a wel-
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come addition to the Interstate Commerce Commission, which must
rule upon many complex financial transactions.
From May 196:3 until his appointment as Federal cochairman of the

Four Corners Commission, Mr. Brewer was president of the O.K. Tire
and Rubber Co. in Denver, Colo., a nationwide firm with a thousand
franchised dealers throughout the country and 18 company owned
retail outlets.
Mr. Brewer has also had extensive experience with various business

and professional organizations. He is married and has one son, who
resides in Denver.
I could hardly be more pleased with this nomination, knowing Don

Brewer as I do, and having had an opportunity to observe firsthand
his knowledge and his experience. I enthusiastically recommend his
selection and confirmation as Commissioner of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission.
It is my honor, together with Senator Dominick, who has a state-

ment also, to present him to this committee.
Senator HARTKE. Thank you. Senator Dominick ?

STATEMENT OF HON. PETER H. DOMINICK, U.S. SENATOR FROM
COLORADO

Senator DOMINICK. Mr. Chairman, Senator Cotton, distinguished
members of the committee: It is a pleasure to be back with you I
might say. I have missed many of my companionships which I had
on the Commerce Committee when I served on it before.
I have no prepared statement in addition to what Senator Allott

already said. But I want to thoroughly endorse this nomination.
I had the pleasure of working with Mr. Brewer while he was Deputy

Administrator of the Small Business Administration as a member of
the Select Committee on Small Business. And I know that he had a
great deal of imagination and initiative in trying to get the adminis-
trative matters of that agency more under control.
I also have known Mr. Erewer personally for many many years

and can certainly testify as to his ability and his character. I have no
hesitation in recommending him to you.
Senator HARTKE. Thank you, Senator.
Senator Baker, Senator Pearson, any questions ?
Senator BAKER. No, Mr. Chairman, I have nothing, except this com-

ment: I have known Mr. Brewer as Senator Dominick has, when he
came before the ,Select, Committee on Small Business and also before
the Economic Development Subcommittee of the Public Works Com-
mittee where he has appeared many times. I am delighted to see you
here in this capacity and facetiously I might point out that I intro-
duced and I believe Senator Pearson and other members of this com-
mittee have cosponsored a proposal to authorize a commission to con-
sider the abolishment of the ICC.

Senator PEARSON. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator I-TivaTKE. Senator Cotton ?
Senator COTTON. Not at this time, except to say we appreciate both

of the Colorado Senators getting up this morning, after so late a
session last night and coming hi to give us their recommendations for
Mr. Brewer.
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Senator Amorr. Thank you very much.
Senator HARTKE. Thank you for coming gentlemen. I also have a

letter from Congressman Brotzman to insert in the record.
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
Washington, D.C., June 19, 1970.

Hon. WARREN G. MAGNUSON,
U.S. Senator,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR MAGNUSON This is to advise you that I am acquainted with

Mr. W. Donald Brewer who has recently been nominated for an appointment to
the Interstate Commerce Commission by President Nixon.
It is my understanding that in the near future you will be holding hearings

regarding his nomination.
I first knew Mr. Brewer as a member of the "Federal Faintly" in the Denver

Metropolitan Area. At that time he was serving as Regional Director of the Post
Office Department and I was the U.S. Attorney for the District of Colorado. From
my observation, he was a dedicated, able public servant, combining innovation
with pragmatism in the discharge of his duties.
At a later period I also had the opportunity to observe him in his capacity as

president of the O.K. Tire and Rubber Company and as an outstanding and self-
less community leader in the Denver Metropolitan Area. He gave immeasurably
of his time to community activities and was highly regarded for his many
contributions.
In short, I believe him to be an experienced and qualified public servant and

believe he will do an excellent job as a member of the Interstate Commerce
Commission.

If I can provide further information feel free to call on me.
Very truly yours,

Dorirm.n G. RROTZMAN,
Member of Congress.

Senator HARTKE. Now Mr. Brewer, if you would stand aside for a
few moments, we will consider the Coast Guard nominations at this
time.
Commandant Bender.

STATEMENT OF ADM. CHESTER R. BENDER, COMMANDANT OF
THE U.S. COAST GUARD, RELATIVE TO PROMOTIONS OF CAPT.
WILLIAM A. JENKINS AND CAPT. AUSTIN C. WAGNER TO THE
RANK OF REAR ADMIRAL

Commandant BENDER, Mr. Chairman and members of the com-
mittee: I am Adm. Chester R. Bender, Commandant of the Coast
Guard.
I welcome the opportunity to speak on behalf of Captain Wagner

and Captain Jenkins, whose nominations to rear admiral are before
you this morning.
One vacancy in our flag rank will occur as a result of an unexpected

retirement, and as a result of our admiral officer recount as required by
title 14, United States Code, we are authorized an additional flag billet.
The number of flag officers, however, will remain the same through the
recent retirement of Rear Admiral Murphy, who was an extra number.
Our total number of flag officers then will be 27, including one ad-

miral, one vice admiral, and 25 rear admirals.
The biographies of Captain Wagner and Captain Jenkins have

already been transmitted to you, so I will not review their careers in
detail.
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I would point out that both of these officers have served in a variety
of assignments ashore and afloat throughout the Coast Guard and have
great depth of administrative and operational expertise. Both are com-
pleting assignments in positions of great responsibility.
Captain Wagner is now under orders to report to Coast Guard

Headquarters, where he will assume duties as chief, office of boating
safety.
Captain Jenkins is presently in Cleveland, Ohio, preparing to as-

sume duties as commander of the Ninth Coast Guard District. Cap-
tain Wagner is with me today, but Captain Jenkins is presently in the
process of relieving the commander in the ninth district and we
though it it not feasible to have him with us. We have, earlier advised
the. committee in this regard.
I would like to speak a bit from personal experience concerning

these two officers whom I have known for 20 to 25 years.
Captain 'Wagner served with me when I was superintendent of the

Coast Guard Academy, when he was then commandant of cadets and
I found him to be not only an able but very energetic and willing
officer.
In the case of Captain Jenkins, he succeeded me after a brief inter-

val 20 years ago as aide and pilot to the Commandant of the Coast
Guard and I have continued to hear nothing but good reports on him.
throughout his career.
Tn recent. years he, has developed quite a reputation in the field of

oil spill pollution control and. prevention and has been given an award
for this within the past several months.
I can very sincerely say both of these officers, in my opinion, well

warrant your consideration for promotion to the grade of rear admiral.
Senator ITAirrKE. Thank you, Admiral.
1)o you have a, statement, captain?
Captain WAGNER. No, sir.
Senator HARTKE. Do you have any questions?
Senator CorroN. No questions.
Senator BAKER. No questions.
Senator PEAnsoN. No questions.
Senator HARTKE. Thank you, gentlemen.
(The biographies follow:)

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH ON ("APT. WILLIAM A. JENKINS, U.S. COAST GUARD

William A. Jenkins was born on November 2, 1917, at Kansas City, Mo., where
he graduated from Central High School in 1936, and received an A.S. degree
from Kansas City Junior ('oil bge in 1938.

lie was graduated from the U.S. ("oast Guard Academy, New London, Conn.,
with a KS. degree in engineering aml with a commission of ensign on Decem-
ber 19, 1941, a few days after the bombing of Pearl Harbor.
During World War II, he first served as watch officer and deck officer on

board the cutter Ononthiga out of Seattle, Wash. In October 1942, he took charge
of Ki-foot patrol vessels operating on coastal convoy duty and submarine hunting
out of the Coast Guard Station, Sandy Hook, N.J. From May to September of
1943 he was assigned to the ordnance and readiness section at the 3d Coast
Guard District office in New York as training officer for the picket patrol forces.

Assigned next to Hight training at the Naval Mr Station in Memphis, Tenn.,
and Pensacola, Fla., he received his wings from the latter in January 1944.
During his first tour of duty as aviator at the Coast Guard Air Station, San
Francisco, he piloted aircraft on air-sea rescue MiSteMIS, was in charge of
flight crews engaged in racon calibrating and loran accuracy checks, and was

51-628 0-71 2
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in charge of the station's air-sea rescue boats. In addition, he served as 
navi-

gator and watch officer.
While next assigned at the Coast Guard Air Station, Brooklyn, N.Y., from

June 1946 to October 1949, he served as assistant operat:onm officer and acting

flight commander. That was followed by a stint as executive officer, operations

officer, and acting • flight commander at the Coast Guard Air Detachment in

Argentia, Newfoundland, which supplied the aircraft for the annual international

ice patrol.
He next was stationed in Washington, D.C., as personal aide am) pilot to the

U.S. Coast Guard commandant from July 1950 to October 1954. At that time

he was ordered to Hawaii where he first served Its watch officer and operations

officer as well as executive officer at the ('mist Guard Air Detachment on

Barber's Point until July 1956. He then served as chief, search and rescue

division and as senior controller of the rescue coordination center at the 14th

Coast Guard Distr:et office in Honolulu until August 1957.
While next stationed at the ('mist Guard Academy for 4 years, Captain Jenkins

served as head of the navigation and aviation department as well as assistant

commandant of the cadets. In .Tuly 1961, he assumed command of the Coast Guard

Air Detachment at San Juan, Puerto Rico, to which was added the duty of

section commander, Greater Antilles section, in January 1963. In February of

1964, he was named commander of the Greater Antilles section, which includes

command of the Coast Guard base and captain of the port office in San Juan

and the role of search and rescue coordinator in that sector.
In August 1964, he returned to Washington to enroll at the National War

College. After graduating in June 1065, he became chief, law enforcement division

and program manager in the office of operations at headquarters. While in that

post he became intensely involved in the pollution control problems. Some of

his efforts in this respect included serving as chairman of an interagency oil

spillage study group to explore means of coping with major oil pollution prob-

lems, sponsoring an investigation of sunken tankers as potential sources of

pollution, representing the United States at international meetings of the North

Sea countries on oil pollution contingency planning in Hamburg, Germany-1967

and 1968. He represented the Coast Guard on a study group panel which pro-

duced the major report called, "Oil Pollution—A Report to the President," and

served as member of an interagency group which developed the current national

multiagency oil and hazardous materials contingency plan. Captain Jenkins

was cited for these and other achievements in that field when he was awarded

the Coast Guard Commendation Medal in 1968.
He was presented a Gold Star in lieu of a Second Coast Guard Commendation

Medal for meritorious achievement in the performance of duty while serving

at headquarters as alternate department of transportation member of the com-

mittee on multiple use of the coastal zone of the National Council of Marine

Resources and Engineering Development from August 1967 to June 1969.
Captain Jenkins served as deputy chief, office of operations at headquarters

from June 19611 to June 1969, when he was transferred to Boston, Mass., to

become Chief of Staff of the First Coast Guard District.
In addition to the first Coast Guard Commendation on Medal and the Gold

Star in lieu- of a Second Coast Guard Commendation Medal, Captain Jenkins

has the following World War II campaign service medals and ribbons: American

area, American defense, Am'atic-Pacific, World War II victory. He also has a

medal for the Cuban missile crisis.
Following is a resume of his appointments in rank: Ensign, December 19,

1941; lieutenant (jg), October 2, 1912; lieutenant, May 25, 1943; lieutenant

commander, October 28, 1945; commander, July 1, 1956; captain, July 1, 1963.

Nominated for rank of rear admiral, June 6,1970.
During his years as a cadet from August 1938 to December 1941—shortened

from 4 years to 3 because of the war emergency, Captain Jenkins was assoc!ate

editor of the cadet year book, "Tide Rips—Class of 1942."
Captain Jenkins' wife is the former Frances Overt') of Rockville Center, N.Y.,

a graduate of Mt. Holyoke College. They have two children, William 0., born

July 28, 1919, and Judith, March 13, 1951.
Added note: Nominated by the President June 5, 1970, for the permanent

rank of rear admiral; awaiting conflrmaton of the Senate.
Under orders to become Commander, Ninth Coast Guard District, Cleveland,

Ohio, effective July 1, 1970.
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BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF CAPT. AUSTIN C. WAGNER, U.S. COAST GUARD

Born on May 24, 1919, in New York, Austin C. Wagner attended Mount Vernon
High School, Mount Vernon, N.Y., Severna School, Severna Park, Md., and
Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pa.
He graduated from the U.S. Coast Guard Academy, New London. Conn., with

a B.S. degree and a commission as ensign on December 19, 1911, shortly after the
bombing of Pearl Harbor.
During World War II, he served his first assignment. on board the Coast Guard

combat cutter Campbell on North Atlantic convoy escort duty until June 1943,
during which the cutter attacked four submarines and sank a fifth in February
of 1943. During the remainder of the war he served first as executive officer and
then as commanding officer of the destroyer escort U.S.S. Rhodes (11)111-3S4) in
the North Atlantic. He received a eommendation ribbon for outstanding duty
while commanding that vessel during the rescue of six survivors from oil and
gasoline surface fires resulting from the collision between the tankers Nasbulk
and Saint Mihiel on April 9, 1945.
Between August 1945 and August 1948, he served as adviser and instructor

in the establishment of a Coast Guard for the Korean Government. During the
following 2 years, he was director of the Coast Guard Auxiliary and recruiting
officer in the Chicago area of the Ninth Coast. Guard District. In September 1950,
he became executive officer of the Coast Guard cutter Dexter, 311-foot ocean
station patrol vessel operating out of Alameda, Calif.
From September 1951 to July 1955, he was stationed at the Coast Guard

Academy as instructor of seamanship and navigation and as sailing coach. He
next commanded the 311-foot cutter Castle Rock out of Boston, Mass., on ocean
station patrol in the North Atlantic until August 1957. At that time he was
reassignel to the first district office in Boston as diretcor of auxiliary and as
public information officer.
In July 1900, he was assigned to Coast Guard lieridenarters, Washington, D.C.,

where he first served as assistant older and then as chief, special services division,
office of personnel, for 4 years. His duties in that post. dealt. with medals and
awards, morale and discipline, survivors benefits, and personnel security among
others.
Captain Wagner served his next tour of duty as commandant of the cadets at

the Coast Guard Academy from July 1904 to July 1067. At that time he assumed
his post as commanding officer of the Coast Guard Base, St. George, Staten
Island, N.Y.
In June 1968, he became commanding officer, Coast Guard Base, Governors

N.Y.
Captain Wagner's World War II campaign service medals and ribbons include

the following: American Defense; American Area ; European-African-Middle
Eastern Area (with three battle stars) ; Asiatic-Pacific ; Navy 0(4.11ml-ion for
his Korean service, as well as the Navy Commendation Ribbon. Ile also has the
National Defense Service Medal and Ribbon.
He was promoted in rank as follows: Cadet, August 5, 1938; ensrign, Decem-

ber 19, 1941; lieutenant (jg. ), October 1, 1942; lieutenant, May 15, 1943; lieutenant
commander, October 3, 1145; commander„Tune 1, 19541; captain, .Tuly 1, 1963.
Captain Wagner was married on August 7, 1942, to the former Elaine C. Wag-

ner (correct) of Delmar, N.Y., a graduate of the Connecticut College for Women.
They have three sons, Keith (Feb. 10, 1144 ) ; Cort (Dec. 10, 1949) ; Craig (March
24, 1911 ) .
Nominated for rank of rear admiral. June 5, 1970.

STATEMENT OF DONALD BREWER

Senator HARTKE. Mr. Brewer, do you have a statement you would
like to make this morning ?
Mr. BREWER. Thank you Mr. Chairman. I believe not.
Senator HARTKE. Mr. Brewer, we are involved in a tune in which the

Interstate Commerce Commission is the subject of some discussion,
especially in light of the recent events concerning the Penn Central
Railroad and the potentials of what may happen to some of the other
railroads.
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Can yoh tell me why you think you can make a valuable contribution
to the Government by virtue of service on the ICC?
Mr. BREWER. Yes, thank you Mr. Chairman. I am delighted to have

this opportunity to appear before you and to answer your questions.
I believe and hope that my experience in Government, many years

of which was dealing directly with transportation problems
' 

10 years
as a postal inspector throughout the United States and Alaska, as an
investigator, and as an administrator for many years, as regional
director of the Post Office Department with 1,400 post offices, 18,000
employees in the Rocky Mountain area that was facing very many
difficult problems in the transportation of mail, I have ridden many
RPO's, talked to many railroad people, negotiated contracts with many
star route carriers, buses, and other means of transportation.
Following that, in the financial area as president of a corporation

I can see it from the shippers' viewpoint, I know the problems of the
small shipper, I know some of the problems of trying to get your
products moved and in my company we had a fleet of our own common
carrier trucks, private carrier trucks, which seems to me to be some
indication of understanding of their problems.
In the last year I have spent a considerable amount of time dealing

with transportation problems, particularly in the Four Corners area.
I was able to develop a comprehensive plan, a long-range
comprehensive plan for the Four Corners Commission.
Among the top priorities of that Commission WU development of

better transportation system for the underdeveloped areas of the 92-
county area.
Based upon that I think maybe I would be able, hopefully, to gather

together the right kind of information and assess it and make a
judgment from it.
Senator HARTKE. Mr. Brewer, have you made any special studies

concerning the recent circumstances surrounding the ICC's hearings
we had here concerning oversight?
Mr. BREWER. Yes, I have read the hearings you presided over, and I

certainly have looked into it as carefully as I could in the time I have
had.
Senator HARTKE. Have you come to any conclusions about what

changes, 
suggestions, or proposals, if any, you might have for the

Interstate Commerce Commission?
Mr. BREWER. Well, I think it would be probably a little presump-

tions at this time to say I have come to any definite conclusions.
I have been trying to get an input, as much information as I could.

I do believe in all sincerity you have made a valuable contribution in
your hearings, from the consumer viewpoint, from the shipper view-
point, from all viewpoints. think we are in a crisis in transportation
and I would hope that working with the other commissioners I would
be able to make a contribution by finding solutions to some of these
vexing problems.
1Senator HARTKE. Have you studied the ICC staff study on conglom-

erates?
Mr. BREWER. No, I have not,. I do have some views on conglomerates

which I will later on try to use when I get on the Commission.
Senator HARTKE. What are some of those views?
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Mr. BREWER. I think very careful studies have to be made as to
whether conglomerates are good or bad, whether they solve anything
or whether they don't. I am reminded, as just a background thought,
of the Bank Holding Act of 1956, which was created when I was with
Western. Bancorporation and I have sonic feeling of whether or not a
carrier company should have other interests.
I would want to find out whether there was disinvestment, in the

railroads, diverting funds into other areas. I don't know this. But these
are some of the problems we have, some of the questions I would want
to ask. I do not pose as being knowledgeable in this area at all, but I
would want to ask those questions and try to get the answers.
Senator IIARTKE. Have you read the Nader report on the ICC ?
Mr. Bamu. The testimony. I have, not read the report in detail, but

I read the transcript of his testimony.
Senator HAMM& Do you have any views RS to whether or not there

should be a public, counsel for the IOC?
Mr. BREWER. The ombudsman type thing?
Senator HARTKE. Well, public counsel, call it what you will.
Mr. BREWER. Well, that is what we use. I don't have any strong views

on that. I would like to find out a little bit more about it.
It is my impression that the ICC should be the advocate of the con-

sumer first, and the shipper and of the carrier, keeping in mind all the
philosophy of the national transportation ,policy, which seems to cover
rather wen and very broadly.
I cannot, say at, this point, whether I have a strong opinion, I do not

have, as to whether or not it should have a public counsel.
Senator HARTKE. This appointment, is for 7 years, although the va-

cancy has been open since the first of January of this year, so that means
probably a little less. But it is your intention to serve out the complete
term?
Mr. BREWER. Yes, sir.
Senator HARTKE. I might remark that the same would apply to Mr.

Whit man about the Federal Railroad Administration. I understand he
is leaving very shortly.
Mr. BREWER. III view of Senator Baker's statement a few moments

ago, I might not be able to serve out the 7 years.
Senator BAKER. Let me, hasten to say to the witness that I was being

partly facetious. I think as you probably know, that the bill I in-
troduced was to authorize the creation of a commission to consider the
feasibility of a consolidation of functions of the CAB, the Maritime
Commission, and the ICC. I couldn't, resist that jibe,, because I have
such an admiration for this witness, Mr. Chairman, having had him
before other committees.

Senator HARTKE. Senator Cotton, do you have any questions?
Senator CorroN. Yes, I have a few questions, Mr. Chairman.
First may I say that I have gone into your record with some care

Mr. Brewer, and had an interesting conversation with you. I am per-
sonally very much impressed by your background and capability.
Mr. BREWER. Thank you, Senator.
Senator CorroN. Now I assume you have 'filed with the committee,

a list of your investments. As is our custom, that list will not be put
into the record of this proceeding but will be retained in the files of the
committee.
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Mr. BREWER. Yes, sir.
Senator Corro-N. That listing of course is open to the inspection of

anyone desiring to do so. I have it here.
First, may I ask you if from your point of view you have any invest-

ments that might embarrass you or might be regarded as a possible
conflict of interest in relation to your duties as an Interstate Commerce
Commissioner?
Mr. BREWER. The answer to that is 110 at this time. T need to qualify

that by saying I have looked into this very carefully and in my letter to
the Chairman of May 22, 1970,1 detailed all of my holdings.
In that I said I would sell Williams Bros. upon my confirmation

and I will, because it is almost exclusively a pipeline company.
Senator CorroN. A what?
Mr. BREWER. Williams Bros., a small company in Oklahoma. I

will sell that.
Senator CorrroN. What did you say the nature of that company was?
Mr. BREWER. It is a pipeline company. It deals with oil pipelines as

well as gas. I will sell that as I stated in my letter promptly upon con-
firmation.
The other one has to do with Ashland Oil and Refining Company of

Ashland, Ky.
I have looked into that very carefully and I have discussed the mat-

ter with the General Counsel of the Interstate Commerce Commission
as well as my own private counsel. And the answer is that there is not
sufficient holdings here to have any great impact. In fact, the mini-
mus rule as articulated by the TCC General Counsel's office upholds
this.
The shares of Ashland Oil are traded on the New York Stock Ex-

change, and as of September 30, 1968, there were 5,335 holders of shares
of preferred stock, 47,992 holders of shares of common stock. Based
on public information available to me, and upon examination of
Moody's Industrial of July 1969, Ashland Oil, Inc.. had on Septem-
ber 30, 1968, a total of 789,148 shares of $2.40 cumulative convertible
preferred stock outstanding of which hold 2,733 shares and that
would indicate that my holdings are very very low. In fact my total
holdings of Ashland Oil would he .0001.
The company had outstanding as of September 30, 1968, 20,426,749

shares of common stock of which I hold 1,465 shares and this would
again be very de minimus, far less than 1/40 of 1 percent. Accordingly
describing my holdings in that company as minimal could be consid-
ered as an overstatement.

Examination of the statements of the Ashland Pipe Line Company,
the pipeline subsidiary of Ashland Oil, Inc. for the year ended Decem-
ber 31, 1969, as submitted to the Interstate 'Commerce Commission,
indicates that it had net assets of $70,310,861. As to total net assets
reported by Ashland Oil, Inc. on a consolidated balance sheet as of
September 30, 1969, they were $846,412,000. This would indicate the
pipeline company contributes to the consolidate company approxi-
mately 8 percent of the total assets of all the companies. The parent
company reported in a consolidated income account for the fiscal year
ended ,September 30, 1969, net sales and revenues of $1,151,499,000 and
net income after taxes of $52,343,000. The subsidiary reported for the
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year ended December 31, 1969, operating revenues of $14,326,709 and
net income after taxes of $4,628,375.
Accordingly it would appear that the subsidiary pipeline company

contributes to the consolidate company approximately 1 percent. of the
revenues and 9 percent of the net income of all the companies.
So I am not aware of any other holdings that are, subject to the Com-

mission and I would disqualify myself immediately should Ashland
Oil Company or any of its subsidiaries become involved in anything
before the Commission.
The pipeline regulation, I am told by members of the Commission,

is mostly evaluation. Since 1961 only nine pipeline rate adjustments
have been protested amounting to 0.00037, so it is mostly evaluation.
But the advice I have from the General Counsel of ICC, who talked
about the de minimus rule, is there is no way I could benefit myself by
casting any kind of a vote in the matter.
Senator Comm. I don't like to go into these matters too deeply

because I think unfair inferences may be drawn, but 1 gather from
your answer that : First, a very, very minimal part of the Ashland
Company's activities are regulated by the Commission
Mr. BREWER. Yes.
Senator COTTON. Second, your stock ownership is a very minimal

amount proportionately to the outstanding stock of the corporation?
Mr. BREWER. Right.
Senator Corrow. And, third, it would be your intention to disqualify

yourself from participating in any case which the Commission might
have under consideration involving a pipeline?
Mr. BREWER. Right.
Senator COTTON. I think that attitude is entirely commendable. How-

ever, I don't like, to see the situation arise where we start having mem-
bers of a commission in a position where they must disqualify them-
selves from participating in certain classes of cases. I am not, thinking
of your situation, because it, would be so infrequently that you would
have to do it. But a Commission could get into a situation where this
or that Commissioner would have to disqualify himself from almost
every decision, which could develop into a situation that would be
administratively intolerable.
I also gather that although your holdings in Ashland are very mini-

mal compared with the total amount, of stock outstanding in the com-
pany, they are rather substantial compared with your other holdings?
MT. BREWER. Precisely.
Senator COTTON. And if you had to dispose of that stock, it would

be a great personal sacrifice.
Mr. BREWER. A very great sacrifice at, this point.
Senator COOK. May I say. Mr. Chairman, along that line, that in all

fairness to Mr. Brewer, we Kentuckians are kind of partial to Ashland
Oil, a Kentucky-based corporation. I have no idea at what, price Mr.
Brewer bought his stock, but, knowing the activities of the market, he
could be in a position that, if he were forced to dispose of it, it would
mean a very substantial loss at, this time.
Senator Corrow. I wasn't suggesting that, he dispose of his holdings

in Ashland. I am sure that if we need any assurance about the respect-
ability of the company it has been furnished by the Senator from
Kentucky.
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I am not suggesting this, but if it were suggested by any member of
the committee or anybody else, would you consider putting this
particular block of stock in a so-called "blind trust"?
Mr. BREWER. Yes, I have considered that, and I would be amenable

to doing that. In my letter to the chairman I stated if the committee
has other thoughts, I would be glad to p:et them so I could follow their
advice. I would put it in trust if considered necessary.
I would like you to consider again that my ownership in Ashland

Oil is 0.0001. And I do know that I, to answer your question directly,
would put it in a bond trust.
Senator COTTON. If the committee when it considers your nomina-

tion in executive session, or if any appreciable number of the com-
mittee, not necessarily the majority, were to feel that you ought to
put that stock in a "blind trust," you would have no objection?
Mr. BREWER. That is correct.
Senator CoTroN. I believe you have an admirable background and

broad general experience, which, although perhaps not pointed par-
ticularly at transportation, must have caused you to have a good deal
to do with transportation.
Mr. BREWER. Precisely.
Senator Corrroic. I understand that during your years as postal in-

spector, that when the field service of the Post Office Department was
reorganized, you were one of a very few persons called in from the field
to handle that reorganization?
Mr. BREWER. That reorganization was a recommendation of the

Hoover Commission. Prior to that time there had been a Penrose
Overstreet Commission report dating back to 1908 which recommended
the Post Office Department be decentralized to the field.
Prior to that time even purchase of lead pencils had to come into

Washington. And Washington was getting bogged down completely
with letters and communications.
Postmaster General Summerfield called in 10 postal inspectors from

the field—
Senator Corrorr. Out of how many?
Mr. BREWER. Out of a thousand, to set up the first region in Cin-

cinnati, Ohio, comprising the States of Indiana, Kentucky, and Ohio.
We operated that region for 5 months, getting the bugs out of it,

and from then on we put in one region a month until we got the
entire 15.
I served as decentralization officer of the Post Office Department

in charge of that program for a while, before I took over as regional
director in Denver. I served as acting regional director in Boston,
San Francisco, and Atlanta and Denver and in Memphis during the
days when we were training the new people.
It was the largest reorganization ever undertaken in the Post Office

Department until that time, and probably the largest reorganization
ever taken in Government with the exception of the military.
As a result there were 15 regions created throughout the country,

a whole new concept, and I think it worked rather well.
Senator Cormisr. Thank you. Now let me say this—this is no reflec-

tion upon you in any way, shape, or manner, because I am impressed
with your record, and I certainly expect to heartily support your con-
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firmation. However, I am very much incensed at your nomination to
the Interstate Commerce Commission.

Prior to the expiration of the term of Commissioner. Tierney who
you will be replacing on the Commission if confirmed, the Commission
was composed of two members from Maryland, one from Kansas, one
from Florida, one from West, Virginia, one from Georgia, one from
Ohio, one from Texas, one from Illinois, one from California, one from
Kentucky. Since the death of Commissioner Wallace R. I3urke in June
of 1909 and the nomination and confirmation of Robert C. Gresham
of Maryland to serve the balance of his unexpired term, for the first
time in many years there is not a single member of the ICC from the
northeastern part of this country. And yet the problems of transporta-
tion in the northeast, section of this country are very acute.
You probably have read in the papers or heard something about the

difficulties of the Penn Central Railroad. The New Haven Railroad
has been a problem for many years as hits the Boston & Maine. We also
have a central situation with respect to the development of high-speed
surface transportation 'within the northeast corridor.
I have been serving on this committee many years, and I think that

probably the State I represent together with Vermont have the, least air
service of any locality in the 'United States. I realize that air service is
not a matter for the Interstate Commerce Commission, but with all of
the problems of population, t,raffic, and commuter transportation with-
in the cities in the northeast corridor, it is absolutely inconceivable to
me, that any President or any administration would continue to leave
the Interstate Commerce Commission without a member from New
England.
I served notice of my concern at the last, nomination hearing of

ICC.
In view of your record of Government, service and of business

service, however, and with the efficliency which you have displayed,
I can hardly bring myself in justice to vote against your confirmation.

But, I have told representat ives of the White House I thought in
rather definite language, and I shall tell them again in more definite
language that as ranking Republican member of this committee I do
not intend to allow them to continue to ignore the need for an Inter-
state Commerce Commissioner from the Northeastern section of the
United States—New England, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania,
that whole section.
And after all of the years I have put in on this committee we have

two representatives on this committee from New England, and I am
sure that Mr. Prouty feels as I do—if my own administration isn't
willing to show the section we represent lust consideration, the next
time that, there is a vacancy, I can promise them that, there will be
opposition to it even if they nominate St,. Peter !
I have said so before. I have said so in.this hearing. I have said so

in private conversations with representatives from the White House.
Yet it has been completely ignored. I may say so on the floor of the
Senate. If I do make a statement on the floor of the Senate prior to
your confirmat ion, I hope you will understand that it is not a reflection
on you personally.
I think you will be a very competent member of the ICC. However,

if, as it appears, the administration has written off the Northeast en-
51-628 0-71-3
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tirely in nominating persons to the ICC I am not going to submit
to it without a loud, long protest from now on.
So if you should hear some grumbling from me, it is not a reflection

on you personally. I am thoroughly satisfied that you are so competent
and your experience is so comprehensive that one in good conscience
must vote for you.
And, I am personally happy to support you. But, for reasons I have

stated, I am most unhappy and I am going to get more unhappy as
itime goes on. Somebody s going to come up here from the White

House sonic day and want me to do something. I may find it necessary
to do just the opposite in order to get my point across.
That is all, Mr. Chairman. Thank you.
Senator HAIRTKE. Thank you, Senator Cotton. I might say he does

have credentials that you didn't mention, he was the assistant chair-
man of the National Finance Committee for Nixon for President in
1968 and was executive chairman of the GOP's financial committee,
and I would imagine that these are two elements you might take into
consideration.
Senator CorroN. Those are two very praiseworthy activities. But on

the other hand, I don't know whether it is remembered or not that
New Hampshire was the first State to go for Mr. Nixon in the first
presidential primary.
Senator HARTKE. In the snows of New Hampshire, is that right?
Senator CorroN. Well, it was in March. We still have snow in March

up there, and it is not a cheerful month. I certainly am glad to approve
such a fine supporter of the administration.
I am also a supporter of the administration, although there may be

a limit to my support one of these days.
Senator HARTKE. The fiscal year ends June 30, that is a good cut-off

date.
Senator Pearson?
Senator PEARSON. No questions.
Senator HARTKE. Senator Baker?
Senator BAKER. No questions.
Senator HARTKE. Senator Cook?
Senator COOK. I am almost afraid to, Mr. Chairman. I might say

to the Senator from New Hampshire that St. Peter would be qualified
if he came to the Commission by way of New England, I think he at
least ought to leave that door open.
Senator CorroN. You know what we are going to get? The next two

vacancies are going to be Democratic vacancies so we will get a New
England Democrat. I like Democrats, but I don't like them too near
home.
Senator COOK. I might say to the chairman that Mr. Brewer's quali-

fications of being assistant chairman of the National Finance Commit-
tee, Nixon for President, and being executive chairman of the Republi-
can National Finance Committee, he did a fantastic job. I think the
chairman is well aware of the finances of the last campaign.

Seriously, I think we should make a part of this record that relative
to the holing in Ashland Oil and Ashland Oil Pipeline Co., the in-
significant percentages that the pipeline company represents to Ash-
land. In its annual report for the year ending December 31, 1969, Ash-
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land Pipe Line Co. contributed approximately 8 percent of the total
assets of all the companies. Also, the subsidiary pipeline company con-
tributes approximately 1 percent of the revenues and 9 percent of the
net income.

Also, I think it important that Mr. Brewer's unequivocal statement
to the chairman that he will not sit on any cases involving Ashland
Oil be made a part of this record.
Add to this the fact that the ICC jurisdiction of oil pipeline activi-

ties constitutes less than 1 percent of all Commission activities, and
we can see that the nominee's insignificant holdings will in no way
affect his judgment as a Commissioner. I might say in all fairness that
I doubt seriously with all of the discussion that may go on in the com-
mittee that the members of the committee will write all of their hold-
ings down and submit them to the chairman.
I only say this in all fairness, because I think there may be a double

standard in this regard. Also, I think it is to the benefit of the nominee
that he be an investor in the things that make the free enterprise sys-
tem of this Nation great, and as a matter of fact I think there would
be some inhibiting value to an individual if he were not in some way
connected with the free enterprise system in this country.
And in this regard, I see good judgment in his portfolio. When the,

day comes when nominees to commissions in this country have to dis-
pose of their investment in what makes this country the great country
it is, then I think we will be at a low ebb in our confirmation of such
nominees.
Thank you.
Senator COTTON. Mr. Chairman, I just noticed Commissioner Jack-

son from California seated in the back of the room. He is an old
friend of mine. I want to make sure that be relates the remarks of the
Senator from New Hampshire the next time he visits the White House.
Senator ,Coox. May I add one thing, Senator I said a minute ago I

was going to try to claim Mr. Brewer, because he was born in Ken-
tucky, and the distinguished ,Senator from Tennessee said he was going
to charge him to me. I might add that if Mr. Brewer were, going to be
charged to me, it would be the first thing that was charged to me since
I have, been a Member of the 'Senate.

Senator HATITKE. The hearings are adjourned.
(Thereupon at 10 :30 a.m. the hearing was adjourned.)





NOMINATION OF DR. CLAY T. WHITEHEAD TO BE
DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS
POLICY

THtTRSDAY, MIX 18, 1970

U.S. SENATE,
CommrrrEE ow COMMERCE,

TV a8 hing ton, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at, 10 a.m., in room 5110,

New Senate Office Building, Hon. John O. Pastore, presiding.
Prrsent : Senators Pastore and Pearson.
Senator PAErroan. The hour of 10 having arrived, we will commence

this hearing.
We are very happy and honored indeed to have with us this morn-

ing the Presidential nominee for the Office of Telecommunications,
Dr. Clay T. Whitehead, who is not only a distinguished Californian
and Kansan, but also a distinguished American.
I am very happy that we have the senior Senator from California

here to introduce our nominee.

STATEMENT OF HON. GEORGE MURPHY, U.S. SENATOR PROM
CALIFORNIA

Senator Mummy. Thank you very much, Mr. Ch it'll" an.
I am very pleased tod0 to have the opportunity to introduce Dr.

Whitehead to what I consider to be one of the most important areas of
Government. I would like to say that the wonder's of the State of
California are well known. Sometimes I think we boa,st a little, too
often about them, about the great people and progress Find scenery and
all the other beauties which the Lord has endowed us with out there.
Today I take gre,at pride in presenting to you a young man who, early
in life, heeded Horace Greely's immortal words and went West fo
settle in California. We, are very pleased that, he did.
Although a native of the great, State of Kansas, Tom Whitehead

has lived most recently in California prior to his appointment to the
White House staff in January 1969.
I believe that, this young man typifies in so .many ways the great,

young breed of talent that, exists not only in California, but across this
great country of ours. I know that the chairman will agree with me
that too often these days we hear about some of those who create prob-
lems rather than those of the young breed who would not, only con-
tinue the great legend of America, but would improve it and do a much
better job.
He has proven himself greatly as Special Assistant, to the President.

Although he is only 31 years of age, he has already packed in three
(17)
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decades a full and abundant career. He has accomplished more and
attained greater recognition than many do in a full lifetime.
Following the 1968 election Mr. Whitehead served on the President-

elect's Task Force on Budget Policies and assisted on transition mat-
ters. Since being a member of the White House staff his responsibilities
have included the space, atomic energy, and other technically related
programs, as well as maritime affairs, liaison with regulatory agencies,
and several economic and organizational matters.
Mr. Whitehead was previously with the Bell Telephone Laboratories

during his undergraduate studies as part of the MIT-Bell Labora-
tories cooperative program. Prior to obtaining his doctorate, he was
a consultant at the Rand Corp., where he worked on arms control, air
defense, and spacecraft engineering studies. After completing his
Ph. D., he joined the Rand staff to plan and organize a policy research
program on health services and other domestic policy areas.
He also has served as a consultant to the Bureau of the Budget.
Tom Whitehead was born on November 13,1938, in Neodesha, Kans.,

and graduated from Cherokee County Community High School in
Columbus, Kans. He received his B.S. and M.S. degrees in electrical
engineering from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, majoring
in communications theory and systems engineering. He later received
his Ph. D. in management, also from MIT, with concentration on
policy analysis, economics, and research and development manage-
ment. While at MIT, he taught courses in electronics and political
science. He was elected to the engineering and scientific honorary
societies Tau Beta Pi, Sigma Xi, and Beta Kappa Nu.
Mr. Whitehead served in the U.S. Army for 2 years, attaining the

rank of captain, where he worked on Army chemical defenses and the
possible threat to the United States from biological warfare.
Mr. Chairman, it is my special privilege to present to my esteemed

colleagues an especially able young Californian and to recommend him
for your favorable consideration.
I would only add one last thought—I believe we are very fortunate in

having a man of Tom Whitehead's talent and ability and experience
in Government today. He has an excellent background that recom-
mends him well to be Director of the Office of Telecommunications
Policy. His performance as a counselor to the President has given
him great experience in Government, and I would recommend most
highly that he be nominated for the Director of the Office of
Telecommunications Policy.
Senator PASTORE. Thank you very much.
We will hear now from tlie junior Senator from Kansas.

STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT DOLE, U.S. SENATOR FROM KANSAS

Senator Dorm Well, I want to add to what has been related by the
senior Senator from California. A combination of having been born
in Kansas and then moving to California may mean something—mean
we lost a good Kansan.
But in all seriousness Tom Whitehead is especially well qualified,

as Senator Murphy has pointed out. I know something of his family
since his sister is on my staff, and they are fine people, very capable.
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I would like to file a statement, Mr. Chairman. But in any event, to
express my confidence in Mr. Whitehead and his background, his com-
petency, his potential and his ability.
Senator PASTORE. You may file your statement.
(The statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT DOLE, U.S. SENATOR FROM KANSAS

Mr. Chairman, I wish to join my distinguished colleague from California in
presenting Mr. Whitehead to the committee.
While California is his adopted State, Mr. Whitehead was born and raised in

southeast Kansas, and his family still resides in Columbus, Kans. He graduated
from Cherokee County Community High School and then left Kansas to continue
his education at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, where he compiled
an outstanding record and received G.S. and M.S. degrees in electrical engineer-
ing, with specialization in communications theory and systems engineering, and
took a Ph. D. degree in management.
His broad range of academie endeavor has been complimented by practical

experience in several diverse fields and pursuits. He conducted research at the
Bell Telephone laboratories while at MIT, he served as a consultant and full-
time staff member at the Rand Corp., and most recently he has been a special
assistant to President Nixon dealing with a wide variety of policy and technical
matters.
I feel Mr. Whitehead's qualifications make him uniquely and thoroughly suited

to serving as the director of the office of telecommunications policy, and I am
pleased to present him on behalf of his native State of Kansas.

Senator PASTORE. We will hear from the senior Senator from Kansas.
Senator PEARSON. Mr. Chairman, I want to concur in the comments

and observations by my colleague, Senator Dole, and also Senator
Murphy. I haven't known Mr. Whitehead before, but his credentials
are excellent, including his point of origin. I am tremendously im-
pressed with his experience and qualifications. Senator Murplly is
right, we are very fortunate to have before us a man of this caliber,
who has dedicated himself to public service. I wish you well, Mr.
Whitehead.
Senator PAsToRE. We will include a letter from Mr. Shi,pley in the

record.
(The letter follows:)

REPUBLICAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE,
Washington, D.C., July 6, 1970.

Hon. WARREN G. MAGNUSON,
Chairman, Senate Commerce Committee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR: I strongly recommend that your committee favorable report

the nomination of Dr. Clay T. Whitehead of California to be Director of the
Office of Telecommunications Policy.
I have known Dr. Whitehead to be a man of exceptional professional qualifica-

tion with a broad background in the field of telecommunications. He would be
able to serve the public interest in a fair and objective way.

Sincerely yours,
CARL L. SHIPLEY.

OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR PASTORE

Senator PAS'rORE. Now I have an opening statement here, it is a little
longer than usual, and of course, the Senators don't have to remain
if they don't want to. It is because, as Senator Murphy has brought out,
this is one of the most important functions in our Government today,
especially inconnection with internationl relations, and because it is an
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office that has been of intense interest to me as the chairman of this
subcommittee and the entire membership of the committee, that I
indulge today in a rather long statement. I think this needs to be said
for the record.
Today the committee considers the nomination of Dr. Clay T.

Whitehead to be Director, Office of Telecommunications Policy. keor-
ganization Plan No. 1 of 1970 abolished the Office of Assistant Director
of the Office of Emergency Preparedness held by the Director
of Telecommunications Management, and established in the Executive
Office of the President the Office of Telecommunications Policy.
At this juncture I wish to insert in the record a copy of Reorganiza-

tion Plan No. 1 of 1970, and the President's letter of transmittal to the
Congress.
(The information follows:)
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REORGANIZATION PLAN NO. I OF 1970

MESSAGE
FROM

THE PRESIDENT OF THE -UNITED STATES
TRANSMITTING

REORGANIZATION PLAN NO. 1 OF 1970

FEBRUARY 9, 1970.—The message and accompanying papers referred to the
Committee on Government Operations and ordered to be printed

U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
WASHINGTON : 1970
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

THE WHITE HOUSE, February .9, 1970.
To the Congress of the United States:
We live in a time when the technology of telecommunications is

undergoing rapid change which will dramatically affect the whole of
our society. It has long been recognized that the executive branch of
the Federal government should be better equipped to deal with the
issues which arise from telecommunications growth. As the largest
single user of the nation's telecommunications facilities, the Federal
government must also manage its internal communications operations
in the most effective manner possible.

Accordingly, I am today transmitting to the Congress Reorganiza-
tion Plan No. 1 of 1970, prepared in accordance with chapter 9 of title
5 of the United States Code.
That plan would establish a new Office of Telecommunications

Policy in the Executive Office of the President. The new unit would
be headed by a Director and a Deputy Director who would be ap-
pointed by the President with the advice and consent of the Senate.
The existing office held by the Director of Telecommunications
Management in the Office of Emergency Preparedness would be
abolished.
In addition to the functions which are transferred to it by the

reorganization plan, the new Office would perform certain other
duties which I intend to assign to it by Executive order as soon as
the reorganization plan takes effect. That order would delegate to
the new Office essentially those functions which are now assigned to
the Director of Telecommunications Management. The Office of
Telecommunications Policy would be assisted in its research and
analysis responsibilities by the agencies and departments of the
Executive Branch including another new office, located in the Depart-
ment of Commerce.
The new Office of Telecommunications Policy would play three

essential roles:
1. It would serve as the President's principal adviser on telecom-

munications policy, helping to formulate government policies con-
cerning a wide range of domestic and international telecommunications
issues and helping to develop plans and programs which take full
advantage of the nation's technological capabilities. The speed of
economic and technological advance in our time means that new ques-
tions concerning communications are constantly arising, questions
on which the government must be well informed and well advised.
The new Office will enable the President and all government officials
to share more fully in the experience, the insights, and the forecasts
of government and non-government experts.

( 1 )
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REORGANIZATION PLAN NO. 1 OF 1970

(Prepared by the President and transmitted to the Senate and the
House of Representatives in Congress assembled, February 9, 1970,
pursuant to the provisions of chapter 9 of title 5 of the United
States Code)

OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

SECTION 1. Transfer of junctions. The functions relating to assigning
frequencies to radio stations belonging to and operated by the United
States, or to classes thereof, conferred upon the President by the pro-
visions of section 305(a) of the Communications Act of 1934, 47
U.S.C. 305(a), are hereby transferred to the Director of the Office of
Telecommunications Policy hereinafter provided for.
SEC. 2. Establishment of 0.tfice. There is herebi established in the

Executive Office of the President the Office of relecommunications
Policy, hereinafter referred to as the Office.
SEC. 3. Director and deputy. (a) There shall be at the head of the

Office the Director of the Office of Telecommunications Policy, here-
inafter referred to as the Director. The Director shall be appointed by
the President by and with the advice and consent of the Senate. and
shall be compensated at the rate now or hereafter provided for Level
III of the Executive Schedule Pay Rates (5 U.S.C. 5314).
(b) There shall be in the Office a Deputy Director of the Office of

Telecommuilications Policy who shall be appointed by the President
by and with the advice and consent of the Senate and shall be com-
pensated at the rate now or hereafter provided for Level IV of the
Executive Schedule Pay Rates (5 U.S.C. 5315). The Deputy Director
shall perform such functions as the Director may from time to thne
prescribe and, unless the President shall designate another person to
so act, shall act as Director during the absence or disability of the
Director or in the event of vacancy in the office of Director.
(c) No person shall while holding office as Director or Deputy

rector engage in any other business, vocation, or e mph)yment.
SEC. 4. Performance of junctions of Director. (a) The Director may

appoint employees necessary for the work of the Office under the
classified civil service and fix their compensation ill accordance with
the classification laws.
(b) The Director may from time to time make such provisions as

he shall deem appropriate authorizing the performance of any function
transferred to him hereunder by any other officer, or by tiny or-
ganizational entity or em Aoyee, of the Office.
SEC. 5. Abolition of ce. That office of Assistant Director of the

Office of Emergency Preparedness held by the Director of Tele-
communications Management under Executive Order No. 10995 of
February 16, 1962, as amended, is abolished. The Direct or of the

(3)
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Office of Emergency Preparedness shall make such provisions as he
may deem to be necessary with respect, to winding up any.outstanding
affairs of the office abolished by the foregoing provisions of this
section:
SEC. 6. Incidental transfers. (a) So inuch of the personnel, property,

records, and unexpended balances of appropriations, allocations, and
other funds employed, held, or used by, or available or to be inade
available to, the Office of Emergency Preparedness in connection with
functions affected by the provisions of this reorganization plan as the
Director of the Bureau of the Budget shall determine shall be trans-
ferred to the Office of Telecommunications Policy at such time or
times as he shall direct.
(b) Such further measures and dispositions as the Director of the

Bureau of the Budget, shall deem to be necessary in order to effectuate
the transfers provided for in subsection (a) of this section shall be
carried out in such manner as he shall direct and by such agencies
as he shall designate.
SEC. 7 . Interim Director. The President may authorize any person

who immediately prior to the effective date of this reorganization
plan holds a, position in the Executive Office of the President to
act as Director of the Office of Telecommunications Policy until the
office of Director is for the first, time filled pursuant to the provisions
of section 3 of this reorganization plan or by recess appointment, as
the case may be. The President inay authorize any person who serves
in an acting capacity under the foregoing provisions of this section
to receive the compensation attached to the office of Director. Such
compensation, if authorized, shall be in lieu of, but not in addition
to, other compensation from the United States to which such person
may be entitled.



Senator PASTORE. It is apparent after carefully reading these docu-
ments that the Direct,or of the Office of Telecommunications Policy
has broad responsibilities. His office will, among other things, serve
as the President's principal adviser on all telecommunications policy,
and help coordinate and formulate Government policies concerning a
wide range of domestic !Ind international telecommunications issues;
help formulate policies and coordinate operations for the Federal
Government's own vast c,ommunications system; and enable the execu-
tive branch to act as a niore effective partner in discussions of com-
munications policy with both the Congress and the Federal Com-
munications Commission.
For some years now, this committee has urged the Federal Com-

munications Commission and other interested Government agencies
to formulate an overall telecommunications policy. The rapid. advance
of communications technology including satellite communications, and
the concomitant increase in the use of communication services have
made the formulation of such a policy imperative if we are to achieve
our goal of a nationwide, and worldwide wire and radio communica-
tion service with adequate faculties at reasonable charges.
In 1962, when Dr. Irving Stewart WRS nominated to be Assistant

Director of the Office of Emergency Planning (Director of Tele-
communications Management), he appeared before the committee and
I asked him a number of questions relating to the need for the United
State,s to develop a national policy and position for dealing with other
nations in seeking international telecommunications agreements; our
need to formulate policies and plans for giiidance in reconciling the
conflicting interests and needs of Government and private users of the
spectrum space; and how the United States could develop policies and
plans which would foster a sound and vigorous telecomnninications
industry in the face of new technical advances, changing needs, and
economic developments.
Again in 1964 when James D. O'Connell, who was nominated to

succeed Dr. Stewart, appeared before the comniittee I asked him these
same questions and expressed the hope that, he would submit a report
on frequencies used by the Government, and exert his best efforts in
developing an overall telecommunications policy.
On October .19, 1966, the Office of Telecommunications Management

submitted to this committee a report on frequency management, within
the executive branch of the Government. That report contained an
appeal for an immediate implementation of a major planning program
for the future allocation and use of radio spectrum.
In June 1966, the Office of Telecommunications Management, the

Federal Communications Commission, the Department, of Defense,
and the Department of Justice, in a study on international communi-
cations submitted to this committee concluded that the dynamic nature
of the communications industry required that the FCC be given
authority to take promptly such action as may be necessary to serve
the national interest, meet the needs of public and the Government for
efficient and economical communications service, and preserve the
health of the industry. In order to achieve these objectives, it was
recommended that the FCC, which has the power to change the com-
munication industry's competitive conditions by authorizing new
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services and prescribing new rates, should also have the power to
authorize necessary changes in the industry's structure. However, the
provisions of the antitrust laws and certain sections of the Communi-
cations Act of 1934, prohibited this kind of restructuring. Therefore,
the study made legislative recommendations. Specific proposals to
implement these recommendations, however, were never, never forth-
coming.
On August, 14, 1967, President Johnson appointed a task force of

distinguished Government officials to make a comprehensive study of
communications policy. In his message to Congress, the President
stated that the ITnitea States must review its past, activities in this
field and formulate a national communicAttions policy. Accordingly,
the task force was charged with examining a number of major ques-
tions affecting this policy.
The report and recommendations of this task force were submitted

to President Johnson, but administrations changed before it was re-
leased. Subsequently, it wits released by the present administration,
On March 2, 1966, the FCC instituted a notice of inquiry into the

establishment of domestic communication satellite facilities by non-
Government entities. I have repeatedly urged the Commission not to
procntsti»ate in reaching a deension on this matter because the Amer-
ican people in the long run would be the losers.
In 1967, the Commission informed the committee that it was with-

holding disposition of the domestic satellite question pending the
comprehensive report of the Presidential Task Force on Communi-
cations Policy. The Commission finally announced that it was on the
verge of resolving the issue in that proceeding early in 1969, but in
July of that year the present, administration requested the Commis-
sion to withhold its action until it had completed its own study of the
matter. The administration's study and recommendations were sub-
mitted to the Commission 6 months later.
Then on March 20, 1970, the Commission issued a report and order

and a notice of proposed rulemaking in the proceeding it initiated on
March 2, 1966. Despite the fact that applications to establish and oper-
ate domestic communicAtions satellite facilities may be submitted for
the Commission consideration pursuant to that report and order, the
Commission has stated that, as yet it is linable to determine what type
of domestic satellite program could best, be developed.
Many authorities contend that we are no closer to a resolution of

this issue than we were in 1966. Whether or not this is so, the fact
remains that it domestic satellite system is still some time away and the
American people are not receiving the full benefit of this dynamic
technology.
Most recently, on June 10, 1970, the Commission instituted a notice

of inquiry into the policy to be followed in future licensing of facilities
for overseas communications. Heretofore, the Commission has licensed
overseas communications facilities on an ad hoc basis.
I have purposely set out in some detail the history of this commit-

tee's attempts to urge the interested agencies of Government to adopt
an overall communications policy because it is apparent to me that
their failure to do so has contributed significantly to many of the
problems and uncertainties that we now face in the field of
communications.
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Lack of such a policy has, for example, raised serious questions
whether the Commission's present ad hoc licensing of overseas com-
munications facilities is conducive to efficient planning by the carriers.
There is uncertainty as to how overseas surface communications facili-
ties and satellite facilities can best be integrated to form a balanced
communications system. The using public suffers as a consequence, and
government users have stressed that reliability of this service is vital
in time of crisis.
Legitimate questions have been raised as to whether the present

division of ownership of overseas surface record communication facili-
ties continues to be in the public interest. Divided ownership has
resulted in the construction and maintenance of expensive, duplication
of communication facilities which increase operating costs and result
in higher rates for the user.
Moreover, our Nation—I want to emphasize this--our Nation is in

a relatively poor bargaining position on communications matters with
foreign counterparts since we do not speak with a single voice. In
this connection, I have repeatedly urged that this country not give
away its birthright during the course of the current negotiations
of the Plenipotentiary Conference on Definitive Arrangements for
the International Telecommunications Satellite Consortium.
I have talked with Mr. Scranton on this; T have talked with Leonard

Marks on this, and I am going to talk to Ambassador Washburn and
to you on this.
And, finally, as I noted previously, we are not fully utilizing the

benefits of satellite technology in view of our failure to formulate, and
implement a domestic satellite program.
Now, Dr. Whitehead, I think you are one of the most brilliant

young person who has come to Government in a long- long time. I
have had formal and informal talks with you. I think you know this
business. I think you know your problems. And I think that you are
one man that can do something about it provided that your recom-
mendations receive the approbation and the attention of the Presi-
dent. You can make thousand recommendations to the President, but
unless these recommendations are studied and unless intense attention
is given to them and a decision is made all your efforts will be a futile
exercise.
General O'Connell never met the President once after he was sworn

in in all the time that lie was his communications adviser.
Now I know, Dr. Whitehead, all these issues are very complex and

they are not going to be resolved overnight, and they are not going
to be resolved by one apncy.
Our spectrum today is a MSS of confusion. We have attained pri-

macy in communication satellites. We have primacy on the inter-
national level thus far, provided we don't negotiate away our birth-
right. We have not developed a domestic satellite system. This is going
to be your job, and I repeat again, I don't know of any man who could
do it, better ; and I want to weleome you here, I want to congratulate
the President for appointing you.
As a, matter of fact, I am the chairman of the Subcommittee on

Independent 'Offices Funding, and when a request was made for the
Electromagnetic Compatibility Facility I raised the question as to
whether or not the new Director was familiar with it and how he felt
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about it. As a matter of fact, the House knocked it out of the budget—
$906,000. My committee restored it in the budget. We are going to
go to conference on it next week. I would like to have a little memo-
randum from you a.s to what you feel about it, how important you
think it is, and how you are going to use it, and the immediacy for
having the money now. I would like to have that, when I go to con-
ference next, week.
What, attitude the House is going to take I don't, know. I think

they decided the question is a matter for legislation. I think the
Budget Bureau was consulted and they said they didn't, think that
was necessary, it could be done under the funding process.
Be that, as it may, I am going to take it back for further consultation

to the conferees of the 1 louse, hopefully that we can do something
about it. But I would like to be fortified with a memorandum from
you.
Now here you are2 1)1.. Whitehead, you have been in the White House

for some time advising the President in this important area. You have
listened to my very long statement, and I regret, that I had to indulge
your patience so much. 1 would like to have your comments.

STATEMENT OF DR. CLAY T. WHITEHEAD

Dr. WHITEHEAD. Thank you very much, sir. I think that we in the
White House can agre,e with most of the objectives that you set for-
ward in your statement. We feel very concerned, as you do, about the
importance of this area, about, the impact on the industry and on our
society and our broader economy of the results of not having a tele-
communications policy.
I am not sure that even a person who lived up to some of the kind

words I have heard here this morning could do this job justice. I have
been very impressed by the complexities of the problems. 13ut I am
hopeful that we can make some progress.
This is an extremely dynamic! and innovative field. It is extremely

broad in its impact, as I just mentioned. We will certainly do every-
thing we can to come up with a telecommunications policy.
. I think it, is important to realize, though, as I am sure you do, that
in such a fast-moving field, in a field with such a broad impact, that
it is not feasible to sit down and come up with a piece of paper that
says this is our policy. What, we will be trying to do, therefore, is to
spend as much time developing a policy process that.can respond t,o
the changes in the economy, in the industry, and society, so that we
can deal with the issues as they arise, so that the Govenunent can take
a sensible position, and so that the industry can then go forward and
make available to the public the benefits that we have all been talking
about.
I recognize particularly your concern about. the international com-

munications area. I think that is extremely important. I think the
impact of international communications will grow, grow at an ex-
tremely rapid rate. It, is already important to us in this country. It
concerns how we talk to other people of the world: how they perceive
us, how we perceive them. It is certainly a very important thing in
these times.

51-628 0 71 15
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We will do everything we can to see that that area develo_ps in a
cooperative spirit with other nations, but making certain that the
United States' inetersts are well represented.
Finally, I would like to comment on your concern about the spec-

trum. We think this is an extremely important area. There are tre-
mendous sums of money invested in this country based on certain
spectrum allocations. That cannot be changed lightly. But we must
have a sensible spectrum allocation plan and policy. We must see to
it that the spectrum is used efficiently and effectively and is used for
those things that are most valuable to the country.
There are a number of people who speak of the spectrum crisis. I

don't share the opinion that we have reached a crisis in this country.
We have reached a point, though, of serious concern. We have to find
new ways of allocating spectrum, or we in fact will have a true crisis
on our hands.
As you know, Mr. Chairman, there was considerable talk when you

were considering this reorganization that we should merge the spec-
trum management of the Federal Government and the FCC spe,ctrum
management for civilian use. We considered that possibility and
decided it was not necessary, that a cooperative spirit between the FCC
and the executive branch along with new te,chniques, new procedures,
would be not only adequate, but would for some time be the best
procedure.
The President has said that the purpose of this reorganization is to

make the executive branch a better partner in the policy dialog with
the Congress, the FCC, the industry, and the public. That is the goal
I seek for myself and for the office, and I am hopeful that we can
make some decisions, make some changes that will be constructive and
fulfill the objectives you have set forth.
Senator PASTORE. I want you to know, Mr. Whitehead, if you ever

feel that you need the help of this committee, whether it be a matter
of consultation or legislative help, that you are going to find us very
willing and very obliging.
And you speak about partnership--my experience in Government

has been that once an agency takes hold of something they are very
reluctant to give it up, and would hope that at some point someone
in the White House will be strong enough to speak to the Defense
Department to determine at what point all that they have preempted
should remain preempted. After all, in the case of an emergency they
can preempt the whole spectrum—you know that. -Why they have to
keep it in abeyance in the meantime in a growing economy, in the
most progressive country in the world, merely on the ground that there
may be an eventual need for this is something that has disturbed me
for a long, long time.
Now if they need this and they can prove it, I say all well and good.

But if they are just holding it in reserve because they have it and they
don't want to let it go, there has got to be somebody strong enough to
say "look here, we have the economy of this country to develop, too."
Now you have submitted your financial statement,. You have no

financial interest in any corporation, business enterprise, or nonprofit
or educational institution. You have no creditors excepting small
indebtedness to run your home, and you have no financial interest in
real property.


